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THREE STORIES AND THEIR MORALS
By
Robert B. Bennett, Jr.*

Fundamentally, the common law tradition is a collection of stories.1
Stories also become the law professor‘s stock in trade. We tell
*

Professor of Business Law, Butler University.
Accord, Kathryn Abrams, Hearing the Call of Stories, 79 CALIF. L. REV. 971
(1991) (fitting ―feminist narratives‖ within the context of legal scholarship);
Mark A. Clawson, Disruptions of Literature: Telling Stories: Romance and
Dissonance in Progressive Legal Narratives, 22 LEGAL STUD. FORUM 353, 357
(1998) (―Legal education teaches students that storytelling skills are the stockin-trade of the legal profession. Legal arguments are created, much like a simple
fable, from the stock elements of facts and law.‖); Nancy Cook, Speaking in and
About Stories, 63 U. CIN. L. REV. 95, 95 (1994) (―Law professors tell war stories
to their students, clients tell stories to lawyers; lawyers, in turn, provide judges
and juries with stories on behalf of clients. The courts ultimately relate stories
through judicial opinions.‖); Nancy Levit & Allen Rostron, Law Stories: Tales
from Legal Practice, Experience and Education: Calling for Stories, 75 UMKC
L. REV. 1127, 1127 (2007) (―Storytelling is a fundamental part of legal practice,
teaching, and thought.‖); Christine Metteer Lorillard, Stories that make the Law
Free: Literature as a Bridge Between the Law and the Culture in Which it Must
Exist, 12 TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 251, 255 (2005) (―Legal stories fall within the
general description of narrative, but with a different end: the law is about
prioritizing stories, choosing one story over another. The law seldom hears only
one side of the story. In the law, two or more storytellers explain what happened
1

2
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students stories or have them read stories in the form of cases or
hypothetical situations and help them discern the morals to the
stories—i.e., what the stories mean in the context of business or in
their business lives.2 In a sense, that is what the Socratic Method is all
about: analyzing stories in the form of cases and discerning their
greater meaning.3 In this paper I will relate three true stories4 within
to them and how it felt, and ask another to stand for a moment in their shoes.
Legal storytellers, then, use stories rhetorically, in an attempt to persuade others
to accept their version of what has happened in the world, or to change another‘s
views or understanding about world events.‖); Sandra Craig McKenzie,
Storytelling: A Different Voice for Legal Education, 41 KAN. L. REV. 251, 251
(1992) (―Lawyers are storytellers, using stories as a means of solving problems
for clients. Although lawyers tell stories in a variety of settings, the
quintessential example of legal storytelling occurs in the courtroom, where two
lawyers meet to tell opposing stories about ‗what really happened on the night of
June 12th.‘…The judge‘s opinion is the final version of the story, distilled from
the versions told by the opposing lawyers.‖); Kim Lane Scheppele, Legal
Storytelling: Foreword: Telling Stories, 87 MICH. L. REV. 2073, 2075 (1989)
(―To make sense of law and to organize experience, people often tell stories.
And these stories are telling.‖). But see David R. Culp, Law School: A
Mortuary for Poets and Moral Reason, 16 CAMPBELL L. REV. 61, 61 (1994)
(―The study of law will train you for many different fields, but it will not train
you to embark upon one endeavor: It will not equip you to become a poet.‖).
2
See generally, Beryl Blaustone, Teaching Evidence: Storytelling in the
Classroom, 41 AM. U. L. REV. 453 (1992) (discussing how she uses short stories
based upon the life of John Wigmore to review the Federal Rules of Evidence);
Peter T. Wendel, Great Property Cases: Using Property to Teach Students to
“Think Like a Lawyer:” Whetting Their Appetites and Aptitudes, 46 ST. LOUIS
L.J. 733 (2002).
3
The use of the ―Socratic Method‖ or the ―case method‖ is generally credited
to Christopher Langdell, Dean of the Harvard Law School in the 1870s. For a
discussion of the case method and its development and criticism, see W. Burlette
Carter, Reconstructing Langdell, 32 GA. L. REV. 1 (1997); E. Allan Farnsworth,
Casebooks: Contracts Scholarship in the Age of the Anthology, 85 MICH. L.
REV. 1406 (1987); David D. Garner, The Continuing Vitality of the Case Method
in the Twenty-First Century, 2000 BYU EDUC. & L.J. 307 (2000); Cynthia G.
Hawkins-Leon, The Socratic Method—Problem Method Dichotomy: The
Debate Over Teaching Method Continues, 1998 BYU EDUC. & L.J. 1 (1998);
Elizabeth J. Samuels, Stories Out of School: Teaching the Case of Brown v.
Voss, 16 CARDOZO L. REV. 1445, 1446-48 (1995). Note that some, like
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the context of just-in-time production management and develop their
morals or implications for business and business lawyers.
STORY 1: THE DEFECTIVE COMPONENTS
Once upon a time,5 when I was still practicing law in Charlotte, North
Carolina,6 I got a call from an agitated client.7 This client was one of
Professor McKenzie, would quibble with my characterization of the story
aspects of the case method, focusing on Langdell‘s pursuit of ―science‖ in legal
education through use of the case method; see, e.g., McKenzie, supra note 1, at
259-62.
4
Although we normally associate morals with Aesop‘s Fables, with apologies
to ―Dragnet,‖ all of these stories are true--or true enough; the names have been
changed to protect the innocent.
5
This is the way fairy tales usually begin, but all of the parties in my stories
may or may not live ―happily ever after.‖ See, also, Jennifer Howard, From
„Once Upon a Time‟ to „Happily Ever After‟:Fairy-tale scholars explore the
nuanced history of the genre, CHRONICLE REV., May 22, 2009, at B6 (discussing
recent scholarship regarding the origins and dissemination of fairy tales);
Scheppele, supra note 1, at 285 (―Storytelling can be seen as a deeply patterned
activity. English speakers know when they hear ‗once upon a time‘ that a story
is about to begin. ‗And they live happily ever after‘ is clearly an ending.‖).
6
I practiced for eleven years for the Charlotte, North Carolina, law firm of
Horack, Talley, Pharr & Lowndes, P.A., who now disavow any knowledge of
my actions, though its members hasten to point out that if they ever knew me,
the statute of limitations has run. Because the key events in the first two stories
took place in North Carolina and because the UCC is in flux with respect to
some of the issues discussed, cites herein are to the North Carolina version of
the UCC and other statutes.
7
It is worth emphasizing that this is how nearly all lawsuits begin, with a call
from a client who tells a story—or at least his version of it. Classifications of
law—and the law itself—are abstractions developed by lawyers to categorize
and help resolve disputes which come to lawyers and courts in the form of
stories. Consider the famous quote from Oliver Wendell Holmes:
The life of the law has not been logic: it has been experience.
The felt necessities of the time, the prevalent moral or political
theories, intuitions of public policy, avowed or unconscious,
even the prejudices which judges share with their fellow-men,
have had a good deal more to do than the syllogism in

4
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the sales managers for a warehouser and distributor of high grade
metal components. The company acquired the metal products from
major metals processors and would sell these products as a
―middleman‖ to manufacturers throughout the southeastern United
States [hence, we will refer to my client as ―MM, Inc.‖]. Among its
customers was a fabricator of airline seats [―SeatCo‖] to which it sold
high grade aluminum tubular rods manufactured by a huge aluminum
manufacturing company [―AlCo‖]. SeatCo would take the rods and
bend them to form a frame for the airline seat, to which it would
attach the other seating material.
MM, Inc. had just gotten a call from an irate officer of SeatCo about
the latest delivery of tubular aluminum rods. As SeatCo began
bending the rods to form the airline seats, the rods broke instead of
bending. MM, Inc. immediately called AlCo to find out how that
could be possible. AlCo admitted that if the aluminum was
incorrectly or insufficiently processed, it would result in rods that
were insufficiently malleable for the intended purpose. It admitted
that the rods were defective and promised to replace them. However,
because of the necessary fabrication time, the earliest that the
replacement rods could be delivered was six weeks later. SeatCo had
some rods from an earlier shipment on hand, but only enough to keep
its factory operating for a few days. For the remainder of the six
weeks, SeatCo was facing a complete factory shutdown for want of
aluminum tubes.

determining the rules by which men should be governed. The
law embodies the story of a nation's development through
many centuries, and it cannot be dealt with as if it contained
only the axioms and corollaries of a book of mathematics.
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, THE COMMON LAW 5 (Howe Ed. 1964).
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MM, Inc. called me to find out if it had risk of liability for the sale of
the faulty aluminum rods and the consequent shutdown of the
production line. I told the sales manager that SeatCo could and
probably would sue MM, Inc. if SeatCo had to shut down its
production line for the better part of six weeks. Moreover, SeatCo
had strong chances of success in its suit because the delivery of the
defective tubes probably breached warranties of merchantability8 and
fitness for a particular purpose9 under the Uniform Commercial Code.

8

9

N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-314 (2009) provides:
Implied warranty: Merchantability; usage of trade
(1) Unless excluded or modified (G.S. 25-2-316), a warranty
that the goods shall be merchantable is implied in a contract
for their sale if the seller is a merchant with respect to goods
of that kind. Under this section the serving for value of food or
drink to be consumed either on the premises or elsewhere is a
sale.
(2) Goods to be merchantable must be at least such as
(a) pass without objection in the trade under the contract
description; and
(b) in the case of fungible goods, are of fair average quality
within the description; and
(c) are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are
used; and
(d) run, within the variations permitted by the agreement, of
even kind, quality and quantity within each unit and among all
units involved; and
(e) are adequately contained, packaged, and labeled as the
agreement may require; and
(f) conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made on
the container or label if any.
(3) Unless excluded or modified (G.S. 25-2-316) other implied
warranties may arise from course of dealing or usage of trade.
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-315 (2009) provides:
Implied warranty: Fitness for particular purpose
Where the seller at the time of contracting has reason to
know any particular purpose for which the goods are required
and that the buyer is relying on the seller's skill or judgment to
select or furnish suitable goods, there is unless excluded or

6
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However, I was not too concerned about ultimate liability for the
consequential damages resulting from the shutting down the factory
for two reasons. First, to be liable for consequential damages, a court
must conclude that the shutdown of the factory was a foreseeable
consequence of the delivery of the faulty materials.10 Second, even if

modified under the next section [G.S. 25-2-316] an implied
warranty that the goods shall be fit for such purpose.
10
The original precedent on foreseeability of losses for breach of contract was
Hadley v. Baxendale, 9 Ex. 341; 146 E. R. 145 (1854). In Hadley v. Baxendale,
the plaintiffs were millers in Gloucester. The crankshaft of their steam engine
which powered the mill broke and they arranged with the firm of W. Joyce &
Co. of Greenwich to produce a new shaft using the old shaft as a model. The
plaintiffs entered into a contract with the defendants to transport the old shaft to
be repaired. In the first count of their complaint, the plaintiffs claimed that the
defendants promised delivery within two days. In the second count, the
plaintiffs alternatively claimed that the shaft was to be delivered "within a
reasonable time." The shaft was not delivered for a period of seven days; as a
result, the plaintiffs argued that they were thereby prevented from working their
steam mill, were unable to supply their customers, had to buy flour for some of
their customers, were compelled to pay wages, and suffered lost profits. They
sought 300£ as compensatory damages. Trial was held before Judge Crompton
at the Gloucester Assizes. At trial, the evidence showed that the plaintiffs'
servant told the defendants' clerk that the mill was idled and that the shaft must
be sent immediately and "that a special entry, if required, should be made to
hasten its delivery." The delivery "was delayed by some neglect." The
defendants countered that the damages were too remote to hold the defendants
liable. Judge Crompton left the issue of damages to the jury which returned a
verdict of 50£. On appeal, the Court of Exchequer agreed with the defendants
and reversed, granting the defendants a new trial. In that decision, Baron
Alderson stated:
We think the proper rule in such a case as the present is this:
where two parties have made a contract which one of them has
broken, the damages which the other party ought to receive in
respect of such breach of contract should be such as may fairly
and reasonably be considered either arising naturally, i.e.
according to the usual course of things, from such breach of
contract itself, or such as may reasonably be supposed to have
been in the contemplation of both parties at the time they
made the contract, as the probable result of the breach of it.

7
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Applying the principle that he had enunciated, he argued that the only special
circumstances communicated to the defendant were that the article to be carried
was a broken mill shaft and that the plaintiffs were millers. He was unwilling to
acknowledge that this conveyed adequate knowledge of the special
circumstances to the defendant. He reasoned that the plaintiff might have
another millshaft (which the court hinted was a common precaution at the time)
or there might be other problems at the mill. In either event, the production of
the mill would not be solely dependent on the timely delivery of the millshaft
and, therefore, "the loss of profits here cannot reasonably considered such a
consequence of the breach of contract as could have been fairly and reasonably
contemplated by both the parties when they made this contract." Alderson
argued that had the defendant known of the special circumstances of the
contract, he could have provided for the breach with special terms.
The legacy of Hadley v. Baxendale finds its way into the UCC in N.C.
GEN. STAT. § 25-2-715 (2) (2009), which defines ―consequential damages‖
resulting from the seller‘s breach which ― include (a) any loss resulting from
general or particular requirements and needs of which the seller at the time of
contracting had reason to know and which could not reasonably be prevented by
cover or otherwise; and (b) injury to person or property proximately resulting
from any breach of warranty.‖ (Emphasis added.) For a discussion of Hadley in
its historical context, see Richard Danzig, Hadley v. Baxendale: A Study in the
Industrialization of the Law, 4 J. LEGAL STUD. 249 (1975); and A. W. B.
Simpson, Innovation in Nineteenth Century Contract Law, 91 L. Q. REV. 247
(1975). For a discussion of the history of the foreseeability requirement, see
Robert B. Bennett, Jr., Just-In-Time Purchasing and the Problem of
Consequential Damages, 26 UCC L.J. 332, 340-49 (1994).
Hadley has found its way into the jurisprudence of the former British
colonies and remains the subject of vigorous intellectual debate. See, e.g., B.E.
Adler, The Questionable Ascent of Hadley v. Baxendale, 51 Stan. L. Rev 1547
(1998-9); Wayne Barnes, The Boundaries of Contract in a Global Economy:
Hadley v. Baxendale and Other Common Law Borrowings From the Civil Law,
11 TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 627 (2005); Thomas A. Diamond & Howard Foss,
Consequential Damages for Commercial Loss: An Alternative to Hadley v.
Baxendale, 63 FORDHAM L. REV. 665 (1994); Jason Scott Johnston, Strategic
Bargaining and the Economic Theory of Contract Default Rules, 100 YALE L. J.
615 (1990); Peter Linzer, Hadley v. Baxendale and the Seamless Web of the
Law, 11 TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 225 (2005); Joe Spurlock II et al., Panel
Discussion: Hadley v. Baxendale: Still Crazy After All These Years, 11 TEX.
WESLEYAN L. REV. 707 (2005); Andrew Tettenborn, Forseeability and
Damages: Hadley v. Baxendale: Contract Doctrine or Compensation Rule?, 11
TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 505 (2005); Andrew Tettenborn, Hadley v. Baxendale
Foreseeability: a Principle Beyond Its Sell-by Date?, 23 J. CONTRACT L. 120

8
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a court concluded that the shutdown was foreseeable, MM, Inc.
chances in a third party suit against AlCo would be strong. 11 AlCo
had also breached the warranty of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose in its sale to MM, Inc.12 and had probably also
been negligent in its manufacturing. In fact, AlCo had already
admitted that it was at fault. Further, because of its knowledge of its
own production schedule, it would have been in a better position than
MM, Inc. to anticipate the consequences of a delivery of defective
aluminum rods. Also AlCo was a solvent defendant, well able to pay
any damages that might be awarded. That meant that MM, Inc.‘s
ultimate legal risk was likely to be comparatively small.

(2007); Jennifer O‘Reilly & Robert B. Bennett, Jr., A Comparative Review of
Contract Damages In Australia and the United States, in 31 PROC. TRI-STATE
ACAD. LEGAL STUD. BUS. 1 (2007).
Probably because of its compelling story, The cases applying Hadley
are legion; see, e.g.: Globe Refining Company v. Landa Cotton Oil Company,
190 U.S. 540, 23 S. Ct. 754 (1903); Hendricks & Associates, Inc. v. Daewoo
Corp., 923 F.2d 209 (1st Cir. 1991); Hampton by Hampton v. Federal Exp.
Corp., 917 F.2d 1119 (8th Cir. 1990); Rardin v. T & D Mach. Handling, Inc.,
890 F.2d 24 (7th Cir. 1989); Nyquist v. Randall, 819 R.2d 1014 (11th Cir.
1987); Van Moorlehem v. Brown Realty Co., 747 F.2d 992 (10th Cir. 1984);
American Anodco, Inc. v. Reynolds Metals Co., 743 F.2d 417 (6th Cir. 1984);
Western Industries, Inc. v. Newcor Canada Ltd., 739 F.2d 1198 (7th Cir. 1984);
Troxler Electronic Laboratories, Inc. v. Solitron Devices, Inc., 722 F.2d 81 (4th
Cir. 1983); Evra Corp. v. Swiss Bank Corp., 673 F.2d 951 (7th Cir. 1982);
Pemberton v. Ovatech, Inc., 669 F. 2d 533 (8th Cir. 1982); Hector Martinez and
Co. v. Southern Pac. Transp. Co., 606 F.2d 106 (5th Cir. 1981); Luick v.
Graybar Elec. Co., Inc., 473 F.2d 1360 (8th Cir. 1973); W.L. Green Industries,
Inc. v. Western Intertrading, Ltd., 1992 WL 122785 (S.D.N.Y., 1992); Anna
Ready Mix, Inc. v. N. E. Pierson Const. Co., Inc., 747 F.Supp. 1299 (S.D.Ill.,
1990).
11
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 1A-1, Rule 13 and 14 (2009) permit a party to bring a
third party claim against ―a person not a party to the action who is or may be
liable to him for all or part of the plaintiff's claim against him.‖
12
See notes 8 and 9 supra.
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The sales manager breathed an audible sigh of relief. I said, ―Don‘t
relax too soon.‖
―What do you mean?‖
―Well, I thought that SeatCo was your single biggest customer,‖ I
said.
―It is,‖ he said.
―How do you think that the officers at SeatCo are going to react if
they have to shut down the factory for six weeks? They are going to
be looking for scapegoats. Even if AlCo makes the company
financially whole, are they going to want to rely on you in the future?
Are you still going to have a customer?‖
―Oh, [expletive deleted].‖
My client got off the phone with me and immediately took a series of
steps to insure that SeatCo would not have to shut down the factory.
First, he found some rods from an earlier shipment in stock in the
warehouse and shipped them to SeatCo. Then he went into the ―spot
market‖ and bought some rods from his competitors and shipped
them to SeatCo. He even bought some excess inventory from his
other customers and delivered them to SeatCo in his personal car.
Ultimately he was able to scrape together enough inventory to keep
SeatCo running until AlCo could produce another shipment of
conforming rods. These were probably not profitable transactions
because of the additional costs of the spot purchases and the small
deliveries, but MM, Inc. was able to avoid the far greater costs
associated with litigation and, more importantly, it was able to keep

10
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its largest customer. In other words, the parties lived happily ever
after.
STORY
2:
MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

OF

JUST-IN-TIME

Once upon a time, at roughly the same time as SeatCo was running
into its difficulties, I had dinner with my brother who was then
working for a big textile company (―MillCo‖) that bought raw
materials and produced and dyed fabrics and carpeting for the
automotive industry. He related to me excitedly how MillCo was a
pioneer in this new industrial process called Just-in-Time production
management (―JIT‖). As he then described it, the principle behind JIT
was to reduce inventory and inventory costs throughout the industrial
process.13 ―We have gotten this down to a science,‖ he bragged. ―We
13

This is somewhat of an oversimplification, but it does adequately capture one
of the principal end results. JIT refers to a number of management techniques
which attempt to eliminate waste in production, including waste resulting from
overproduction, waste of employee time, waste in transportation, waste in
processing, inventory waste, waste of movement and waste resulting from
defective products and other quality control problems. The name, JIT, conveys
the central philosophy: producing goods in exactly the quantity needed and
sending them to where they are needed, when they are needed. The goal of the
manufacturer is to reduce inventory at every stage of the manufacturing process,
from the time the raw materials or component parts are delivered to the factory
until the finished goods are shipped to the buyer. Goods are "pulled" through the
system by market demand rather than "pushed" by production capacity. The
ideal lot size for a given product would be one. For a summary of JIT, as well as
a discussion of some of the legal issues inherent in the use of third party
suppliers, see Bennett, supra note 10, at 332-39. For a more detailed look at
JIT and its implementation, see, e.g., ROBERT W. HALL, ZERO INVENTORIES
(1983); ROBERT W. HALL, ATTAINING MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE (1987);
ROBERT W. HALL ET AL., MEASURING UP: CHARTING PATHWAYS TO
MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE (1991); MASAAKI IMAI, KAIZEN: THE KEY TO
JAPAN'S COMPETITIVE SUCCESS (1986); TAIICHI OHNO, TOYOTA PRODUCTION
SYSTEM: BEYOND LARGE-SCALE PRODUCTION (1988) (English Translation of

11
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get small daily deliveries of materials and we just take materials from
the loading dock directly to the production line.‖
―Let me ask you,‖ I said. ―What happens if you go out to the loading
dock and nothing is there?‖ Thinking of my recent experience with
MM, Inc., I added, ―Or what happens if the stuff on the loading dock
doesn‘t meet specifications?‖
[Silence, followed by horrified stare.]
STORY 3: THE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT
Once upon a time, I was having dinner recently with a management
consultant from the world‘s most prestigious—and expensive—
management consulting firm (―McFirm‖). This consultant for
McFirm was a specialist who worked with manufacturing companies
throughout Germany. We were sharing information about our jobs
when he asked about my research. I mentioned that among the areas
that I researched were the legal issues surrounding JIT.
―What legal issues are there?‖
―Well, for example, when the manufacturer uses outside suppliers,
contract issues come into play.‖

1978 Japanese Work); KIYOSHI SUZAKI, THE NEW MANUFACTURING
CHALLENGE: TECHNIQUES FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT (1987); RICHARD J.
SCHONBERGER, JAPANESE MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES: NINE HIDDEN
LESSONS IN SIMPLICITY (1982); JAMES P. WOMACK ET AL., THE MACHINE THAT
CHANGED THE WORLD: THE STORY OF LEAN PRODUCTION (1990); JAMES P.
WOMACK & DANIEL T. JONES, LEAN THINKING: BANISH WASTE AND CREATE
WEALTH IN YOUR CORPORATION (2003).

12
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With typical German candor (or bluntness) he responded, ―That
doesn‘t sound very exciting.‖
―What happens if the supplier doesn‘t deliver, or if the supplier
delivers late, or if the supplier delivers nonconforming goods?‖
[Long silence] That doesn‘t happen.14 If it did happen a time or two,
the supplier would lose a customer.‖15
―Are you sure that would be the result? And the only result?‖
―Sure. If a delivery is late, the factory would have to shut down.‖16

14

In fact, it does happen; James R. Freeland, A Survey of Just-In-Time
Purchasing Practices in the United States, 32/2 PRODUCTION & INVENTORY
MGMT. J. 43, 47 (1991) ("Some 33% of the responding companies reported they
had experienced downtime over the past year because of poor supplier
performance for JIT-purchased parts. Nearly half of the downtime occurrences
was the result of late deliveries, and most of the rest were caused by quality
problems. Thus, JIT can apparently cause some downtime."); Glenn Walberg,
Note, Everything Old is New Again: Reaching the Limits of INDOPCO‟s
Benefits With the Just-In-Time Management Philosophy, 38 WM. & MARY L.
REV. 1257, 1260-65 (1997) (differentiating between ―pragmatic‖ and ―romantic‖
approaches to JIT, arguing that the romantic approach seeks a revolution in the
workplace which is more likely to result in adverse consequences including
disruption of manufacturing operations.).
15
This may be a practical extralegal resolution of such a problem between the
parties. The actual legal rules are a trifle more complicated and would depend
upon whether there was a written contract, what its terms were and the effect of
course of dealing, course of performance and usage of trade. For a contract
which apparently included just such a provision, see Windsor Mold Inc. v.
Express Molding International Inc., 130 A.C.W.S. (3d) 86 (Ontario Sup. Ct.
2004), aff‟d, 140 A.C.W.S. (3d) 285 (2005).
16
Id. at ¶ 24 (―All parties understand the concept of ‗Just in Time‘ in this
industry and that under no circumstances would a supplier ever want to cause a
halt in production because of the high costs that would be incurred. I am
satisfied that everyone knew that this was a very important issue.‖).
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I could not resist: ―Sounds pretty exciting to me.‖ I persisted:
―Assuming that the factory does shut down, whose problem do you
think that is?‖
―Unless the manufacturer has done something wrong, like ordered the
wrong goods, or ordered in the wrong sequence, or put the wrong
date on the order, it is the supplier‘s problem. The supplier has the
responsibility to deliver the parts to the manufacturer‘s loading dock
on time; then it becomes the manufacturer‘s problem.‖17

17

Of course, among other things, this assumption reverses the normal UCC
default rule that title and risk of loss normally pass when goods are delivered by
the seller to a common carrier. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-308(a) (2009) (―Unless
otherwise agreed (a) the place for delivery of goods is the seller's place of
business or if he has none, his residence‖); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-401(2)
(2009) (―Unless otherwise explicitly agreed title passes to the buyer at the time
and place at which the seller completes his performance with reference to the
physical delivery of the goods, despite any reservation of a security interest and
even though a document of title is to be delivered at a different time or place;
and in particular and despite any reservation of a security interest by the bill of
lading
(a) if the contract requires or authorizes the seller to send the goods to the
buyer but does not require him to deliver them at destination, title passes to the
buyer at the time and place of shipment; but
(b) if the contract requires delivery at destination, title passes on tender
there.‖); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-504 (2009) (―Where the seller is required or
authorized to send the goods to the buyer and the contract does not require him
to deliver them at a particular destination, then unless otherwise agreed he must
(a) put the goods in the possession of such a carrier and make such a contract
for their transportation as may be reasonable having regard to the nature of the
goods and other circumstances of the case; and
(b) obtain and promptly deliver or tender in due form any document necessary
to enable the buyer to obtain possession of the goods or otherwise required by
the agreement or by usage of trade; and
(c) promptly notify the buyer of the shipment.
Failure to notify the buyer under paragraph (c) or to make a proper contract
under paragraph (a) is a ground for rejection only if material delay or loss
ensues.‖).
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―I am not sure that it is always that simple. How do you know that to
be the result?‖
―That is what the contracts always provide,‖ he said.
―Have you seen the contracts on this point?‖
―Yes.‖
―What if there is no written contract?‖
―There are always written contracts;18 it would be crazy not to have a
written contract.‖19
The same default rule is found under German law. BGB § 269 (2007),
available in English translation at http://www.gesetze-iminternet.de/englisch_bgb/englisch_bgb.html; NIGEL G. FOSTER, GERMAN LEGAL
SYSTEM & LAWS 254-55 (1993).
18
In fact, a survey of United States JIT purchasing practices disclosed that forty
percent of respondents did not use formal written contracts in the JIT purchase
of parts. Freeland, supra note 14, at 46 (The author of this survey did observe
that although the percentage having contracts did not differ much from those
who did not purchase their materials on a JIT basis, those purchasing JIT having
contracts were more likely to have a more inclusive contract. Id. at 49.). The
results of this empirical study are generally consistent with the results of Stewart
Macaulay‘s famous empirical study, Non-Contractual Relations in Business: A
Preliminary Study, 28 AM. SOC. REV. 55, 58 (1963). and other attempts to look
at actual business practices. Professor Jennings makes the same point in her
inimitable style:
While standing before an audience of purchasing managers
involved in international sales transactions, the author was
humiliated. After the announcement of the seminar's coverage
(offer, acceptance, consideration, and damages), one
purchasing manager raised his hand and said, "Heck, I haven't
used a contract since 1989." The remaining thirty-nine
managers confirmed this statement. Adapting quickly, the
author soon realized that basic contract law is basically
irrelevant. If this were a scholarly piece, the premise would be
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Although I agreed completely with this latter suggestion, I had to
point out that empirical research suggested that there was often not a
written contract in the JIT contract situation.20 ―Whose problem is it
if there is no written contract?‖21
[Long silence and then a shrug.]

phrased as follows: Courts (and laws) have failed to
comprehend the problems contracting parties face, ergo parties
have resorted to developing relationships with each other in
lieu of reliance on the law.
Marianne M. Jennings, The True Meaning of Relational Contracts: We Don't
Care About the Mailbox Rule, Mirror Images, or Consideration Anymore--Are
We Safe?, 73 DENV. U.L. REV. 3, 3 (1995).
19
However, his contention that parties, at least in Germany, always deal with
this issue is consistent with Marburg University Professor Schanze‘s argument
contention that firms would opt for ―thick contracts‖ when choosing to
outsource key production inputs; Erich Schanze, Beyond Contract and
Corporation: The Law and Economics of Symbiotic Arrangements, in LAW AND
ECONOMICS: METHODOLOGY AND APPLICATION 113 (Thomas Ruis & Ruth
Neilsen, eds., 1998).
20
See note 18 supra. See, e.g., Crawford Packaging Inc. v. W.E.T. Automotive
Systems Ltd., 145 A.C.W.S. (3d) 75, ¶ 61 (Ontario Sup. Ct. 2006) (―The precise
contours of the agreement can only be pieced together from the discussions had
between Messrs. Crowe and Schieck on the part of Crawford and such W.E.T.
staff as Roger Hudson, the then purchasing manager and his assistants, Diane
Kerr and Lou-Anne Chadwick. In other words, no single piece of paper -- or
contract document -- reflects the agreement that was put together.‖); Geneva
Pharm. Tech. Corp. v. Barr Lab., Inc. 201, 281-82 (S.D.N.Y. 2002), aff‟d in part
and rev‟d in part, 386 F.3d 485 (2004) (―Invamed claims that a well-established
custom in the industry was to rely on implied, unwritten supply commitments.
Defendant Sherman affirmed under oath that ‗the predominant practice is for
these commitments not to be embodied in formal legal documents.‘" Citations
omitted.).
21
Robert B. Bennett, Jr., Trade Usage and Consequential Damages: the
Implications for Just-in-Time Purchasing, 46 AM. BUS. L. J. 179 (2009).
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THE MORALS: IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS
One moral for legal scholars is that by listening to business
professionals and asking questions until a blank horrified stare is the
result, a scholar can develop a research agenda22—and probably
become a pariah at any social function.
A common thread of the stories is that legal practitioners must think
comprehensively about the legal and business effects of business
practices or policies,23 because often the business practitioners may
22

In addition to the current article, see Bennett, supra note 10 and Bennett,
supra note 21.
23
See, e.g., Kenneth M. Rosen, 2007 Survey of Books Related to the Law:
Corporate Law: Mickey, Can You Spare a Dime? Disneywar, Executive
Compensation, Corporate Governance and Business Law Pedagogy, 105 MICH.
L. REV. 1151, 1154 (2007) (―Moreover, [law] students sometimes fail to realize
that good business lawyering involves the provision of the type of counsel that
can only be achieved through a deep understanding of clients‘ business model.‖
Citations omitted); Harold A. Segall, An Executive‟s Lesson in the Law from a
Typical Business Encounter, 23 FORDHAM URB. L. J. 257, 257-58 (1996) (―A
good commercial lawyer focuses not on a legal problem per se, but on the legal
aspects of a business problem‖). See also, Sandra M. Huszagh & Fredrick W.
Huszagh, Symposium: Business Lawyering and Value Creation for Clients:
Lawyers as Exchange Engineers in Commerce: An Empirical Overview, 74 OR.
L. REV. 147, 147 (1995) (arguing that increased lawyer involvement in the
commercial context is inevitable); John Mixon & Gordon Otto, Continuous
Quality Improvement, Law, and Legal Education, 43 EMORY L. J. 393 (1994)
(describing key characteristics of continuous quality improvement as
propounded by W. Edwards Deming and their implications for law and legal
education); Theresa M. Neff, Note: What Successful Companies Know that Law
Firms Need to Know: The Importance of Employee Motivation and Job
Satisfaction to Increased Productivity and Stronger Client Relationships, 17 J.
L. & HEALTH 385 (2002/03) (pointing out that lawyers often do not concern
themselves enough with the business aspects of their practices): Alina Dizik,
Law Firms Embrace Business School 101: As Recession Bites, More Attorneys
Attend Management Training and Take Mini-M.B.A. Courses, WALL ST. J., May
20, 2009, at B5 (noting the need for lawyers to better understand their clients‘
businesses).
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not. In fact, it is not uncommon for business practitioners to
completely ignore legal issues inherent in their business practices or
policies until it is too late.24 Business faculty are often not much
better. When I first began research exploring the legal issues of JIT, I
found literally hundreds of books, articles and case studies on JIT.25
24

For a fascinating discussion of this phenomenon, among others, and the
implications for teaching contract law in law schools, see Robert M. Lloyd,
Making Contracts Relevant: Thirteen Lessons for the First-Year Contracts
Course, 36 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 257, 262 (2004):
One of the shortcomings of most contracts casebooks is that
too many of the cases involve contracts in which the principals
should have involved lawyers in the deal, but didn't. When
you teach these cases, you can ask why the parties didn't get
their lawyers involved until too late. In most of the cases, we
can't identify the precise reason that these particular parties
chose not to involve their lawyers, but we can talk about some
of the common reasons business people want to keep lawyers
out of their deals. Lawyers cost money. They slow down the
deal, not only by insisting on dealing with contingencies the
parties would rather ignore, but also by not always dropping
whatever else they are doing in order to give this deal their
undivided attention. Involving lawyers spoils the interpersonal
chemistry between the parties, and, worst of all, lawyers kill
deals by their over-meticulous concern with "legalistic"
niceties.
25
See, e.g., sources cited in note 13 supra; JOHN E. SCHORR, PURCHASING IN
THE 21ST CENTURY (1992); Yohannan Abraham et al., Just-in-time: Supplierside Strategic Implications, INDUS. MGMT. & DATA SYS., May-June 1990, at 12;
Phillip W. Balsmeier, Just-in-Time: Implications and Applications for
Purchasing, 21 ARK. BUS. & ECON. REV. 28 (1988); Paul A. Dion et al., Buyer
Experiences with JIT: Some New Roles for Buyers, 28 MID-ATLANTIC J. BUS.
113 (1992); Cornelia Droege & Richard Germain, The Just-in-Time Inventory
Effect: Does it Hold Under Different Contextual, Environmental, and
Organizational Conditions?, 19 J. BUS. LOGISTICS 53 (1998); Jeffrey H. Dyer et
al., Strategic Supplier Segmentation: The Next “Best Practice” in Supply Chain
Management, 40 CAL. MGMT. REV. 57 (1998); Marshall L. Fisher et al., Making
Supply Meet Demand in an Uncertain World, HARV. BUS. REV., May-June
1994, at 83; Paula J. Haynes & Marilyn M. Helms, An Ethical Framework for
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None of them addressed any of the potential legal issues. Obviously
one explanation for the lack of sensitivity to legal issues is the
insufficiency of legal education in schools of business.26

Purchasing Decisions, 29/1 MGMT. DECISION 35 (1991); Robert H. Hayes &
Gary P. Pisano, Beyond World-Class, The New Manufacturing Strategy, HARV.
BUS. REV., Jan.-Feb. 1994, at 77; Cynthia Karen Swank, The Lean Service
Machine, HARV. BUS. REV., Oct. 2003, at 123; Marvin W. Tucker & David A.
Davis, Key Ingredients for Successful Implementation of Just-in-Time: A System
for All Business Sizes, BUS. HORIZONS, May-June, 1993, at 59; Peter Turnbull et
al., Buyer-Seller Relations in the UK Automotive Industry: Strategic
Implications of the Japanese Manufacturing Model, 13 STRATEGIC MGMT J. 159
(1992); James P. Womack & Daniel T. Jones, From Lean Production to the
Lean Enterprise, HARV. BUS. REV., Mar.-Apr. 1994, at 93; Paul H. Zipkin, Does
Manufacturing Need a JIT Revolution?, HARV. BUS. REV., Jan.-Feb. 1991, at 40.
Numerous case studies of specific companies have appeared; see, e. g.,
Bill Costantino, Cedar Works: Making the Transition to Lean, in BECOMING
LEAN: INSIDE STORIES OF U.S. MANUFACTURERS 303 (Jeffrey K. Liker, ed.,
1998)[hereinafter BECOMING LEAN] (Cedar Works); Michael R. Grant, EOQ
and Price Break Analysis in a JIT Environment, 34/3 PRODUCTION &
INVENTORY MGMT. J. 64 (Summer, 1993) (Arizona Instrument); Vinod Kapoor,
Becoming a Just-in-Time Vendor, 21 QUALITY PROGRESS 56 (1988)
(Westinghouse); Vinod Kapoor, Converting to JIT: One Plant's Experience, 34
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING 42 (1987) (Westinghouse); Jeffrey K. Liker & Keith
Allman, The Donnelly Production System: Lean at Grand Haven, in BECOMING
LEAN, supra, at 201 (Donnelly); Gren Manuel, Tightening the Supply Chain,
267 ENGINEER 64 (1988) (Hewlett-Packard); Lee H. North, Beyond just-in-time:
The UCLA Medical Center Experience, 15/3 HOSPITAL MATERIAL MGMT Q. 36
(1994); and Matthew J. Zayko et al., Implementing Lean Manufacturing at
Gelman Sciences, Inc., in BECOMING LEAN, supra, at 247 (Gelman Sceinces,
Inc.); Susan Zimmerman, How JIT buying works when you‟re the supplier,
PURCHASING, Feb. 7, 1991, at 42 (Industrial Powder Coatings).
See Supply Chain Challenges: Building Relationships, HARV. BUS.
REV., July 2003, at 65, for a discussion of current issues in supply chain
management.
26
See, e.g., Robert A. Prentice, The Case for Educating Legally-Aware
Accountants, 38 AM. BUS. L.J. 597 (2001); George J. Siedel, Commentary: Six
Forces and the Legal Environment of Business: The Relative Value of Business
Law Among Business School Courses, 37 AM. BUS. L.J. 717 (2000).
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JIT is a complex business tool that brings undeniable benefits with it.
The storage, handling and finance costs associated with inventory can
be considerable. Moreover, inventory becomes a ―sunk cost‖ which
reduces the flexibility of the manufacturer to make changes in output
to meet alteration in demand.
Like many business tools, it brings some risks and costs as well.
Arguably those risks, including the legal risks, have been
underappreciated as JIT became a fad which companies rushed to
adopt—or were forced to adopt. The risk of legal liability has been
almost completely ignored. To fully maximize the benefits of JIT,
companies must completely eliminate inventory from the industrial
process, including work-in-process inventory and inventory which is
held by suppliers. However, inventory serves a buffer function,
preventing the shutdown of the production line if a problem occurs.
Reducing or eliminating inventory increases the risk of a production
shutdown.27 Obviously, this risk increases if suppliers are at distant
locations, in times of labor unrest, or if there are long lead times for
production of components or intervening practical or legal
impediments, like national borders with customs inspections. Hence,
entering into a JIT arrangement should involve a careful balancing of
inventory minimization and risk. When dealing with third party
suppliers, it also involves allocating the rewards and the risk of

27

In Ohno‘s analysis, the possibility of production stoppages was anticipated—
even embraced. He argued that a shut-down merely revealed the problems
which could then be resolved. OHNO, supra note 13, at 7 ("Stopping the
machine when there is trouble forces awareness on everyone. When the
problem is clearly understood, improvement is possible."). See, also, Phred
Dvorak, Ups and Downs Whipsaw Supply Chains, WALL ST. J., May 18, 2009,
at A1 (noting that different supplier lead times for production of component
parts may lead to shortages in the supply chain if suppliers do not accurately
forecast demand).
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stoppages between the parties. Such allocations of risks are generally
enforceable.28
The allocation of the benefits and risks should be the product of
detailed discussion between the parties29 which should lead to a
written contract. 30 However, if JIT is viewed through the prism of
traditional contract analysis, the result is likely to be disappointment
for both parties. The metaphor of the so-called ―prisoner‘s dilemma‖
is instructive. The prisoner‘s dilemma is an abstraction of the
situation where two parties each have the option to cooperate with
each other or pursue their respective individual interests (i.e., defect)
where the rewards for cooperating are modest and the rewards for
28

N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-303 (2009).
See Lloyd, supra note 24, at 270-71:
It's not really an oversimplification to say that the lawyer's job
is to identify the risks in the deal and attempt to shift them to
someone else. I say "attempt" because that someone else we're
trying to stick with the risks has a lawyer who is trying to do
exactly the same thing to us. A simple economic model of the
transaction is this: The parties tentatively agree on the price
and then the price is adjusted up or down as the parties
identify and allocate risks. If the buyer assumes a particular
risk, the price is adjusted upwards. If the seller assumes one, it
is adjusted downwards.
Lloyd argues that in real life, price adjustments rarely occur as a result of riskshifting, but are more the product of trading of ―markers‖ between the lawyers,
or uneven risk allocation reflects uneven negotiating ability. For a discussion of
this kind of economic analysis in the context of JIT, see Bennett, supra note 21,
at 193-97.
30
See, generally, Scott J. Burnham, How to Read a Contract, 45 ARIZ. L. REV.
133 (2003) (though concerned with contract reading, Professor Burnham
provides a number of issues to think about when drafting contracts); Christina L.
Kunz, Teaching First-Year Students How to Read and Edit Contract Clauses, 34
U. TOL. L. REV. 705, 712-13 (2003); James P. Nehf, Writing Contracts in the
Client‟s Interest, 51 S.C. L REV. 153 (1999); Harold A. Segall, Drafting: An
Essential Skill, 30 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 751 (2003).
29
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defecting are great, but only at the expense of the other party. It
draws its name from the dilemma faced by two prisoners who are
arrested for committing a crime. If both cooperate in their
declarations of innocence, they both have a small chance to go free; if
one agrees to testify against the other, the defector receives beneficial
treatment compared to the other prisoner; but if both agree to confess,
the benefits of implicating the other are lost.31 Applied to business or
contracts, the prisoner‘s dilemma is a reflection of reality. Often
opportunistic behavior of one party can be richly rewarded in
business—at least in the short run. Of course, opportunistic behavior
frequently results in loss of trust or in retaliation by the aggrieved
party.32 Note that this is inconsistent with the theoretical notion
encountered in contract remedies that a contract breach is a morally
neutral event.33 The parties are not likely to view this as a morally
31

For a discussion of the prisoner‘s dilemma and its application to business,
see, MANUEL G. VELASQUEZ, BUSINESS ETHICS: CONCEPTS AND CASES 38-41
(6th Ed. 2006). See also, RICHARD DAWKINS, THE SELFISH GENE 202-233 (Rev.
ed. 1989), (describing in detail the prisoner‘s dilemma and related research and
arguing that life often presents prisoner‘s dilemma the survival of species may
be dependent upon cooperation, which may seem to run counter to immediate
self-interest).
32
This tendency is noted in VELASQUEZ, supra note 31, at 41; Robert E. Scott,
The Death of Contract Law, 54 U. TORONTO L. J. 369, 382-84 (2004). There is
some indication in the literature that parties will punish defectors, even if there
is no benefit to them, a phenomenon which Professor Ernst Fehr calls ―altruistic
punishment.‖ See Sharon Begley, Science Journal: Vengeance Is Mine, Sayeth
the Lord --But Scientists Differ, WALL ST. J., Oct. 15, 2004, at B1.
33
Professor Campbell makes the point that breach should not be viewed as a
―amoral or immoral failure by the breaching party‖ strongly and cogently, but I
argue with a marked disregard of the reality of human interactions; David
Campbell, Symposium: The Common Law of Contracts as a World Force in
Two Ages of Revolution: A Conference Celebrating the 150th Anniversary of
Hadley v. Baxendale: Foreseeability and Damages: The Relational
Constitution of Remedy: Co-operation as the Implicit Second Principle of
Remedies for Breach of Contract, 11 TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 455, 455-57
(2005). Professor Macaulay gently takes him to task for this and other
departures from the real world of business in Stewart Macaulay, Renegotiations
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neutral event and will retaliate. The retaliation may take the form of
litigation or refusal to deal in the future. The threat of retaliation
means that opportunistic behavior is ill-advised when the parties
expect to have repeated dealings.34 When the parties expect repeated
dealings, cooperation is the best business strategy. Arguably,
cooperation in this context means an express sharing of the risks of
the elimination of the buffer inventory.
In JIT arrangements, there are situations where either party might
reap supernormal rewards through opportunistic behavior.35 For
and Settlements: Dr. Pangloss‟s Notes on the Margins of David Cambell‟s
Papers, 29 CARDOZO L. REV. 261 (2007).
34
See Jeffrey M. Lipshaw, Contingency and Contracts: A Philosophy of
Complex Business Transactions, 54 DEPAUL L. REV. 1077, 1080 (2005):
I do not intend to demonstrate, for example, that there
are no insights from economic analysis of law in the world of
complex deals. Indeed, I believe it is a fundamental truth that
people act in their own interest, and that as to aspects of the
deal process, they are primarily rational actors. But I also
believe it is a fundamental truth that something compels us to
regard others with a sense of honor, obligation, and
responsibility. What I will argue is that both truths are
apparent on a regular basis, regardless of the governing law or
rational actor economics in complex commercial
arrangements. Human beings do not check at the office door
their impulse to find ways to make sense of why things go
wrong in the world and to impose order on the chaos - whether
through contract, personal relationships, self-deception,
economic analysis, or moral philosophy. Contracts are one
way to deal with contingency. Submitting disputes to a judge
when we disagree is another. Neither is exclusive.
35
Uri Benoliel notes the same issues in the manufacturer/distributor relationship
including the opportunity for opportunistic behavior and argues that the
relationship should be viewed as a reciprocal fiduciary relationship. Uri
Benoliel, Rethinking the Distributor-Manufacturer Relationship: A Marketing
Channels Perspective, 45 AM. BUS. L. J. 187 (2008).
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example, proponents of JIT advise a manufacturer to rely on one
supplier as a sole source for parts,36 in contrast to earlier thinking
which advised multiple sourcing, to protect manufacturers from
unreliable suppliers and to allow the manufacturer to ―play suppliers
off against each other‖ to receive preferential pricing. The idea
behind single sourcing is to give the parties the incentive to improve
and integrate their processes in order to make the overall
manufacturing process leaner and more efficient. By moving to sole
sourcing, particularly if the component is a specially manufactured
good, the manufacturer becomes more vulnerable to problems
affecting the supplier37 or to opportunistic behavior of the supplier.38
36

See, e.g., Mixon & Otto, supra note 23, at 398.
In R171 Enterprises Ltd. v. Sunrise Construction Ltd., 45 B.C.L.R. (4 th) 125,
45 C.L.R. (3d) 68, 141 A.C.W.S. (3d) 1072, ¶¶ 79-123 (B.C. S.C. 2005), the
Court had to apportion the losses resulting from a fire which destroyed the
factory of a sole source JIT supplier. The manufacturer only had two days‘
supply of the component on hand and the supplier had an additional two days‘
supply. Following the fire, it took the supplier 12 weeks to become operational
again. The Court noted:
79 The fire that engulfed the plant and offices of Crown
West Steel was a disaster with far-reaching consequences. Not
only was the business and undertaking of Crown West Steel
brought to an abrupt halt, but prospectively so to was the truck
manufacturing business of Western Star. Crown West Steel
was the main supplier of frame rails to Western Star, and
Western Star kept no significant inventory of frame rails on
hand, applying the "just in time" inventory method, which
finely dovetailed the productive capacity of Crown West Steel
to the supply need of Western Star. Thus, two businesses were
very much at risk, as well as were their employees and the
families of their employees.
38
See, e.g., recent Canadian cases involving this situation, Windsor Mold Inc.
v. Express Molding International Inc., 130 A.C.W.S. (3d) 86 (Ontario Sup. Ct.
2004), aff‟d, 140 A.C.W.S. (3d) 285 (2005) (involving a sole supplier who
refused to make JIT deliveries unless disputed invoices were paid by the
manufacturer); Faurecia Automotive Seating Canada Inc. v. VSA, LLC, 140
37
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The manufacturer may be unable to quickly cover if the supplier does
not deliver, delivers nonconforming goods, or becomes insolvent.
Conversely, sole sourcing raises the business stakes for the supplier.
To the extent a single manufacturer becomes a greater part of the
supplier‘s business, the supplier becomes vulnerable to opportunistic
behavior by the manufacturer.39 One example is when Jose Ignalio
Lopez de Arriortua, the head of purchasing for General Motors,
demanded that all of its suppliers reduce their prices by as much as
twenty percent or more if they wanted to retain GM‘s business.40 A
more contemporary example is Wal-mart, though not a manufacturer,
which allegedly uses its market dominance to extract price and other
contract concessions from its suppliers.41 To be successful in a long
A.C.W.S.(3d) 469 (Ontario Sup. Ct. 2005) (involving a sole supplier under a JIT
contract who refused to make further shipments unless the manufacturer agreed
to make five changes to the contract).
39
See, e.g., a recent Canadian case, L & L Tool Inc. v. General Motors Corp.,
132 A.C.W.S. (3d) 9 (Ontario Sup. Ct. 2004) (involving a claim by a supplier
under a JIT contract that GM caused its bankruptcy by providing noncomplying
raw materials, by demanding unnecessary express shipping expense, and by
delaying payments).
40
Alan L. Adler, GM's Lopez uses tough medicine to restore ailing
automaker's health, INDIANAPOLIS STAR, Oct. 4, 1992, at B1; Erle Norton,
Balking U.S. Automotive Suppliers Talk Of Giving Up Business With Car
Maker, WALL ST. J. , Nov. 2, 1992, at A8; Joseph B. White & Neal Templin,
Harsh Regimen, WALL ST. J., Sept. 9, 1992, at A1 ("For months GM has been
shredding supplier contracts and demanding price cuts of 20% or more.");
Joseph B. White, GM's Lopez Says He Will Accelerate, Expand Cost-Cutting
Despite Criticism, WALL ST. J., Sept. 30, 1992, at A5. This opportunistic
behavior had short term rewards—at least for Lopez. He was hired away to
perform similar magic for Volkswagen. General Motors sued Lopez and
Volkswagen for theft of trade secrets. A cynic might wonder what is so secret
about dominating and abusing suppliers, particularly when played out on the
front pages of newspapers. The parties ultimately agreed to settle the civil suit.
Robin Meredith, VW Agrees to Pay G. M. $100 Million in Espionage Suit, N.Y.
TIMES, Jan. 10, 1997, available at NYTimes.com.
41
See, e.g., Anthony Bianco et al., Is Wal-mart Too Powerful?, BUS. WK., Oct.
6, 2003, available at
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term relationship,42 the parties in a JIT contract are going to have to
forego opportunities for opportunistic behavior.43
Although the parties to a JIT contract do not plan to ever rely on a
written contract,44 they should explicitly agree on expectations and
allocation of risk in a JIT arrangement, even if there may be no
enforceability problems with an oral agreement under the applicable
statute of frauds.45 The business relationship envisioned by a JIT
supply contract is complicated enough,46 but when the legal risks are
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/03_40/b3852001_mz001.htm;
Charles Fishman, The Wal-mart You Don‟t Know, FAST COMPANY, Dec. 2003,
available at http://www.fastcompany.com/magazine/77/walmart.html.
42
I use the word ―relationship‖ consciously, intending to invoke the rich,
developing literature on relational contracting. For a general overview, see
Richard E. Speidel, Relational Contract Theory: Unanswered Questions: A
Symposium in Honor of Ian R. Macneil: The Characteristics and Challenges of
Relational Contracts, 94 NW. U. L. REV. 823 (2000). For a more jaundiced and
humorous view of relational contracting, see Jennings, supra note 18.
43
See, e.g., Huszagh & Huszagh, supra note 23, at 155 (emphasizing the
importance of trust, equity, responsibility and commitment in relational
exchanges).
44
See, e.g., Lloyd, supra note 24, at 263 (―When the neophyte lawyer
negotiates and drafts her first contract, she usually expects that the client and its
business partner will use the contract to guide their business relationship. The
experienced business lawyer knows better. The more likely scenario is that the
contract will be stuffed in a file drawer and pulled out only when there is a
dispute. Even then, the parties are likely to consult the contract only when
they've tried to resolve the dispute amicably and are threatening litigation.‖).
45
Although most JIT contracts would involve contracts for the sale of goods in
excess of $500 and would normally require a writing under N.C. GEN. STAT. §
25-2-201 (1) (2009), disputes would often be subject to the exceptions for
specially manufactured goods, N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-201 (3) (a) (2009), or
with respect to goods which have been accepted or payment received, N.C. GEN.
STAT. § 25-2-201 (3) (c) (2009), or where a confirmatory memorandum has been
sent—possibly creating a ―battle of the forms‖ problem, N.C. GEN. STAT. § 252-201 (2) (2009).
46
They are complicated enough that it will be difficult to comprehensively set
forth the rights and obligations of the parties, and the written contract will
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considered, the parties do not want to leave the potential problems for
retroactive allocation by the courts.47 As my McFirm business
consultant opined, the parties would have to be crazy to proceed
without a written contract.48 Moreover, this is a particularly poor type
always be supplemented by course of performance, course of dealing and trade
usage. See Bennett, supra note 21. The literature on relational contracting is
pertinent. Professors Bird and Charters succinctly summarize relational contract
theory as follows:
A well-established body of literature, called relational
contracting, holds that any agreement is governed in part by
numerous external relationships and factors outside the four
corners of the contract. Relational contract theory is supported
by four fundamental principles. First, most transactions are
surrounded by complex relationships between the parties.
Second, these relationships are necessary to fully understand
such transactions. Third, essential relational elements exist
between parties that can significantly affect the nature of an
agreement. Fourth, a contextual examination of these
relational elements produces a more complete understanding
of the relevant agreement.
Robert C. Bird & Darren Charters, Good Faith and Wrongful Termination in
Canada and the United States: A Comparative and Relational Inquiry, 41 AM.
BUS. L. J. 205, 244 (2004).
47
Note that Professor Scott makes a contra point summarizing empirical
experimental results:
In the absence of a legally enforceable obligation, reciprocal
fairness—operating alone—generates high levels of
cooperative behavior. But once the exchange is subject to a
legally enforceable claim, the evidence shows that voluntary
reciprocity declines and the overall level of cooperation
declines as well. These experimental results suggest that
explicit legal incentives and self-enforcing reciprocity may
well be in conflict with one another. In short, legal
enforcement may ‗crowd out‘ behavior based on reciprocal
fairness.
Scott, supra note 32, at 388.
48
See also, Scott, J. Burnham, Contractual Relations in Small Business: Do
the Benefits of a Custom-Made Contract Outweigh the Costs, 7 J. SMALL &
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of business arrangement to leave to a ―battle of the forms‖ between
contradictory order forms and bills of lading or invoices.49 Note that
most of the default terms under the Uniform Commercial Code can
be varied by agreement of the parties.50
EMERGING BUS. L. 425 (2003) (arguing that generally the benefits of a custommade contract outweigh the potential costs, even for small businesses).
49
The so-called ―battle of the forms‖ problem normally occurs where the buyer
uses an order form with one set of standard provisions on the back and the seller
responds with an ―acceptance‖ in the form of an acknowledgment of order or
invoice with a separate set of standard provisions on the back. The legal results
to a battle of the forms have been determined, quite unsatisfactorily, by N.C.
GEN. STAT. § 25-2-207 (2009). The National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws has proposed an abandonment of the current formula in
favor of one that will be no more helpful. See National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, Proposed Amendments to Uniform
Commercial Code Article 2—Sales, § 2-207, available at
http://www.law.upenn.edu/bll/archives/ulc/ucc2/annual2002.htm, which
resolves the battle of the forms problem as a jump ball with the court as referee.
As proposed Official Comment 3 notes:
3. By inviting a court to determine whether a party "agrees" to
the other party's terms, the text recognizes the enormous
variety of circumstances that may be presented under this
section, and the section gives the court greater discretion to
include or exclude certain terms than original Section 2-207
did. In many cases, performance alone should not be construed
to be agreement to the terms in another's record by one that
has sent or will send its own record with additional or different
terms. Thus a party that sends a record (however labeled or
characterized, including an offer, counteroffer, acceptance,
acknowledgment, purchase order, confirmation or invoice)
with additional or different terms should not be regarded as
having agreed to any of the other party's additional or different
terms by performance. In that case, the terms are determined
under paragraph (a) (terms in both records) and paragraph (c)
(supplied or incorporated by this Act). Concomitantly,
performance after an original agreement between the parties
(orally, electronically or otherwise) should not normally be
construed to be agreement to terms in the other's record unless
that record is part of the original agreement.
50
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-1-302 (a) (2009).
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A recent Canadian case, Crawford Packaging Inc. v. W.E.T.
Automotive Systems Ltd., is illustrative.51 A long term, JIT supply
contract fell apart and the court was left trying to sort out the
resulting dispute between the parties by piecing together
documents—or parts thereof, course of dealing, course of
performance, and conflicting testimony of the parties. The defendant
sought to argue that all order forms contained a reference to terms
and conditions on the back which should determine its contractual
obligation. However, the purchasing manager admitted that the
orders went out by fax, perhaps without the standard terms and
conditions.52 In its finding of facts, the Court noted:
It is a curious feature of this case that neither side was
able to produce a complete original or even a true
copy of any of the purchase orders which were issued.
The plaintiff's witnesses denied that Crawford ever
received a copy of the purchase orders with a reverse
side of any kind and said they were unaware of the
terms and conditions. Mr. Tong insisted that W.E.T.
would send out complete copies to the supplier but
conceded his company could not produce any original
purchase order or duplicate.53
Though the defendant tendered what it said were the standard terms
and conditions, the Court noted skeptically:
First Ex. 5 contains eight pages of single-spaced print
and includes 25 separate paragraphs. While the
51
52
53

145 A.C.W.S. (3d) 75, ¶ 61 (Ontario Sup. Ct. 2006).
Id. at ¶ 37.
Id. at ¶ 69.
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purchase documents in the record do say that they are
"[s]ubject to the terms and conditions specified on the
reverse side" (emphasis added.), I find it impossible to
believe that the eight page document (Ex. 5) could
have been squeezed onto the reverse side of any of the
purchase documents. In short, I am not satisfied that
Ex. 5 and its terms was ever communicated to the
plaintiff and, additionally, I am not satisfied that the
defendant ever relied on it in its dealings with the
plaintiff.54
It is clear that these standard terms and conditions were not designed
to provide for the special problems associated with a JIT supply
arrangement and it is also unlikely that they would agree in total with
the forms or understanding of the supplier.55
Among the critical contract terms that the parties should explicitly
agree on is what events or conditions will constitute an event of
default under the contract and the remedies upon default. The most
common problems which would concern manufacturers would be a
late delivery or the delivery of nonconforming goods. Either problem
could have the result of stoppage of production of the manufacturer
and consequential damages if the manufacturer exhausts its buffer
inventory. Obviously, the seller would not want to assume liability
for consequential damages in any case, but particularly if the source
of the problem is out of the control of the seller. Hence, the seller
will want to include a ―force majeure clause.‖ A force majeure clause
typically excuses a party from liability for events or conditions
outside of its control, excluding delayed performance resulting from
54
55

Id. at ¶ 85.
Id. at ¶ 86-87.
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events such as wars, riots, natural disasters, strikes, problems with
infrastructure or common carriers, or government restrictions.56 The
exact parameters of the excusing conditions are often heavily
negotiated and may be a good litmus test for the cooperative risksharing inclinations of the parties. Likewise, it will be particularly
important for the seller to limit remedies and particularly to disclaim
liability for consequential damages.57 Disclaimers of liability for

56

Thomas Lundmark cites what he says is a typical force majeure clause:
14.11 FORCE MAJEURE. Neither party shall lose any rights
hereunder or be liable to the other party for damages or losses
(except for payment obligations) on account of failure of
performance by the defaulting party if the failure is occasioned
by war, strike, fire, Act of God, earthquake, flood, lockout,
embargo, governmental acts or orders or restrictions, failure of
suppliers, or any other reason where failure to perform is
beyond the reasonable control and not caused by the
negligence, intentional conduct or misconduct of the
nonperforming party has exerted all reasonable efforts to
avoid or remedy such force majeure; provided, however, that
in no event shall a party be required to settle any labor dispute
or disturbance.
Thomas Lundmark, Verbose Contracts, 49 AM. J. COMP. L. 121, 127-28 (2001)
(citations omitted).
57
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-719 (2009) provides:
Contractual modification or limitation of remedy
(1) Subject to the provisions of subsections (2) and (3) of
this section and of the preceding section [G.S. 25-2-718] on
liquidation and limitation of damages,
(a) the agreement may provide for remedies in addition to or
in substitution for those provided in this article and may limit
or alter the measure of damages recoverable under this article,
as by limiting the buyer's remedies to return of the goods and
repayment of the price or to repair and replacement of
nonconforming goods or parts; and
(b) resort to a remedy as provided is optional unless the
remedy is expressly agreed to be exclusive, in which case it is
the sole remedy.
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consequential damages are likely to be enforceable, where, as in the
case of JIT contracts, the parties are merchants and, hence, of more
equal bargaining power.58 Because of the time constraints of
operating in a JIT environment, the selling supplier may have no
practical ability to cure if it delivers nonconforming goods. This
would be especially problematic in a case like MM, Inc.‘s discussed
above where there is a long lead time required in order to fabricate
replacement goods.
If the buying manufacturer concedes on issues related to force
majeure and consequential damages, it risks being put in an untenable
position if the supplier does not deliver conforming goods in a timely
manner and it has to shut down its production line, even if arguably it
is not the seller‘s fault, as it was not MM, Inc.‘s fault above, but the
fault of its supplier—which would be the subject of disclaimer in
many force majeure clauses.
Likewise, in the event of default, the parties should give some
consideration to the remedies available to the parties. The parties

(2) Where circumstances cause an exclusive or limited remedy
to fail of its essential purpose, remedy may be had as provided
in this chapter.
(3) Consequential damages may be limited or excluded unless
the limitation or exclusion is unconscionable. Limitation of
consequential damages for injury to the person in the case of
consumer goods is prima facie unconscionable but limitation
of damages where the loss is commercial is not.
58
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-719 (3) (2009). See Lloyd, supra note 24, at 267-70
(―Students are amazed when I tell them that it is virtually unheard of for a
sophisticated party, or even a party only moderately sophisticated, to prevail on
an unconscionability argument.‖ Id. at 267.)
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should explicitly consider nonjudicial resolution of disputes—which
would be consistent with the relational nature of the contract.59
Another legal alternative is for the parties to agree upon a liquidated
damages formula that would be due upon a late or defective
delivery.60 As long as the liquidated damage formula does not
penalize the supplier and represents a reasonable expectation of the
damages that the manufacturer would suffer, it is likely to be
enforceable.61 To the extent that the liquidated damage formula
includes a consequential damages component, it would be
transferring considerable risk to the supplier.62
59

See also, Huszagh & Huszagh, supra note 23, at 155-57 (noting that the
lawyer has a role to play in creating, maintaining and terminating exchange
relationships). See also, Mixon & Otto, supra note 23, at 417-20 (arguing that
American law is moving in a Deming oriented direction by encouraging and
facilitating alternative dispute resolution and by ―softening‖ the competitive
model of contact law with the ―doctrines of good faith, mitigation of damages,
unconscionability, and relational contract law through which courts resolve
contract disputes in a reasonable, sometimes paternalistic way.‖).
60
Richard A. Epstein, Beyond Foreseeability: Consequential Damages in the
Law of Contract, 19 J. LEGAL STUD. 105, 114-21 (1989) (Epstein is sharply
critical of traditional consequential damages analysis and concludes: "The
plaintiff whose level of recovery is fixed in advance has a powerful incentive to
mitigate his loss.").
61
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-718 (1) (2009) ("Damages for breach by either party
may be liquidated in the agreement but only at an amount which is reasonable in
the light of the anticipated or actual harm caused by the breach, the difficulties
of proof of loss, and the inconvenience or nonfeasibility of otherwise obtaining
an adequate remedy. A term fixing unreasonably large liquidated damages is
void as a penalty."). But, see Larry A. DiMatteo, A Theory of Efficient Penalty:
Eliminating the Law of Liquidated Damages, 38 AM. BUS. L.J. 633 (2001)
(taking a close look at the law of liquidated damages and arguing that liquidated
damage provisions ought to be enforceable without this special scrutiny if they
were part of the basis of the bargain).
62
In one case, the court noted as an aside that the contractual liability to the
supplier under a just in time supply contract for General Motors for downtime
on the manufacturer's assembly line "ran as high as $25,000 per minute of
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A more reasonable contractual alternative might be to effectuate the
business expectations of my McFirm consultant and to provide that if
the supplier is late for a certain period, or a certain number of times
within a given time frame, the manufacturer has the option to
terminate the supply contract. A provision of this sort would give the
supplier considerable incentive to perform in a timely manner but
would not saddle it with all of the risks of the elimination of buffer
inventory. Such a provision would also benefit the manufacturer by
removing any ambiguity regarding what breaches would constitute a
material breach under the Uniform Commercial Code‘s provisions
with respect to installment contracts.63
downtime." NLRB v. Vemco, Inc., 989 F.2d 1468, 1472 (6th Cir. 1993) (note
omitted).
63
N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 25-2-601; 25-2-612 (2009). N.C. GEN. STAT. § 25-2-612
provides:
(1) An "installment contract" is one which requires or
authorizes the delivery of goods in separate lots to be
separately accepted, even though the contract contains a clause
"each delivery is a separate contract" or its equivalent.
(2) The buyer may reject any installment which is
nonconforming if the nonconformity substantially impairs the
value of that installment and cannot be cured or if the
nonconformity is a defect in the required documents; but if the
nonconformity does not fall within subsection (3) and the
seller gives adequate assurance of its cure the buyer must
accept that installment.
(3) Whenever nonconformity or default with respect to one
or more installments substantially impairs the value of the
whole contract there is a breach of the whole. But the
aggrieved party reinstates the contract if he accepts a
nonconforming installment without seasonably notifying of
cancellation or if he brings an action with respect only to past
installments or demands performance as to future installments.
Hence, without an agreement of the parties in advance, the courts would have to
resolve whether a breach substantially impaired the value of the whole contract.
The traditional explanation of the departure from the ―perfect tender‖ rule in §
2-601 is that this provision represents the Code‘s attempt to preserve contractual
relationships.
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The parties may want to agree upon a variety of business techniques
to reduce potential problems with the JIT arrangement. For example,
the manufacturer may want the supplier to locate his facility near its
plant to avoid delays resulting from transportation related problems.
Alternatively, the supplier could warehouse a small buffer inventory
of parts near the manufacturer to allow it to quickly cure in the event
of a late or nonconforming delivery. Of course, either of these
alternatives raise the commitment costs of the supplier and make the
supplier more vulnerable to opportunistic behavior of the
manufacturer.64
From a business perspective, the manufacturer will want to carefully
evaluate the risk of sole-sourcing, particularly if the goods are
specially manufactured to the manufacturer‘s specification. Sole
sourcing of specially manufacturer goods would drastically limit a
manufacturer‘s ability to cover in the event of defective performance
by the supplier. For example, in the auto industry, there would be
much less risk in sole sourcing a generic product, like tires, than there
would be in sole sourcing an engine part which was designed for a
particular car.

64

See, e.g., Crawford Packaging Inc. v. W.E.T. Automotive Systems Ltd., 145
A.C.W.S. (3d) 75, ¶ 61 (Ontario Sup. Ct. 2006), where the supplier agreed to
warehouse a three month supply of inventory and to deliver it to the
manufacturer on a daily basis. The manufacturer ultimately terminated the
supply contract without notice, leaving the supplier with $50,000 of inventory,
leading to the lawsuit.
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CONCLUSION
As Oliver Wendell Holmes observed, the life of the law is
experience,65 i.e., stories. It is my hope that the stories presented and
analyzed in this article emphasize the importance of lawyers
developing a better understanding of business problems and of
business practitioners developing a better understanding of law, and
the use of contracts as a means of allocating risk. Both groups may
not recognize the risk of consequential damages as a ―bet the firm‖
risk for a supplier entering into a JIT supply arrangement. Hopefully
these stories and their morals highlight these risks and the importance
of cooperative behavior between manufacturers and their suppliers.

65

Note 7 and accompanying text supra.
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SPORTS AGENT LITIGATION AND THE REGULATORY
ENVIRONMENT
By
Adam Epstein* & Bridget E. Niland**

I. INTRODUCTION
Sports agents play an important and beneficial role in representing the
interests of their clients, but this article addresses agency
relationships that have presented challenges for the parties and issues
for the courts.1 The purpose of this article is to serve as a primer for a
few of the more prominent criminal and civil cases involving the
sports agent legal environment. The article also reviews the general
*Professor, Finance and Law, Central Michigan University
**Assistant Professor, Daemen College
1
See generally Melissa Steedle Bogad, Maybe Jerry Maguire Should Have
Stuck with Law School: How the Sports Agent Responsibility and Trust Act
Implements Lawyer-like Rules for Sports Agents, 27 CARDOZO L.REV. 1889
(2006); see also Heather J. Lawrence, Anastasios Kaburakis and Christina
Merckx, NCAA Division I Recruiting: Identifying and Mitigating Institutional
Risk Associated with the Official Visit, 18 JOURNAL OF LEGAL ASPECTS OF
SPORT 89, 102-104 (2008) (discussing principal-agent relationship in context of
student-athlete acting as an agent as a student-host during a visit by a prospect).
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regulatory environment of sports agency with particular interest in the
manner in which the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) has dealt with concerns over agents who solicit studentathletes with remaining collegiate eligibility.
Although the business and life of a sports agent is portrayed as
glamorous, a review of litigation surrounding the sports agency
relationship demonstrates a line of business that has been rife with
conflict for many years.2 For example, sports agent litigation has
included legal issues ranging from general breaches of fiduciary duty3
to defamation,4 extortion,5 breach of contract,6 and intentional
2

See, e.g., People v. Sorkin, 407 N.Y.S. 2d 772 (App. Div. 1978) (agent Richard
Sorkin pleaded to seven counts of grand larceny in New York state); see also
Stacey M. Nahrwold, Are Professional Athletes Better Served by a LawyerRepresentative Than an Agent? Ask Grant Hill, 9 SETON HALL J. SPORTS L. 431,
434-435 (1999) (referencing the 1970‘s sports agent Sorkin); see also Jeremy J.
Geisel, Disbarring Jerry Maguire: How Broadly Defining “Unauthorized
Practice of Law” Could Take the Lawyer Out of “Lawyer-Agent” Despite the
Current State of Athlete Agent Legislation, 18 MARQ. SPORTS L. REV. 225, 229232 (2007) (referencing Sorkin‘s misdeeds in the 1970‘s and also tracing sports
agency representation back to 1920 with the representation of Harold ―Red‖
Grange of the Chicago Bears by manager Charles ―Cash and Carry‖ Pyle); see
also Adam Epstein, The Fundamentals of Teaching Sports Law, 4 WILLAMETTE
SPORTS L. J. 1, 3-6 (2007), available at
http://www.willamette.edu/wucl/pdf/sportslaw/spring07/art1.pdf (last visited
September 9, 2009) (―Sports Agency‖).
3
See, e.g., 389 Orange St. Partners v. Arnold, 179 F.3d 656 (9th Cir. 1999)
(NBA player claimed fraud by agent).
4
See Smith v. IMG Worldwide, Inc., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 82566 (E.D. Pa.,
Nov. 9, 2006) (agent Smith alleged defamation and intentional interference with
contractual relations against competing sports agency).
5
See Associated Press, NFLPA Now Investigating Potential Extortion of Reggie
Bush‟s Family Over Rent Payments, USATODAY.COM, April 29, 2006, available
at http://www.usatoday.com/sports/college/football/2006-04-28-bush-rent_x.htm
(last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
6
E.g., Steinberg Moorad & Dunn, Inc. v. Dunn, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 26752
(C.D. Cal., Dec. 23, 2002); Steinberg Moorad & Dunn, Inc. v. Dunn, 136 Fed.
Appx. 6, 2005 U.S. App. LEXIS 5162 (9th Cir. Cal. 2005). See also Jeffrey P.
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interference with contractual relations.7 It has also included petitions
for bankruptcy,8 determining the appropriate methods of dispute
resolution,9 tax fraud,10 and even racketeering.11 Art imitates life as
Hollywood productions with a sports agent theme such as the film
Jerry Maguire (1996) and the Home Box Office (HBO) television
show Arli$$ had their own real-world litigation related to copyright
infringement.12
Legal issues involving sports agents cover the amateur and
professional sport landscape. Alleged improprieties by sports agents
Gleason, From Russia With Love: The Legal Repercussions of the Recruitment
and Contracting of Foreign Players in the National Hockey League, 56
BUFFALO L. REV. 599, 606-12 (2008)(discussing breach of contract claim
involving Russian-born NHL player Evgeni Malkin). See also Mikhail Loukine,
Legal Regulation of Sports Agents‟ Activity in the Russian Federation, 15
MARQ. SPORTS L. REV. 63, 64-65 (2004).
7
See, e.g., Speakers of Sport, Inc., v. ProServ, Inc., 178 F.3d 862 (7th Cir. 1999)
(tortious interference with a contract). See also Bauer v. Interpublic Group of
Cos., 255 F. Supp.2d 1086 (N.D. Cal. 2003); Gregory v. Rosenhaus, 1996 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 21321 (N.D. Miss. Feb. 5, 1996) (wrongful interference with a
contract and jurisdictional issues related to Miss. Code Ann. §13-3-57 under its
long-arm statute).
8
See River Valley Bank v. Ace Sports Mgmt., LLC (In re Ace Sports Mgmt.,
LLC), 271 B.R. 134 (Bankr. E.D. Ark. 2001) (bankruptcy of sports agent firm
and issue of commissions due).
9
Rosenhaus v. Star Sports, Inc., 929 So. 2d 40 (Fla. Ct. App. 2006) (arbitration
appropriate method to resolve disputes); see also Blatt v. Farley, 226 Cal. App.
3d 621 (1990).
10
United States v. Welch, 19 F.3d 192 (5th Cir. 1994) (sports agent found guilty
of aiding in the preparation of false income tax returns); see also United States
v. Johansson, 447 F.2d 702 (5th Cir. 1971) (sports agents held liable for
outstanding taxes of boxer).
11
United States v. Walters, 913 F.2d 388 (7th Cir. Ill. 1990).
12
Whitehead v. Columbia Pictures Indus., 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22188
(D.D.C. June 14, 2000). (copyright infringement claim dismissed as court held
it was frivolous); Willis v. HBO, 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17887 (S.D.N.Y., Nov.
5, 2001) (copyright infringement claim dismissed on appeal).
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involving high-profile athletes such as running backs Reggie Bush13
and LaDainian Tomlinson14 continue to spotlight concerns over
inappropriate or illegal behavior by sports agents. In 2008, National
Basketball Association (NBA) draftee O.J. Mayo, who played college
basketball at the University of Southern California (USC), was
involved with a sports agent prior to exhausting his collegiate
eligibility and allegedly violated NCAA rules. 15 Similarly, Andy
Oliver, a baseball player at Oklahoma State University, lost his
NCAA eligibility for having improper contact with an agent.16 In an
effort to restore his eligibility, Oliver sued the NCAA, and the former
advisers claiming that the two men made fraudulent statements to the
NCAA that led to his loss of eligibility.17

13

See Associated Press, Report: Marketer Claims Bush Received $280K in
Benefits at USC, USATODAY.COM, October 11, 2007, available at
http://sports.espn.go.com/ncf/news/story?id=3056397(last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
See also Associated Press, supra note 5.
14
See Associated Press, Marketing Agent for Peterson Charged with Bribery,
Theft, CSTV.COM, April 24, 2007, available at http://www.cstv.com/sports/mfootbl/stories/042407abu.html (last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
15
See Kelly Naqi, OTL Probe: Mayo Received Money, Perks from Agent Reps,
ESPN.COM, May 13, 2008, available at
http://sports.espn.go.com/ncb/news/story?id=3389049 (last visited Sept. 9,
2009).
16
See Pat Quinn, We‟ll Never Know What Could Have Been,
STWNEWSPRESS.COM, June 6, 2008, available at http://www.stillwaternewspress.com/osusports/local_story_158091001.html (last visited Sept. 9,
2009). See also Associated Press, NCAA cuts suspension of Kentucky's Morris to
14 games, USATODAY.COM, Dec. 12, 2005, available at
http://www.usatoday.com/sports/college/mensbasketball/sec/2005-12-15-morrissuspension-reduced_x.htm (last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
17
See Liz Mullen, OSU P Andy Oliver Files Suit Against NCAA, Former
Advisor, SportsBusinessJournal.com, July 2, 2008, available at
http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/article/122046 (last visited Sept. 9, 2009)
(alleging breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duty, negligence, and tortious
interference with a contract).
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Concerns over improper or even illegal sports agent involvement with
student-athletes, such as those involved in the Oliver case, have
prompted state and federal legislatures to regulate sports agents. In
recent years, the various players‘ associations (unions) and the
NCAA also have stepped-up to the plate and attempted to affect
sports agent activity as well. Unfortunately, such regulatory schemes
have not prevented sports agents from involvement in criminal or
civil litigation. The following sections outline some of the most
prominent cases involving civil and criminal litigation related to the
sports agent environment. The article then addresses attempts to
regulate the actions of sports agents through legislative or
administrative policies.
II. CRIMINAL CASES
Due to sports agent improprieties, the sport representation business
has dramatically changed in the last few decades. The government
has become involved in regulating agent activity and prosecuting
criminal misconduct of sports agents. The following cases represent
some of the more pronounced examples of agent improprieties under
the jurisdiction of the criminal law.
A. Abernethy
In 1988, the state of Alabama indicted Atlanta, Georgia-based sports
agent Jim Abernethy for commercial bribery, unlawful trade practice
and tampering with a sports contest.18 Abernethy signed studentathletes to representation agreements prior to exhausting their

18

Abernethy v. State, 545 So. 2d 185 (Ala. Crim. App. 1988).
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collegiate eligibility and provided various monetary payments.19 At
issue in the Alabama indictment was Abernathy‘s interactions with
Kevin Porter, a member of the Auburn University football team.
Porter received $2,000 for signing with Abernethy, a $900 per month
stipend, and other incentives including $100 for each interception.20
This was in addition to the $400 he received for Thanksgiving and
$500 for Christmas.21 Receipt of such payments, as well as signing
the contract with Abernathy, was in violation of NCAA regulations.
Upon learning of the violations, the NCAA rendered Porter ineligible
to compete in the 1988 Sugar Bowl and ultimately required Auburn
to forfeit the games in which Porter competed while technically
ineligible. The state based its charges of tampering with a sports
contest on these forfeitures.
A jury acquitted Abernethy on the commercial bribery and unlawful
trade practice charges, but found him guilty of tampering with a
sports contest.22 The Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals, however,
held that mere tampering with a player‘s eligibility in violation of
NCAA rules was not enough to rise to the level of a criminal offense
unless done with the specific intent to influence the outcome of a
sports contest.23 Because the prosecution failed to produce any
evidence at trial that indicated Abernathy intended for his interactions
with Porter to affect the outcome of Auburn‘s 1987 season, the

19

See David Lawrence Dunn, Regulation of Sports Agents: Since At First It
Hasn‟t Succeeded, Try Federal Legislation, 39 HASTINGS L.J. 1031 (1988)
(notes 7, 53, 284 referencing acts of impropriety by Abernethy).
20
Abernethy, 545 So. 2d at 185-86.
21
Id.
22
Id. See also Ala. Code § 13A-11-143 (2008) (tampering with a sports contest).
23
Abernethy, 545 So. 2d at 190. See also Landis Cox, Targeting Sports Agents
with the Mail Fraud Statute: United States v. Norby Walters and Lloyd Bloom,
41 DUKE L. J. 1157, 1201 (1992).
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appellate court overturned the conviction.24 Ironically, the day Porter
signed with Abernethy was the first day that the Alabama Athlete
Agent Regulation Act of 1987 went into effect.25
B. Walters and Bloom
In 1989, a federal jury convicted Norby Walters and his partner Lloyd
Bloom of mail fraud, wire fraud, conspiracy, racketeering conspiracy
(among others) for improperly signing student-athletes to agentrepresentation contracts.26 Walters was a former nightclub owner and
Lloyd Bloom was a former bouncer who together formed World
Sports & Entertainment in 1984.27 To gain a competitive edge, the
two men executed representation agreements with NCAA studentathletes (who were still eligible to compete) to become their exclusive
agents once they had exhausted their eligibility.28 Walters and Bloom
did this covertly, and the post-dating of contracts clearly violated
NCAA rules.29 Walters and Bloom also provided student-athletes
with cash, loans, cars, airfares and concert tickets.30 In all, fifty-eight
college football players signed the post-dated contracts though only
two of the players continued with Walters and Bloom after their

24

In fact the court found the opposite stating that Abernathy‘s representation of
Porter depended on the success of both Porter and the Auburn football team.
See id. at 190.
25
Abernethy at 190.
26
United States v. Walters, 711 F. Supp. 1435 (N.D. Ill. 1989), rev‟d by United
States v. Walters, 913 F.2d 388 (7th Cir. 1990). See also Bogad, supra note 1.
27
Walters, 913 F.2d at 389.
28
Id. at 389.
29
Id. at 390.
30
Id.
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eligibility expired.31 Walters and Bloom made threats of physical
harm if an athlete attempted to dishonor the contract.32
In its indictment, the federal government claimed that Walters and
Bloom committed crimes of mail fraud, extortion, conspiracy and
racketeering by causing the universities to ―pay‖ money to students
who were, therefore, ineligible.33 The federal indictment named four
universities as ―victims‖ of the mail fraud: University of Michigan;
Purdue University; University of Iowa; and Michigan State
University.34 At trial, the government argued that mail fraud occurred
when the four universities provided scholarships and certified the
eligibility through the mail of athletes who were no longer eligible
due to the contracts they had signed with Walters and Bloom. The
federal jury agreed and found Walters and Bloom guilty on five out
of the original seven counts, and convicted on the charges of mail
fraud,35 racketeering violations,36 and conspiracy to commit mail
fraud. 37
Walters and Bloom appealed their convictions, the Seventh Circuit
Court of Appeals remanded the case, and the two defendants were retried separately. Prior to the start of his second trial Walters entered
an Alford plea38 to the mail fraud charges and in return the
31

Id.
Id. (Maurice Douglas alleged that his legs would be broken if he did not
comply with the agreement).
33
Id. at 390.
34
Id. at 390-91.
35
Id. at 391 (18 U.S.C. §1341).
36
Id. at 391 (18 U.S.C. §1962 [c, d])(Racketeer Influenced Corrupt
Organizations Act ―RICO‖).
37
Id. at 391 (violation of 18 U.S.C. §371).
38
Pursuant to the Supreme Court‘s decision in North Carolina v. Alford, 400
U.S. 25 (1970), in limited circumstances, a defendant may plead guilty while
32
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government dismissed the racketeering, extortion and conspiracy
claims.39Under the terms of the plea agreement, Walters appealed the
merits of the mail fraud charges to the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals. The court opined that a conviction of mail fraud requires a
showing that the defendant used the mail to defraud the victims of
money or property. This court held that in the case of Walters‘
actions the prosecution failed to introduce evidence that the
universities were ―out of pocket‖ to Walters.40 In other words, no
money changed hands and therefore the court found that technically
there could be no mail fraud under the statute.41Although the Seventh
Circuit‘s appellate decision exonerated Walters of any criminal
conduct in the matter, it was not the end of Walters‘ or Bloom‘s legal
battles.42
C. “Tank” Black
William ―Tank‖ Black was involved in numerous criminal and civil
actions related to his activity as a sports agent. 43 Black‘s clients

maintaining his or her innocence with respect to the crime and preserve the right
to appeal the merit of those charges.
39
United States v. Walters, 997 F.2d 1219 (7th Cir. 1993).
40
Id. at 1224.
41
Id.
42
Id. at 1221-22; Walters v. Fullwood, 675 F. Supp. 155 (S.D.N.Y. 1987)
(Walters and Bloom also sued former Auburn University running back Brent
Fullwood for breach of contract and interference with an agency agreement
against a third party). See also Walters v. Harmon, 516 N.Y.S.2d 874 (N.Y. Sup.
Ct. 1987); see also Charles W. Ehrhardt and J. Mark Rodgers, Tightening the
Defense Against Offensive Sports Agents, 16 FLA. ST. UNIV. L. REV. 633, 643-51
(1988).
43
See, e.g., Mike Fish, Headed to Prison, Black Should be a Lesson for Agents,
SI.COM, May 7, 2002, available at
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/inside_game/mike_fish/news/2002/05/07/tank_b
lack/ (Black sentenced to five years in federal prison) (last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
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included National Football League (NFL) football players Fred
Taylor, Ike Hilliard, Robert Brooks and other prominent professional
athletes.44 Black‘s legal woes began in 1999 when the National
Football League‘s Players Association (NFLPA) investigated his
relationship with football student-athletes at several NCAA
institutions including Louisiana State University and the University
of Florida. The NFLPA eventually stripped Black of his contract
adviser certification after it concluded that Black provided expensive
cars and made illegal cash payments to college football players in
violation of state law and NCAA regulations.45
In 2000, the state of Florida issued arrest warrants for Black and an
associate for using cash payments to lure three University of Florida
football student-athletes as clients. Black issued the payments to the
student-athletes before their collegiate eligibility had expired. The
state of Florida ultimately dismissed the charges after Black agreed to
forfeit his sport agent certification in the state.
Black‘s legal problems continued and were not limited to Florida or
criminal law. In 2002, a federal jury found that Black swindled
millions from his clientele by conspiring to commit mail and wire
fraud, defrauding the federal government, and obstructing justice.46
See also Black v. National Football League Players Ass‟n, 87 F. Supp. 2d 1
(D.D.C. 2000).
44
Id. See also Hilliard v. Black, 125 F. Supp. 2d 1071 (N.D. Fla. 2000).
45
See Josh Gotthelf, NFL Players Association Moves to Yank Tank Black‟s
License, SPORTSBUSINESSJOURNAL.COM, August 2, 1999, available at
http://www.sportsbusinessjournal.com/article/16518 (last visited Aug. 5, 2009).
46
Id. See Associated Press, Sports Agent Black Sentenced to Five Years in
Prison, SI.COM, May 7, 2002, available at
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/football/news/2002/05/07/black_sentence_ap/
(last visited Sept. 9, 2009). See also Black v. National Football League Players
Ass‘n, 87 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 2000).
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The federal judge (United States District Court for the Northern
District of Florida) overseeing the case ordered James Franklin, the
former business partner of Black, to serve fifty-four months in prison
to settle charges that he and Black schemed to defraud about two
dozen of their firm‘s clients.47 The order of judgment related to a
criminal claim filed by the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) that accused Franklin and Black of advising clients to invest in
high-yield promissory notes that allegedly funded a car title loan
company known as ―Cash 4 Titles.‖48 The SEC argued the notes were
part of much greater offshore Ponzi scheme that generated profits for
the two men.49 In another case unrelated to sports agency, a federal
judge sentenced Black to a six year, ten month prison term for
laundering $1.1 million in drug money. 50 The myriad of criminal and
civil cases surrounding Tank Black is a good example of the breadth
of legal disputes that can arise from acting as a sports agent.
Criminal charges in the sports agent environment have not been
limited to just the sports agents themselves. As the cases below
demonstrate, other individuals linked to or associated with sports
agents have been cited for criminal misconduct

47

See U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, James A. Franklin, Jr.,
Former In-House Attorney to Professional Sports agent “Tank” Black,
Sentenced to 54 Months in Prison and Ordered to Pay $12 Million in Restitution
Following Parallel Criminal Prosecution, July 9, 2002, available at
http://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr17604.htm (last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
48
Id.
49
Id. See also Fish, supra note 41. (in a Ponzi scheme, investors are paid with
funds from new investors).
50
Associated Press, supra note 44.
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D. Bey and Cebrun
Nate Cebrun was a ―runner‖ who recruited clients for Las Vegas
based sports agent Raul Bey in what many refer to as the Florida
State University Foot Locker shopping-spree scandal.51 In 1994,
Cebrun, and three others, were charged with violating Florida law
requiring sports agent to register with the state before soliciting an
athlete attending a Florida college or university. 52 Specifically,
Cebrun served as a sports agent conduit by funneling of payments
from agents to the student-athletes, which included a $6,000
shopping-spree at a Foot Locker store in the Tallahassee area.53 He
pleaded guilty and spent thirty days in jail for his part in providing
merchandise to Florida State University athletes in this 1993
scandal.54 This case exposed the role of agents who use ―runners‖ to
recruit potential clients for sports agents from on-campus locations.
51

See Thomas J. Arkell, Agent Interference with College Athletics: What Agents
Can and Cannot Do and What Institutions Should Do In Response, 4 SPORTS
LAW J. 147 (1997) (discussing ―runners‖ who assist agents by recruiting studentathletes in-person); see also Tom Fitzgerald, A Tempting Business-Agents
Impossible to Evade for Top Collegians and Their Families, SFGATE.COM,
October 21, 2007, available at http://www.sfgate.com/cgibin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2007/10/21/SP6CSN73Q.DTL&type=poli
tics (last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
52
See Bryan Couch, How Agent Competition and Corruption Affects Sports and
the Athlete-Agent Relationship and What Can Be Done About It, 10 SETON HALL
J. SPORTS L. 111, 127 (2000); see also Arkell, supra note 51 at 156-57
(discussing-in part-of ―runners‖ who assist agents by recruiting student-athletes
in-person and serve as a middle-man for the real agent).
53
Couch, supra note 52, at 127-28.
54
Associated Press, Sports Agents Arrested, CBSNEWS.COM, April 25, 2000,
available at
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2000/04/25/sports/main188459.shtml?source=s
earch_story (last visited Sept. 9, 2009) (Cebrun was later involved in another
similar incident involving Auburn University as well). See also Kenneth L.
Shropshire & Timothy Davis, The Business of Sports Agents 125, 143 (2003).
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E. Piggie
In 2000, Myron Piggie, an Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) basketball
coach and de facto sports agent based out of Kansas City, pleaded
guilty to one count of conspiracy to commit mail and wire fraud, and
for failure to file an income tax return.55 The district court ordered
restitution totaling $324,279.87 to various universities, high schools,
and the NCAA and the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals later affirmed
and the decision.56
Piggie devised a scheme to assemble elite high school basketball
players and compensate them for participating on his traveling
Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) basketball team, known first as the
Children‘s Mercy Hospital 76ers and later as the KC Rebels.57 Under
the plan, Piggie used money from his sponsorship contract with Nike
to pay players on the team, which included noteworthy recipients
such as Corey Maggette, JaRon Rush, Kareem Rush, and Andre
Williams all of whom lost their college eligibility and subjected their
respective schools (UCLA, Duke, Missouri and Oklahoma State) to
additional NCAA penalties.58 The success of his teams gained Piggie
access to other sports agents, secured him profitable sponsorship
contracts, and positioned him to forge ongoing relationships with
players, which worked to his benefit when the players later joined the
National Basketball Association (NBA).59
55

United States v. Piggie, 303 F.3d 923 (8th Cir. 2002), cert. denied, Piggie v.
United States, 538 U.S. 1049 (2003). Compare, Pocono Invitational Sports
Camp, Inc. v. NCAA, 317 F. Supp.2d 569 (E.D. Pa. 2004). See also Michael A.
McCann, Illegal Defense: The Irrational Economics of Banning High School
Players from the NBA Draft, 3 VA. SPORTS & ENT. L.J. 113, 188 (2004).
56
Piggie, 303 F.3d at 924.
57
Id. at 924.
58
Id. at 924-25.
59
Id. at 924-26.
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The criminal case against Piggie centered on the contents of a presentence report showing that Piggie realized at least $677,760 in
income from a variety of illegal schemes.60 In the plea agreement,
Piggie conceded that because of his fraud, he received a total of
$420,401 between 1995 and 1998. Piggie received at least $184,435
from team owner Tom Grant, $159,866 from team sponsor Nike, and
$76,100 from sports agents Jerome Stanley and Kevin Poston.61
Piggie‘s case brought to light the money involved in summer
basketball AAU leagues, the coaches, the agents and NCAA
basketball teams.
F. Dominguez
In 2006, Cuban-born Gustavo ―Gus‖ Dominguez of Total Sports
International assisted numerous Cuban baseball players enter the
United States from Cuba in violation of federal law.62 The indictment
charged Dominguez with conspiracy and transporting, concealing and
harboring immigrants for profit.63 A federal jury found him guilty of
conspiracy to smuggle five ballplayers from Cuba to the Florida Keys
and then to California.64 The jurors acquitted co-defendant Roberto
Yosvany Hernandez of conspiracy and alien smuggling. 65 The two
other co-defendants of Dominguez reached plea agreements before
60

Id. at 924.
Id. at 924-25.
62
See Donna Leinwand, Agent Indicted in Smuggling of Cuban Ballplayers to
USA, USATODAY.COM, October 31, 2006, available at
http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/2006-10-31-cuban-baseball-agent_x.htm
(last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
63
See ESPN.com News Services, Convicted Sports Agent Faces Decades in
Prison, ESPN.COM, April 13, 2007, available at
http://sports.espn.go.com/mlb/news/story?id=2836297 (last visited Sept. 9,
2009).
64
Id.
65
Id.
61
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the trial began.66 In the end, a federal judge sentenced Dominguez to
five years in prison.67
The aforementioned sports agent cases represent only a handful of
examples of involving the criminal prosecution of agent misconduct.
The sports agent cases in the next section, however, represent civil
actions in which plaintiffs sought financial redress from those they
claim wronged them. In some instances, the same parties who were
involved in criminal cases in the previous section were also involved.
III. CIVIL CASES
Not all improprieties by sports agents or their associates rise to the
level of criminal misconduct. Disagreements between agents and
their clients (and agents with other agents) often lead to conflict
resolution via the courts. Unable to resolve matters privately and on
their own accords, the parties might resort to the American legal
system for a means to end their dispute. The following represent
some of the more prominent civil cases involving sports agents.
A. Zinn
Sports agent Leo Zinn brought a breach of contract lawsuit in federal
court against professional football player Lemar Parrish to recover
amounts owed under his sports agent management contract.68 Under
66

Id.
See Reuters, Agent Sentenced to Five Years in Prison for Smuggling Cubans to
USA, ESPN.COM, July 10, 2007, available at
http://sports.espn.go.com/mlb/news/story?id=2931284 (last visited Sept. 9,
2009).
68
Zinn v. Parrish, 644 F.2d 360 (7th Cir. Ill. 1981) (Parrish was a defensive
back from Lincoln University (Missouri) who had been drafted by the National
Football League‘s Cincinnati Bengals in 1970). See also Nahrwold, supra note 2
at 438-39.
67
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the representation agreement, Zinn would receive a 10% commission
on any contract he negotiated on Parrish‘s behalf. The agreements
also required Zinn to provide Parrish advice regarding business and
tax matters, filter investment information from outside third parties,
seek endorsements and assist with off-season employment.69 From
1971 to 1974, Zinn successfully negotiated Parrish‘s employment
contract with the Cincinnati Bengals, but he failed to secure any
endorsement deals. After the 1974 contract negotiations, Parrish
fired Zinn and refused to pay him the ten percent commission on the
most recent Bengals contract. Zinn subsequently sued to enforce the
representation agreement. Parrish argued the agreement was invalid
because Zinn had failed to register as an investment adviser as
required by the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
The federal district court (Northern District Court of Illinois) agreed
and granted Parrish‘s motion for summary judgment. 70 Zinn
appealed, and the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals remanded the
case concluding that several questions of fact remained and summary
judgment was not appropriate.71 After a bench trial, the lower court
found that contract between Zinn and Parrish was void because Zinn
had failed to register as an investment adviser as required by the
federal statute and that Zinn had failed to perform his duties under the
contract. Zinn again appealed to the Seventh Circuit and that court
found that his filtering of investment advice for Parrish did not place
him under the requirements of the 1940 Act.72 The Seventh Circuit
also noted that Parrish terminated his relationship with Zinn after
Zinn negotiated a large contract and in doing so breached the
69

Id. at 361.
See Zinn v. Parrish, 461 F. Supp. 11 (N.D. Ill. 1977) (in violation of 15
U.S.C. §§ 80b-1 et seq.).
71
Zinn v. Parrish, 582 F.2d 1282 (7th Cir. Ill. 1978)
72
Zinn, 644 F.2d at 366.
70
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contract.73 In the end, the Seventh Circuit remanded the case for a
second time to the trial court for calculation of damages and
interest.74
B. Argovitz
Agent Jerry Argovitz represented running back Billy Sims, a
professional football player who was the first pick in the 1980
National Football League (NFL) draft.75 In 1983, Argovitz
simultaneously negotiated contracts for Sims with both the Detroit
Lions of the NFL (the team that drafted him out of the University of
Oklahoma) and the Houston Gamblers of the newly formed United
States Football League (USFL).76 Argovitz, however, had also
become a part owner of the Gamblers.77 This clearly presented a
potential conflict of interest.
During contract negotiations for a new deal, Argovitz made it appear
that Detroit was not interested in meeting Sims‘ demands.78 As a
result, Sims signed a contract with the Gamblers of the competing
73

Id.
Id.
75
Sims also won the 1978 Heisman Trophy as a junior from the University of
Oklahoma. See, e.g., Jay Clemons, The Legacy of Billy and Barry,
DETROITLIONS.COM, available at
http://www.detroitlions.com/document_display.cfm?document_id=411359 (last
visited Sept. 9, 2009).
76
Detroit Lions, Inc. v. Argovitz, 580 F. Supp. 542 (E.D. Mich. 1984), aff‟d in
part and remanded in part, 767 F.2d 919 (6th Cir. 1985) (Sims had previously
signed a four-year contract with the Detroit Lions which had just expired). See
also Houston Gamblers, available at http://www.usfl.info/gamblers/ (last visited
Sept. 9, 2009) (Argovitz was actually a dentist by trade). See Clemons, supra
note 75.
77
Detroit Lions, Inc., 580 F. Supp. at 544.
78
Id. at 544-46.
74
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USFL. After signing with a new representative, Sims learned that the
Lions had indeed attempted to negotiate a new contract, and in good
faith.79 Sims and the Lions then sued Argovitz seeking to rescind the
contract he signed with the Gamblers.80 The litigation involved
allegations of the breach of the duties of loyalty and good faith, as
well as allegations of conflicts of interest and breaches of fiduciary
duties in general.81 The United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Michigan held that Argovitz manipulated and
misrepresented the state of the player‘s contract negotiations with the
Lions. The court also held that Argovitz failed to inform the Lions of
the Gamblers‘ offer, which Sims had accepted.82 Therefore, there was
a breach of fiduciary duty and egregious misconduct by a principal to
his agent and it rescinded the Gamblers‘ contract entirely.83 The Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court‘s rescission as
well.84 The case demonstrated the difficulties that can develop when
an agent holds his personal interests above those of the principal.85
C. Faigin
Civil lawsuits arising from the sports agent environment stretch
beyond areas of contract law. An example of this is former sports
agent A.J. Faigin lawsuit against NFL quarterback Jim Kelly (Buffalo
79

Id. at 544-45.
Id.
81
Id. at 548-549 (discussing fiduciary duties generally and the egregious
conduct in this case).
82
Detroit Lions, Inc. v. Argovitz, 767 F.2d 919 (6th Cir. 1985).
83
Detroit Lions, Inc., 580 F. Supp. at 542-4 (denying rescission would be
unconscionable).
84
Detroit Lions, Inc. v. Argovitz, 767 F.2d 919 (6th Cir. 1985).
85
Detroit Lions, Inc., 580 F.Supp at 546. Compare New York Times, NHL;
Eagleson Pleads Guilty, NYTIMES.COM, January 7, 1998, available at
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9A00EFDD1030F934A35752C
0A96E958260 (last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
80
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Bills) and Buffalo News sportswriter Vic Carucci. Faigin sued both
men for defamation based on statements made in Kelly‘s
autobiography Armed and Dangerous.86 In his complaint, Faigin
claimed that the statements made in the book damaged Faigin‘s
career by asserting that he was untrustworthy.87 For example, in the
book Kelly alleged that Faigin mishandled his money.88
The claims against Carucci were dismissed by the court on grounds
that as a limited-purpose public figure, Faigin had to prove that
Carucci wrote the statements ―actual malice‖ to defame him. After a
nineteen day trial, a jury found Kelly not liable on the defamation
claims but for slightly different reasons.89 Specifically, the jury found
that although Kelly‘s statements in the book were damaging, Faigin‘s
counsel had failed to prove the statements were false. Faigin
appealed, and did so without an attorney.90 The First Circuit Court of
Appeal affirmed the lower court‘s decision but reasoned that Faigin
was a limited-purpose public figure and, therefore, required to prove
―actual malice‖ to prevail on a defamation claim.91 The court
determined Faigin did not carry this burden of proof at the trial level.
D. Steinberg and Dunn
David Dunn was a partner in the California firm Steinberg, Moorad
and Dunn. Despite the existence of a non-competition clause with the
86

Faigin v. Kelly, 978 F. Supp. 420 (D.N.H. 1997), 184 F.3d 67 (1st Cir. N.H.
1999). See also Mark Gatto, An Athlete‟s Statements Regarding the Conduct of
His Agent Can Be Actionable Under State Defamation Laws, 9 SETON HALL J.
SPORTS L. 263 (1999); see also Couch, supra note 57 at 126.
87
Faigin v. Kelly, 978 F. Supp. 420, 422 (D.N.H. 1997).
88
Id. at 423-24 (quoting from Armed and Dangerous).
89
Faigin, 184 F.3d at 73.
90
Id. at 74-77.
91
Id. at 76.
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firm, Dunn established the rival agency Athletes First.92 Many
athlete-clients followed Dunn to the new firm.93 Steinberg then sued
claiming a breach of the partnership agreement and included claims
for misappropriation of trade secrets, intentional interference with a
contract or with prospective economic advantage, aiding and abetting
breach of fiduciary duty, unfair competition, conspiracy and unjust
enrichment.94
A jury awarded Steinberg $44.6-million in damages.95 The appellate
court affirmed in part, but reversed the federal district court decision
related to damages, punitive damages, and attorney‘s fees, and also
remanded Steinberg‘s allegations of unfair competition under
California law.96 Dunn filed Chapter 11 bankruptcy after the trial

92

Steinberg, Moorad & Dunn, Inc. v. Dunn, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 26752 (C.D.
Cal., Dec. 23, 2002); aff‟d in part, remanded by Steinberg, Moorad & Dunn,
Inc. v. Dunn, 136 Fed. Appx. 6, 2005 U.S. App. LEXIS 5162 (9th Cir. Cal.
2005) (reversal of award of $47M jury award). Compare, Jason Gershwin, Will
Professional Athletes Continue to Choose Their Representation Freely? An
Examination of the Enforceability of Non-Compete Agreements Against Sports
Agents, 5 U. PA. J. LAB. & EMP. L. 585 (2003).
93
See Mark Hyman, Superagent Leigh Steinberg: Pro Football‟s Real Wild
Man, BUSINESSWEEK.COM, November 25, 2003, available at
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/02_47/b3809126.htm (last
visited Sept. 9, 2009). See, Liz Mullen, Steinberg was “Blown Away” by
Employees‟ Departure, SPORTSBUSINESSJOURNAL.COM , October 21, 2002,
available at http://www.sportsbusinessjournal.com/article/25379 (last visited
Sept. 9, 2009).
94
Steinberg, Moorad & Dunn, Inc. v. Dunn, 136 Fed. Appx. 6, 2005 U.S. App.
LEXIS 5162 (9th Cir. Cal. 2005).
95
See Liz Mullen, Dunn‟s Appeal Victory May Not Sway NFLPA,
SPORTSBUSINESSJOURNAL.COM, April 4, 2005, available at
http://www.sportsbusinessjournal.com/article/44508 (last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
96
Steinberg, Moorad & Dunn, Inc. v. Dunn, 136 Fed. Appx. 6, 2005 U.S. App.
LEXIS 5162 (9th Cir. Cal. 2005) (judgment and all claims dismissed except
RICO and trade secret misappropriation).
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court decision,97 but soon thereafter, the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals held that non-competition clauses in employment contracts
are indeed invalid under California law and, as such, Steinberg could
not enforce the agreement in the first place.98 Neither Dunn nor
Steinberg really ―won‖ in the end and Dunn was later suspended by
the NFLPA.99
The above examples demonstrate that sports agent behavior often
leads to legal disputes under both criminal and civil law. As more
money has entered the collegiate and professional sports scenes, more
agents have entered the representation marketplace further escalating
the already fierce competition for clients. While litigation or
prosecution is an option, the recent trend is to take a proactive
approach to affect and deter certain sports agent behavior. This has
resulted in the establishment of more consistent and structured agent
laws and agent regulations. Today, much of the regulation of sports
agents has fallen upon the players‘ associations of the major
professional sport leagues known as the ―Big Four.‖100 Additionally,
97

See Liz Mullen, David Dunn Files for Bankruptcy Protection,
SPORTSBUSINESSJOURNAL.COM, February 11, 2003, available at
http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/article/73225(last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
98
Id. (referencing Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §16600 which, according to the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals establishes that in California, non-competition clauses
in employment agreements are unenforceable to the extent that they limit the
employee‘s ability to compete after leaving, whether or not the employee is atwill and whether or not his term of employment has ended. Once an employee
leaves, §16600 prohibits the employer from preventing that employee from
pursuing his trade).
99
See Liz Mullen, NFLPA Investigating Dunn Texts,
SPORTSBUSINESSJOURNAL.COM, December 10, 2007, available at
http://www.sportsbusinessjournal.com/article/57372 (last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
100
The ―Big Four‖ sports leagues in the United States include Major League
Baseball (MLB); National Basketball Association (NBA); National Football
League (NFL); and National Hockey League (NHL). See, for example, Epstein,
supra note 2 at 4.
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concerns regarding agent misconduct and the potential financial
ramifications of wrong choices by student-athletes have given the
NCAA the impetus to enact rules that attempt to curtail efforts to
compromise the integrity of its college sports product. The next
section addresses the varied regulatory environment. Particular
emphasis is given to the NCAA‘s rules regarding sports agents and
their enforcement.
IV. THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Sports agents employ an array of recruiting tactics in the fierce
competition for clients, some of whom are still student-athletes. The
use of unsavory tactics to recruit clients has led to the host of criminal
and civil litigation as discussed earlier in this article.101
Unscrupulous agents also have exposed colleges, universities and
their athletic departments to possible sanctions for violating the
NCAA rules known as ―bylaws.‖ NCAA bylaws mandate that a
student-athlete may not enter into any agreement with an agent, and,
because of such misconduct, student-athletes are subject to
punishment.102 Because of the high financial stakes involved in
college sports, virtually all sports agent laws (state and federal) focus

101

Bogad, supra note 1 at 1889; see also Richard T. Karcher, Fundamental
Fairness in Union Regulation of Sports Agents, 40 CONN. L. REV. 355, 357
(2007).
102
National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2007-2008 NCAA® Division I
Manual (2007) (hereinafter "NCAA Manual"),
http://www.ncaa.org/library/membership/division_i_manual/2007-08/200708_d1_manual.pdf (last visited Nov. 13, 2007) art. 12.3, at 68-69 ("Use of
Agents"). See also Associated Press, NCAA Cuts Suspension of Kentucky‟s
Morris to 14 Games, USA TODAY.COM, Dec. 15, 2005, available at
http://www.usatoday.com/sports/college/mensbasketball/sec/2005-12-15-morrissuspension-reduced_x.htm (last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
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on the process of recruiting the student-athlete with remaining
eligibility.103
A. State Regulation
Beginning in the 1980s, various states attempted to curtail the
activities of sports agents but unfortunately enacted a myriad of
inconsistent, scattered and incompatible laws.104 Additionally, the
sports agent profession was not well defined, there was no
enforceable code of ethics, and many agents simply did not comply
with state laws with regard to individual state registration since there
was no real mechanism to enforce the laws.105 Today, however, the
laws have become much more consistent across state lines. State
regulation of sports agents essentially falls into three categories: (1)
states that have adopted the Uniform Athlete Agent Act (UAAA);106
(2) states that have adopted their own versions of athlete agent
regulations; and (3) states that do not have any legislation regulating
the activities of sports agents whatsoever.107
103

See Uniform Athlete Agents Act, drafted by the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (2000)(hereinafter ―UAAA‖), available
at http://www.law.upenn.edu/bll/archives/ulc/uaaa/aaa1130.htm (last visited
Sept. 9, 2009); see also NCAA Manual, supra note 99, art. 12.3, at 68-69. See
generally Joseph N. Crowley, The NCAA‟s First Century: In the Arena,
http://www.ncaa.org/library/general/in_the_arena/in_the_arena.pdf (last visited
Nov. 13, 2007) (In 1999, the NCAA signed an 11-year $6 billion dollar
television rights deal with CBS Television for its men‘s March Madness
basketball tournament).
104
See generally David Lawrence Dunn, Regulation of Sports Agents: Since At
First It Hasn‟t Succeeded, Try Federal Legislation, 39 HASTINGS L.J. 1031
(1988); see also Leigh Steinberg and William David Cornwell, Sr., Leveling the
Playing Field, 22 Los Angeles Lawyer 30 (1999).
105
See Walter T. Champion, Jr., Attorneys Qua Sports Agents: An Ethical
Conundrum, 7 MARQ. SPORTS L.J. 349, 354-55 (1997).
106
UAAA, supra note 103.
107
Id.
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B. Uniform Athlete Agents Act
The Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) was promulgated by in
1997 by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws (NCCUSL), the same body that drafted the more familiar
Uniform Commercial Code.108 Many individuals and groups were
welcome to attend the drafting of the UAAA, and this included
representatives from the NCAA, staff from the professional league
players associations, athlete agents and other interested parties.109 The
NCCUSL completed its work on the model act in the fall of 2000.110
The purpose behind the UAAA was to address the numerous
inconsistencies that existed between the various state attempts to
regulate agents. The UAAA creates a uniform state system of
registration and enforcement.111 In theory, the main goal of the
UAAA is to protect student-athletes from sports agents who engage
in unethical and unscrupulous business practices during the
recruitment process. The UAAA actually provides more protection to
NCAA member institutions than to the student-athletes themselves,
though violations of the UAAA do grant the student-athlete the right
to void the contract.112 As of June 13, 2008, the UAAA had been
108

See, e.g., R. Michael Rogers, The Uniform Athlete Agent Act Fails to Fully
Protect the College Athlete Who Exhausts His Eligibility Before Turning
Professional, 2 VA. SPORTS & ENT. L.J. 63 (2002); see also Adam Epstein, Sales
and Sports Law, 18 JOURNAL OF LEG. ASPECTS OF SPORT 67, 68-69 (2008).
109
See Symposium: The Uniform Athlete Agents Act, 13 SETON HALL J. SPORTS
L. 345, 360 (2003). See also UAAA, supra note 103.
110
Id. at 361. See also UAAA, supra note 103.
111
See Eric Willenbacher, Regulating Sports Agents: Why Current Federal and
State Efforts Do Not Deter the Unscrupulous Athlete-Agent and How a National
Licensing System May Cure the Problem, 78 ST. JOHN‘S L. REV. 1225, 1250-51
(2004).
112
See John A. Gray, Sports Agent‟s Liability After Sparta?, 6 VA. SPORTS &
ENT. L.J. 141, 148-49 (2006).
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adopted in 36 states, the District of Columbia and the U.S Virgin
Islands.113 Five states had opted to adopt their own legislation
regulating agents and eleven states had yet to adopt any athlete agent
regulations.114 Recognize, however, that the UAAA does not apply to
the relationship between agents and professional athletes or those
individuals who have no collegiate eligibility.115
C. Non-UAAA Regulation
Though it has not yet adopted the UAAA, California became the first
state to enact its own regulations regulating the conduct of sports
agents.116 Entitled the California Athletes Agent Act (CAAA), its
purpose was ―to address the indiscretions of sports agents.‖ 117 In
1997, the Miller-Ayala Athletes Agent Act, which is much more
detailed, replaced the CAAA.118 This revised Act prohibits agents
from contacting or providing gifts to current college student-athletes
or their relatives. It also allows any institution or individual to
recover damages from an agent found in violation of any of the acts

113

National Collegiate Athletic Association, Uniform Athlete Agents Act
(UAAA) History and Status, available at
http://www.ncaa.org/wps/ncaa?ContentID=1409 (last visited Sept. 9, 2009); see
also UAAA, supra note 103.
114
Id.
115
UAAA, supra note 103. (§14 ―Prohibited Conduct‖).
116
See Philip N. Fluhr, The Regulation of Sports Agents and the Quest for
Uniformity, 6 SPORTS LAW J. 1, 6 (1999).
117
Id.(citing Michael A. Weiss, The Regulation of Sports Agents: Fact or
Fiction, 1 SPORTS L.J. 329, 339 (1994)).
118
Miller-Ayala Athlete Agents Act, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 18895-97
(2009). See also, James Malone & Daren Lipinsky, Comment, The Game
Behind the Games: Unscrupulous Agents in College Athletics & California‟s
Miller-Ayala Act, 17 LOY. L.A. ENT. L.J. 413, 414-16 (1997).
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provisions. 119 Some states have their own, non-UAAA sports agent
regulation including Colorado, Iowa, Michigan and Ohio.120
D. SPARTA
As states were beginning to address sports agent concerns throughout
the 1980‘s and 1990‘s, the United States Congress also attempted to
pass legislation that would provide for uniform state and federal
regulation of sports agents. Legislative efforts such as the
Professional Sports Agency Act (1985) and the Collegiate Athletics
Integrity Act (1999) were well-intentioned attempts but received little
support from legislators and never were voted on by Congress. 121
Then, in 2004, Tom Osborne, who was elected to the United States
House of Representatives after serving as head football coach at the
University of Nebraska, sponsored The Sports Agent Responsibility
and Trust Act (SPARTA) which did become federal law.122 Similar to
the UAAA, one of the goals of SPARTA is to create a uniform law
regulating athlete-agent activity. SPARTA, however, only applies to
misconduct by sports agents that constitutes unfair and deceptive
trade practices and is subject to penalties administered by the Federal

119

Id.
See Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) History and Status supra note 103.
121
See John Wolohan, Sport Agent Legislation, in LAW FOR RECREATION AND
SPORT MANAGERS 658 (Doyice J. Cotten et al. eds., 3d ed. 2001). See also LAW
OF PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR SPORTS 1-69 (Gary A. Uberstine ed., 1988).
122
National Collegiate Athletic Association (2002, May 27). Federal Bill
Designed to Provide Second Line ff Agent Defense, (May 27, 2002) Retrieved
Sept. 9, 2009 from
http://www.ncaa.org/wps/portal/home?WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=/
wps/wcm/connect/NCAA/NCAA+News/NCAA+News+Online/2002/Associatio
n-wide/Federal+bill+designed+to+provide+second+line+of+agent+defense++5-27-02 (May 27, 2002).
120
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Trade Commission (FTC) for false advertising of services.123 Under
SPARTA, then, the FTC can fine agents up to $11,000 per each
unfair or deceptive practice.124 As of the time of this writing however,
the FTC has yet to have to enforce the provisions of SPARTA against
a potential violator.
E. Players‟ Associations
The UAAA, SPARTA and other state regulatory efforts have been
focused on the relationship between student-athlete and sports agent.
However, neither the UAAA nor SPARTA address the legal issues
that can occur between professional athletes and their agents.
Regulating that type of relationship has fallen primarily to the
players‘ associations of the various professional sport leagues.125
Players‘ associations in the major professional sports serve as the
players‘ labor union and in that capacity have substantial authority to
determine who may represent a member player and even to enforce
sanctions against agents who disregard the association rules.126
Players‘ associations have taken the lead with regard to establishing
the minimum qualifications and standards for representation with
regard to the Big Four sports all of which have established and
powerful unions.127 Many agents, in fact, have been reprimanded,
fined, suspended or even decertified for non-compliance with the
123

15 U.S.C. §§7801-7807 (2008), Pub. L. No. 108-304, 118 Stat. 1125 (2007);
see also Timothy Davis, Article: Regulating the Athlete-Agent Industry:
Intended and Unintended Consequences, 42 WILLAMETTE L. REV. 781, 812-14
(2006).
124
Violations of the Act are regulated by 15 U.S.C. 57a(a)(1)(B) (2000).
125
See Timothy Davis, supra note 120 at 815. See also Karcher, supra note
101at 358-64.
126
Id.
127
Supra note 58 at 143.
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union‘s agency rules.128 However, players‘ associations and their
agent rules only apply to agents who represent athletes in those
leagues that are, in fact, the most prominent professional sports
leagues in the United States. For those agents who might represent
Olympic-sport athletes or professional athletes in leagues other than
the Big Four, there are no state laws or federal laws that govern that
sports agency relationship per se.
F. The NCAA Approach
Concerned over sports agent activity and its negative influence on its
college sports product and aware of the apparent vacuum of
regulations aimed at sports agents operating outside the realm of the
major professional sport leagues, the NCAA has taken the lead in
enacting and enforcing its bylaws. One of the stated purposes of the
NCAA is to maintain college sports (intercollegiate athletics) as an
integral part of the college‘s educational program while at the same
time maintaining the athlete as an integral part of the student body.129
NCAA bylaws generally prohibit a student-athlete from engaging in a
representation relationship with an agent.130 A student-athlete who
agrees to be represented by an agent is no longer eligible to compete
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Supra note 120 at 784.
National Collegiate Athletic Association, Our Mission (2008),
http://www.ncaa.org/wps/portal/home?WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=/wps/wc
m/connect/NCAA/About+The+NCAA/Overview/mission.html.
130
NCAA Manual, supra note 102, arts. 12.3. at 68-69 (―Use of Agents‖),
14.01.3.1. at 125 (―Compliance with Other NCAA and Conference LegislationAmateurism‖). See also NCAA Manual, supra note Article 11.1.4 at
51(―Representing Individuals in Marketing Athletics Ability/Reputation‖)
(prohibiting staff members of an NCAA member institution‘s athletics
department from ―representing, directly or indirectly‖ any current or future
student-athlete in the marketing of the student-athlete‘s athletic ability in that
sport.)
129
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in intercollegiate athletics in that sport.131 Under its rules, the NCAA
can penalize a college or university if it permits an ineligible studentathlete to participate in NCAA competition.132 Violations of the
various NCAA sports agent prohibitions often result in considerable
penalties for the college or university and the student-athlete
involved.133 This is particularly problematic given how broadly the
NCAA has applied its prohibition on retaining a sports agent in a
particular sport as demonstrated in the next section.
The NCAA broadly applies its Bylaw 12.3, ―Use of Agents‖ to
encompass not only retaining an agent to facilitate agreements with a
professional sport league, but also using an agent to arrange
endorsement deals or commercial appearances that are in anyway
related to his or her athletic skill.134 An NCAA student-athlete may
retain an agent to secure modeling and theater work provided none of
that work directly relate to his or her athletics ability. 135 Studentathletes who have worked with agents to appear in commercial
131

NCAA Manual, supra note 102, art 12.3.1, at 68 (―Use of Agents - General
Rule‖ stating that ―An individual shall be ineligible for participation in an
intercollegiate sport if he or she ever has agreed (orally or in writing) to be
represented by an agent for the purpose of marketing his or her athletics ability
or reputation in that sport.‖).
132
NCAA Manual, supra note 102, art. 14.11.1, at 166 (―Obligation of
Institution to Withhold Student-Athlete from Competition‖).
133
See e.g., NCAA Secondary Infractions/Eligibility Database (hereinafter
NCAA database), available at
https://goomer.ncaa.org/wdbctx/LSDBI/LSDBI.home (last visited Sept. 9, 2009)
(international prospective student-athlete rendered permanently ineligible after
unknowingly signed representation agreement with sports agency).
134
See NCAA Database available at
https://goomer.ncaa.org/wdbctx/LSDBI/LSDBI.home (last visited Sept. 9, 2009)
(international prospective student-athlete rendered ineligible after entering into
oral agreement for representation with at sports/modeling agent).
135
See NCAA Summary of NCAA Regulations Related to Agents and Other
Amateurism Provisions, available at http://ncaa.org/agents/ncaa-summary.html
(last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
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advertisements pertaining to or demonstrating their athletic ability
have also been declared ineligible by the NCAA.136 For example, in
2001, a Division I NCAA hockey player at Canisius College in
Buffalo responded to an open casting call of individuals with ice
hockey skills for a commercial.137 The student-athlete was selected to
appear in the commercial, and as part of his appearance, he was
required to sign a waiver with the casting call agency noting that
participants would not be paid and the agency would represent the
participants in any dealings with the commercial producers.138 The
NCAA interpreted the document between the casting agency and the
student-athlete as violating Bylaw 12.3 and argued that the studentathlete was ineligible to compete though the NCAA‘s initial
interpretation was modified.139
Another example of the broad nature in which the NCAA has
addressed the sports agency relationship is Bylaw 12.3.3, which
prohibits a prospective student-athlete (e.g., high school aged studentathlete) from obtaining the services of an outside agency in order to
secure a college athletic scholarship.140 Many international student-
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Id.
See e.g., NCAA Database available at
https://goomer.ncaa.org/wdbctx/LSDBis/LSDBI.home July 27, 200, available at
https://goomer.ncaa.org/wdbctx/LSDBI/LSDBI.home (last visited Sept. 9,
2009).
138
Id.
139
Id. Canisius successfully challenged NCAA staffs‘ interpretation of the
bylaw and the NCAA ultimately reinstated the student-athlete‘s eligibility to
compete in men‘s ice hockey.
140
See, e.g., NCAA Database available at
https://goomer.ncaa.org/wdbctx/LSDBI/LSDBI.home (international prospective
student-athlete rendered ineligible after entering into agreement with recruiting
service to secure an athletic scholarship on his behalf) (last visited Sept. 9,
2009).
137
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athletes have been deemed ineligible pursuant to this bylaw.141
Foreign student-athletes have paid hefty sums to individuals who
present themselves as being able to locate an athletic scholarship,
only to realize upon arrival at the NCAA school that the NCAA rules
prohibit such an arrangement and they are ineligible to receive the
very scholarship they sought.142
Yet another example of the broad application of the NCAA‘s
prohibition on sports agents is the situation involved a prominent
student-athlete with remaining eligibility and SFX, a sports agency.143
In 2005, the NCAA found that University of Kentucky basketball
student-athlete Randolph Morris violated NCAA Bylaw 12.3.1
(prohibiting sports agency relationships) when he and his father
permitted an employee of SFX to arrange a number of tryouts for
Morris with professional teams.144 Although there was no evidence
that Morris had entered into any type of formal contract with SFX,
the NCAA held that Morris nonetheless had an agency agreement
with the sports agency since the employee scheduled, arranged and
confirmed workouts with various teams in the NBA and gathered
feedback as to his draft status. Morris also allowed SFX to pay gym
rental fees for a private workout in front of NBA scouts during the
Chicago Pre-Draft Camp. This action violated existing NCAA rules
regarding accepting benefits from sports agents or agencies.145
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Id.
Id.
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See Associated Press, supra note 102.
144
See NCAA Database available at https://goomer.ncaa.org/wdbctx/
LSDBI/LSDBI.home (last visited July 18, 2009).
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NCAA Manual, supra note 102, arts. 12.3.1.2 at 68-69 (―Benefits from
Prospective Agents‖).
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Ultimately, the NCAA deemed the relationship between the SFX
employee and Morris as an implied agency relationship. While not
express, the NCAA determined that Morris had violated Bylaw 12.3.
As part of his penalty, Morris was ineligible to participate in the first
thirty percent of the regularly scheduled contests of the 2005-06
season and had to repay all impermissible expenses accepted from
NBA teams related to his private workouts during the 2005 summer.
The NCAA has since relaxed its application of Bylaw 12.3 in the predraft camp context, but this case remains an example of the NCAA‘s
use of implied agency to broaden the reach of the Bylaw 12.3
restriction on sports agents.146
G. Representatives of Athletic Interests (Boosters)
As mentioned, a rationale behind the NCAA‘s prohibition on the
utilization of sports agents by student-athletes is rooted in the
NCAA‘s desire to maintain a clear line of demarcation between
amateur athletes and professional sport, one of the most fundamental
themes found throughout its Manual.147 One method to preserve the
NCAA‘s amateur ideal is to prohibit express agreements between
sports agents and student-athletes. The NCAA, however, also
addresses concerns over sports agents in implied (as opposed to
express) agency relationships as demonstrated in the Randolph
Morris incident.
The NCAA‘s concern regarding ―implied‖ agency relationships is
found in its Bylaws in which the organization addresses conduct by
146

NCAA Database available at
https://goomer.ncaa.org/wdbctx/LSDBI/LSDBI.home (last visited Sept. 9,
2009).
147
NCAA Manual, supra note 102 art. 12.01.2, at 61 (―Clear Line of
Demarcation‖).
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―representatives of athletic interests,‖ a phrase used to describe those
individuals who may also be known as ―boosters.‖148 Boosters
generally include individuals or corporate entities who have
participated in the school‘s athletics program, have donated money to
the athletic department or assisted in the recruitment of the studentathlete.149 The NCAA considers boosters to be implied agents of the
student-athlete‘s college or university regardless of either the
booster‘s or the institution‘s intent.150 Once an individual has been
identified as a representative or ―booster/donor‖ of the university‘s
athletics programs, the individual retains this status even if the
individual is no longer associated with the athletics program per se.151
Thus, NCAA rules pertain to not only student-athletes, administrators
and coaches at member schools, but also to boosters under the
concept of implied agency which includes school alumni and other
financial supporters.152 These broad interpretations of the NCAA
bylaws and concerns over rogue boosters and others have caused
NCAA member institutions to hire additional staff for its NCAA
compliance offices in order to avoid sanctions.153
Institutions
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NCAA Manual, supra note 102 art 13.02.13, at 81 (―Representative of
Athletics Interests‖).
149
Id.
150
NCAA Manual, supra note 102 art. 6.4.2, at 44 (―Responsibility for Actions
of Outside Entities-Representatives of Athletics Interests‖).
151
NCAA Manual, supra note 102 art 13.02.13.1, at 81.
152
The NCAA has even interpreted the definition of a ―booster‖ to include the
mayor of the city in which a member institution is located as well as local
business owners who had little or no connection to the NCAA school. See
NCAA Interpretative Database, Staff Interpretation dated Nov. 9, 1988,
available at https://goomer.ncaa.org/wdbctx/LSDBI/LSDBI.home (last visited
Sept. 9, 2009).
153
Conversation with Stephen Mallonee, Managing Director of NCAA
Membership Services, (June 8, 2008).
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vigorously attempt to avoid vicariously liability for any misdeeds by
a booster.154
Although NCAA regulations have proven to be effective in holding
the student-athlete and member institutions accountable for
impermissible conduct with sports agents, the NCAA regulations
only affect the institution, student-athlete or a member institution
employee-not the sports agent. For this reason, the NCAA has been a
strong advocate in favor of the UAAA and federal legislation that
impacts sports agents through both civil and criminal laws.155
Powerful state and federal laws can deter sports agents from
egregious conduct and the NCAA has been supportive of regulating
sports agents to be consistent with its own bylaws.
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See e.g., NCAA Div. I Comm. On Infractions, University of Michigan,
Public Infractions Report (May 8, 2003) available at available at
https://goomer.ncaa.org/wdbctx/LSDBI/LSDBI.home (last visited Sept. 9, 2009)
(institution held responsible for rogue booster who provided money and material
benefits to member of the men‘s basketball team). See also NCAA Div. I
Comm. On Infractions, Southern Methodist University, Public Infractions
Reports (2/25/87) available at https://goomerncaa.org/Wdbctx
/LSDBI/LSDBI.home (last visited 7/17/08) (most notorious incident of rogue
boosters providing benefits to the prospective and current student-athletes).
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See National Collegiate Athletic Association, Athlete-agent legislation strives
for blanket protection state by state, May 27, 2002, available at
http://www.ncaa.org/wps/portal/home?
WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=/wps/wcm/connect/NCAA/NCAA+News/NCA
A+News+Online/2002/Association-wide/Athleteagent+legislation+strives+for+blanket+protection
+state+by+state+-+5-27-02 (last visited Sept. 9, 2009).
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V. CONCLUSION
Sports fans and the general public may perceive sports agency as a
lucrative and glamorous career as in the movie Jerry Maguire, but the
civil and criminal litigation surrounding the industry demonstrates
another side of the business. Indeed, published judicial decisions
involving sports agents demonstrate that even the most successful and
well-known sports agents have proven to be ill-equipped in dealing
with the numerous legal issues that arise when recruiting and then
representing an athlete in the high-stakes game of professional sports.
Criminal misconduct - from fraud to theft to human smuggling to tax
evasion - have landed various agents in prison further damaging the
public perception of the nature of this profession. Civil disagreements
involving breach of fiduciary duties, violations of non-compete
clauses, and torts such as defamation have given academics, authors
and courts a field day with which to ponder and make judgments on
alleged misbehavior. This article outlined some of the important cases
that have served as the impetus behind the changing nature and role
of sports agent laws and the evolution of those rules.
Regulatory efforts including the enactment and adoption of the model
UAAA, the federal SPARTA, the NCAA bylaws, and the agent rules
found among the Big Four players‘ associations continue to address
the concerns common to the relationships in the sports agent
business. Unfortunately, the various state and federal courts have
also had to serve as an umpire after various claims of unethical and
illegal activity by sports agents have been litigated in the judicial
system. The NCAA has been particularly proactive in enacting and
enforcing its maintenance of the amateur ideal by prohibiting the
express or implied agreement between a student-athlete and a sports
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agent as found in Bylaw, Article 12.3, Use of Agents. Still, as long as
tremendous amounts of money continue to be distributed to
professional athletes, sports agents will continue to follow that money
trail with hope of gaining a piece of the pie. Those that have the
ambition and desire to become involved in the sports agent game
must be aware of the various sports agent laws, rules, bylaws in order
to play (or remain) in the game, especially as the rules continue to
evolve.
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PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND THE DUE PROCESS CLAUSE:
AN EXAMINATION OF RECENT SUPREME COURT
DECISIONS
By
Karen A. Hosack* & Joseph J. Solberg**
I. INTRODUCTION
In March of 2009, the United States Supreme Court dismissed the
appeal of Philip Morris in a marathon punitive damages case
involving Philip Morris USA and Mayola Williams.1 The case
involved a lawsuit brought in 1997 by Mayola Williams on behalf of
her deceased husband, Jesse Williams, a heavy smoker. Mrs.
Williams sued Philip Morris for negligence and deceit, and an
Oregon jury awarded Mrs. Williams approximately $821,000 in
compensatory damages and $79.5 million in punitive damages.2 The
*Karen A. Hosack, Instructional Assistant Professor of Law, Illinois State
University.
**
Joseph J. Solberg, Professor of Law, Illinois State University, Normal,
Illinois.
1
Philip Morris USA, Inc. v. Williams, 129 S. Ct. 1436 (2009).
2
Philip Morris USA v. Williams, 549 U.S. 346, 349-50 (2007). Mr. Williams
died of lung cancer and the jury found that there was ―a causal connection
between Jesse Williams‘ smoking habit and his death.‖ Williams v. Philip
Morris, Inc., 125 P.3d 1165, 1167 (Or. 2006).
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trial judge reduced the punitive award to $32 million, and both parties
appealed.3 The Oregon Court of Appeals reinstated the jury‘s award,
and when the Oregon Supreme Court refused to hear the case, Philip
Morris took the issue to the U.S. Supreme Court, which remanded the
case back to the Oregon Court of Appeals. 4 In the years that
followed, this case bounced back and forth between the Oregon
appellate courts and the U. S. Supreme Court over the issue of the
constitutionality of the punitive damages award. When the Supreme
Court accepted the case for the third time, the possibilities existed
that the Court would overturn the award based on the ratio test first
enunciated in BMW of North America v. Gore,5 or use the case to
further clarify the guidelines for lower courts to follow with respect
to the constitutionality of excessive punitive damages awards.
Instead, after oral argument, the Court dismissed the appeal on state
procedural grounds, letting the original $79.5 million award stand.6
It is well-established in American courts that punitive damage awards
serve important state interests with respect to both deterrence and
punishment.7 Indeed, the constitutionality of punitive damage awards
has been well-settled in the United States for over 150 years.8
Individual states have historically had much discretion to establish
their own procedures with respect to such awards,9 and for over 100
years, the Supreme Court refused to intervene in the states‘
determinations regarding the availability and amount of punitive
3

Williams, 549 U.S. at 350.
Id.
5
517 U.S. 559 (1996).
6
Williams, 129 S. Ct. at 1436.
7
See 1 Linda L. Schlueter, Punitive Damages § 1.4(A) (5 th ed. 2005).
8
Id.
9
See Daniel Sulser Agle, Comment: Working the Unworkable Rule Established
in Philip Morris: Acknowledging the Difference Between Actual and Potential
Injury to Nonparties, 2007 B.Y.U. L. REV. 1317, 1320 (2007).
4
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damage awards.10 However, as both the size and frequency of such
awards has seemingly exploded in modern times, procedural and
substantive due process challenges began to be mounted in cases
involving excessive punitive damage awards.11 The Court eventually
recognized that constitutional restraints existed in the states‘ exercise
of their discretion,12 but was then faced with the challenge of crafting
a framework for lower courts to follow with respect to reviewing
potentially excessive punitive damages awards.13 The Court has thus
attempted to provide meaningful guidelines so that such awards
comport with the standards of due process, but at the same time
provide states with sufficient flexibility and discretion to pursue their
legitimate goals of deterrence and punishment.14
This paper will trace the historical development of punitive damages
dating back to the Code of Hammurabi in ancient times up to the
most recent line of Supreme Court cases. The cases that led to the
Court‘s acceptance of constitutional constraints under the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment will be discussed, and
a more in-depth analysis of Gore, State Farm, and Williams, the three
cases that represent the Court‘s attempt to provide a framework for
review of constitutionally excessive punitive damage awards, will be
provided. Gore was a landmark case in punitive damages
10

See Lindsay J. Efting, Punitive Damages: Will the Courts Still Punish the
Wrongdoer after State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. v. Campbell, 49
S.D. L. REV. 67, 76 (2003).
11
See Mimi Bass Miller, Note: Punitive Damages: A New Finish on Punitive
Damages. BMW of North America v. Gore, 116 S. Ct. 1589 (1996), 19 U. ARK.
LITTLE ROCK L.J. 519, 523 (1997).
12
See Agle, supra note 9 at 1330.
13
See Efting, supra note 10 at 94.
14
See Daniel F. Thomas, Comment: Necessary Protection: An Examination of
the State Farm v. Campbell Standards Test and Why Efficient Rules Do Not
Work at the Intersection Between Due Process and Punitive Damages, 70 ALB.
L. REV. 367, 385 (2006).
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jurisprudence because for the first time, the Court reversed an award
as violating substantive due process, and established three guideposts
for courts to use to determine if a punitive damages award is ―grossly
excessive.‖15 In State Farm, the Court further clarified the Gore
guideposts and overturned a 145-to-l ratio of punitive to
compensatory damages.16 In its 2007 decision in Williams (which
marked the case‘s second appearance before the Court), the Court
determined that procedural due process does not permit a state to
punish a defendant for harm caused to nonparties, but did not address
the substantive due process issue as to whether the award was
―grossly excessive.‖17 Finally, the paper will conclude with a brief
examination of the effects of the Supreme Court‘s recent excursion
into the punitive damages arena and whether the Court‘s rulings in
this area provide appropriate guidance for lower courts.
II. AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF PUNITIVE DAMAGES
A. From Ancient History to English Common Law
Punitive damages, whether called by that term or referred to as
exemplary or vindictive damages, or even as ―smart money‖18 have
been around since the time of the Babylonian Code of Hammurabi,
4000 years ago.19 Hittite law also provided for damages beyond
compensatory over 3000 years ago,20 as did the Code of Manu from
15

517 U.S. at 559 (1996).
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. v. Campbell, 538 U.S. 408
(2003).
17
Williams, 549 U.S. at 346.
18
Michael Rustad and Thomas Koenig, The Historical Continuity of Punitive
Damages Awards: Reforming the Tort Reformers, 42 AM. U.L. REV. 1269, 1292
(1993).
19
See Miller, supra note 11at 525-26.
20
See Efting, supra note 10 at 74.
16
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200 B.C.21 The second book of the Bible, Exodus, refers to multiple
damages in several places. For example, in Chapter 22:1 it states, ―If
a man steals an ox or sheep and kills or sells it, he shall pay five oxen
for an ox, or four sheep for a sheep.‖ 22 Exodus Chapter 22:7 states
―If a man delivers to his neighbor money or goods to keep and it is
stolen out of the neighbor‘s house, then, if the thief is found, he shall
pay double.‖23 Of interest is that the laws set out in Exodus recognize
that some wrongs require only restitution,24 thus indicating that
certain types of human misbehavior have long been considered to be
more egregious than others. The concept of exemplary damages is
also acknowledged in the New Testament. In Chapter 19 of Luke‘s
Gospel, a tax collector named Zacchaeus tells Jesus that he will pay
back four times the amount to those he has cheated.25 Such damages
were a component of Roman law in certain types of cases; for
example, usury and injuring or killing slaves.26 Moving ahead, the
next step on the road to the current due process debate is 13th century
England, where a system of civil fines called amercements were used
by the government in both civil and criminal cases.27

21

Id.
Exodus 22:1.
23
Id. at 22:7.
24
For example, Exodus 22:6 states ―If fire break out and catch in thorns, so that
the stacks of corn, or the standing corn, or the field, be consumed therewith; he
that kindled the fire shall surely make restitution.‖ Similarly, in Exodus 22:14 it
is held that ―If a man borrows anything of his neighbor and it gets hurt or dies
without its owner being with it, the borrower shall make full restitution.‖
25
Luke 19:1-8.
26
Rustad & Koenig, supra note 18 at 1286.
27
John Z. Lagrow, Comment: BMW of North America, Inc. v. Gore: Due
Process Protection Against Excessive Punitive Damages Awards, 32 NEW ENG.
L. REV. 157, 160 (1997).
22
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Although the concept of punitive damages has existed for six
thousand years, it didn‘t appear in a recorded opinion until 1763,28
when it was discussed in the cases of Huckle v. Money29 and Wilkes v.
Wood.30 As one commentator notes, ―[t]hrough these two decisions
the modern doctrine of punitive damages was born.‖31 Huckle
involved the arrest of the plaintiff for the alleged printing of a
libelous article against the King.32 The plaintiff, who was in custody
for six hours, sued, alleging trespass, assault, and false
imprisonment.33 The jury awarded damages of three hundred pounds,
even though twenty pounds would have been appropriate
compensation.34 In denying the defendant‘s motion for a new trial,
the Lord Chief Justice addressed the amount of damages awarded,
writing: ―I think they have done right in giving exemplary
damages…I cannot say what damages I should have given if I had
been upon the jury: but I directed and told them they were not bound
to any certain damages.‖35 Then, in a foreshadowing of United States
Supreme Court cases to be decided over two hundred years later, the
Lord Chief Justice opined, ―…it is very dangerous for the Judges to
intermeddle in damages for torts; it must be a glaring case in deed of
outrageous damages in tort, and which all mankind must think so, to
induce a Court to grant a new trial for excessive damages.‖36
In Wilkes, a jury awarded the plaintiff punitive damages as a result of
his house being searched and property taken under the wrong type of
28

See Efting, supra note 10 at 74.
95 Eng. Rep. 768 (K.B. 1763).
30
98 Eng. Rep. 489 (K.B. 1763).
31
Lagrow, supra note 27 at 161.
32
Huckle, 95 Eng. Rep. at 768.
33
Id.
34
Id.
35
Id.
36
Id.
29
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warrant.37 Here, the Lord Chief Justice set a tone for punitive
damages that resonates today, holding, ―a jury have it in their power
to give damages for more than the injury received. Damages are
designed not only as a satisfaction to the injured person, but likewise
as a punishment to the guilty, to deter from any such proceedings for
the future and as proof of the detestation of the jury to the action
itself.‖38 Thus was the law in England in 1763. By the end of the
decade punitive damages were generally available in England in a
variety of cases, including those involving ―[m]alice, oppression, or
gross fraud; essentially when the defendant‘s conduct could be
characterized as outrageous.‖39
B. Early United States Cases
As with many other areas of English common law, the United States
imported the concept of punitive damages into its own system.40 The
first cases generally acknowledged as the earliest opinions dealing
with the subject in the United States are Genay v. Norris,41 a 1784
South Carolina case, and Coryell v. Colbaugh,42 a 1791 New Jersey
opinion.43 In Genay, the plaintiff suffered injuries after consuming a
glass of wine that the defendant, a physician, had laced with Spanish
Fly. The court upheld the jury verdict which awarded the plaintiff
four hundred pounds.44 The court instructed the jury that ―a very
37

Wilkes, 98 Eng. Rep. at 489.
Id.
39
See Efting, supra note 10 at 74, 75.
40
See Lagrow, supra note 27 at 161.
41
1 S.C.L. (1 Bay) 6 (1784).
42
1 N.J.L. 77 (N.J. 1791).
43
See Efting, supra note 10 at 75 where it is noted that Genay v. Norris was the
first case in which the use of punitive damages was implicitly applied and that
Coryell v. Colbough was the first case to explicitly articulate the doctrine.
44
Genay v. Norris, 1 S.C.L. at 6.
38
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serious injury to the plaintiff…entitled him to very exemplary
damages, especially from a professional character who could not
plead ignorance of the operation and powerful effects of this
medicine.‖45 Coryell involved a suit for breach of promise to marry.46
The woman‘s father brought suit against the defendant for getting his
daughter pregnant and loss of service (promise of marriage and
seduction).47 In his charge to the jury the Chief Justice stated that ―the
injury complained of was of the most atrocious and dishonorable
nature, and called for exemplary damages. That such conduct went to
destroy the peace and prospects, not only of the injured woman, but
to render families and parents wretched by the ruin of their
children.‖48 In discussing the purpose behind awarding punitive
damages, the Justice told the jury that ―they were not to estimate the
damages by any particular proof of suffering or actual loss; but to
give damages by example‘s sake, to prevent such offences in the
future . . .‖49
In Coryell, punitive damages were utilized to punish the atrocious
behavior of the defendant.50 By the middle of the nineteenth century,
such damages had a dual role: to punish and to deter. 51 As the
nineteenth century came to a close, punitive damages had become
solidly entrenched in American law.52
Three mid-nineteenth century cases are illustrative of punitive
damages jurisprudence during that time frame. In Bishop v.
45

Id.
Coryell v. Colbaugh, 1 N.J.L. at 77.
47
Id.
48
Id.
49
Id.
50
Id.
51
See Miller, supra note 11 at 525.
52
See Lagrow, supra note 27 at 162.
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Stockton,53 an 1843 Pennsylvania case, the Circuit Court considered
appropriate damages in a case involving an accident caused by a
drunken stage coach driver.54 The court determined that in addition to
compensatory damages a jury would be justified in awarding
―vindictive or exemplary damages…to indemnify the public for past
injuries and damages, and to protect the community from future risks
and wrongs.‖55 The court went on to discuss when such damages
would be fairly awarded, writing that ―to justify exemplary damages,
the injury must be more than a mere private loss or injury, it must
have been occasioned by such negligence, unskillfulness or
recklessness as concerns the safety of the traveling public.‖56
Two years later, in Smyrna v. Whilldin57 a Delaware court heard a
case in which it was alleged that a steamboat willfully rammed into
another such vessel, sinking it.58 The court, in deciding whether
punitive damages were appropriate, focused on the intent associated
with the defendant‘s actions, writing, ―If the jury think that this boat
was run into by Captain Whilldin, willfully and designedly, they
would be justified in awarding vindictive damages to any amount
which, in the exercise of a sound judgment and discretion, they deem
proper, by way of public example.‖59 Note that in Bishop, the focus
was on the deterrent aspect of punitive damages, whereas in Smyrna
the court noted the ―making an example‖ component of vindictive
damages.

53

3 F. Cas. 453 (C.C.W.D. Pa. 1843), aff‟d, 45 U.S. (4 How.) 155 (1846).
Id. F. Cas. at 455.
55
Id.
56
Id.
57
4 Del. 228 (1845).
58
Id.
59
Id. at 233.
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C. Early Supreme Court Decisions
The United States Supreme Court finally weighed in, in dictum at
least, in 1852 in Day v. Woodworth.60 The case involved an action
of trespass quare clausum fregit 61 (the common-law action for
damages for an unlawful entry or trespass upon the plaintiff‘s land)62
brought by Day against the defendants for pulling down Day‘s milldam.63 In a reference to punitive damages, the Court, in an opinion
authored by Justice Grier, stated, ―It is a well-established principle of
the common law, that in actions of trespass and all actions on the case
for torts, a jury may inflict what are called exemplary, punitive, or
vindictive damages upon a defendant, having in view the enormity of
his offense rather than the measure of compensation to the
plaintiff.‖64 In further dictum, the Court wrote, ―In actions of
trespass, where the injury has been wanton and malicious, or gross
and outrageous, courts permit juries to add to the measured
compensation of the plaintiff which he would have been entitled to
recover, had the injury been inflicted without design or intention,
something farther by way of punishment or example, which has
sometimes been called ‗smart money.‘‖65 The Court responded to
claims that punitive damages are philosophically inappropriate,
writing, ―We are aware that the propriety of this doctrine has been
questioned by some writers; but if repeated judicial decisions for
more than a century are to be received as the best exposition of what
the law is, the question will not admit of argument.‖66
60

54 U.S. 363 (1852).
Id.
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BLACK‘S LAW DICTIONARY 1675 (4th ed. 1968).
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By the late 1800s, the validity of punitive damages as constitutionally
permissible was thus well-established. Under our federal system of
government, individual states have traditionally had both flexibility
and discretion to determine whether or not to allow punitive damages,
and to establish the rules for doing so.67 By the early 1900s, the
majority of states had enacted legislation that allowed for such
awards, as long as the defendant‘s conduct was sufficiently
egregious.68 Basing punitive damage awards on the defendant‘s
actions has thus served the public policy grounds of both punishing
the defendant and serving as a deterrent to others.69
III. THE MODERN ERA OF SUPREME COURT PUNITIVE
DAMAGES DECISIONS
As both the frequency and amount of punitive damage awards began
to explode in recent years, litigants began to mount constitutional
challenges under the Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighth
Amendment and the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to what were seen as overly excessive verdicts.70 Both
67

See Agle, supra note 9 at 1320.
See Efting, supra note 10 at 76.
69
See Schlueter, supra note 7 at § 2.1(D). However, because American law has
long recognized a distinction between the criminal and civil law, it is of concern
that punitive damages act as a civil law penalty without the procedural
safeguards present in criminal cases. Id.
70
See Miller, supra note 11 at 525-26. See also John Calvin Jeffries, Jr.,
Commentary: A Comment on the Constitutionality of Punitive Damages, 72 VA.
L. REV. 139 (1986). Jeffries noted that the explosion in punitive damage awards
was unprecedented in both incidence and amount and asserted that the danger
caused by a lack of adequate safeguards was of particular concern in cases
involving products liability and mass tort cases, ―where punitive damages may
be repetitively invoked against a single course of conduct in unfair and
potentially ruinous aggregation.‖ Id. Jeffries also noted the growing body of
commentary asserting constitutional challenges based both on inadequate
procedural protection and substantive criteria, and posited a third argument that
68
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procedural and substantive due process challenges began to be raised
under the Fourteenth Amendment.71
A. Constitutional Challenges Raised
In 1986, in Aetna Life Insurance Co. v. Lavoie,72 Aetna challenged
the punitive damages award against it as impermissible under both
the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. The Court resolved the case
on procedural grounds, but stated in dictum that Aetna‘s arguments
raised important issues to be resolved.73 Two years later, both
constitutional issues were before the Court once again. In Bankers
Life & Casualty Co. v. Crenshaw,74 the insurer argued that the
punitive damages award violated both the Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments.75 However, because the claims were not properly
preserved for appeal, the majority opinion declined to address the
constitutional issues.76 In 1989, the Court addressed and disposed of
the Eighth Amendment argument in Browning-Ferris Industries of
― repetitive punitive awards for a single course of conduct may amount to an
unconstitutionally excessive fine in violation of the eighth amendment.‖ Id. at
140.
71
See Miller, supra note 11 at 528. Procedural due process challenges have
focused on whether the procedure used to determine the punitive damages award
was fair, while substantive due process challenges have focused on whether the
size of the award was so excessive as to be unfair. Id.
72
475 U.S. 813 (1986).
73
Id. at 828-29. The defendant insurance company challenged a $3.5 million
punitive damages award which had been based on bad faith insurance practices,
and argued that the award violated procedural due process because of the lack of
standards at the state court level. The Court vacated and remanded the case on a
finding that the judge had not properly recused himself. Id.
74
486 U.S. 71 (1988).
75
Id. at 76.
76
Id. However, Justice O‘Connor, in a concurring opinion joined in part by
Justice Scalia, articulated her concern that punitive damage awards left solely to
the jury‘s discretion might violate due process. Id. at 87.
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Vermont, Inc. v. Kelco Disposal, Inc.77 The jury had awarded Kelco
compensatory damages of $51, 146 and punitive damages of $6
million (a ratio of 117 to 1); the defendant raised both Eighth and
Fourteenth Amendment challenges on appeal.78 Because the due
process issue had not been adequately preserved, the Court once
again declined to reach that issue; however, the Court did conclude
that the Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighth Amendment did not
apply to awards of punitive damages in cases between private
parties.79 While Browning-Ferris may have closed the window on
Eighth Amendment challenges, the concurring opinions in the case
suggested that the door was at least open with respect to due process
challenges.80
Beginning with the Court‘s 1991 decision in Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance Co. v. Haslip,81 the Court‘s approach to excessive punitive
damages began to shift. While the Court upheld a punitive damages
award, Justice Blackmun, writing for the majority, suggested that due
process constraints might exist. The Court noted that a punitive to
compensatory award of more than four to one might come ―close to
the line‖ of constitutionality.82 However, the Court determined that
in this particular case, the jury had been adequately instructed, the
trial court‘s post verdict comparison conformed to the applicable
77

492 U.S. 257 (1989).
Id. Both parties were involved in hauling trash for commercial and industrial
companies. Kelko sued Browning-Ferris on the grounds that its operation
violated federal and state antitrust laws, and that Browning-Ferris had attempted
willfully and deliberately to drive Kelko out of the market. Id.
79
Id. at 275.
80
Id. at 280. The possibility that the Due Process Clause may impose both
procedural and substantive limitations on punitive damage awards was raised by
two opinions, joined by four Justices. See Efting, supra note 10 at 78.
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499 U.S. 1 (1991).
82
Id. at 23-24.
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Alabama standards and the Alabama Supreme Court had conducted
an appropriate appellate review. The Court noted that the standards
used by the Alabama Supreme Court to review the reasonableness of
punitive awards provided ―a sufficient and meaningful constraint‖ on
the jury‘s discretion.83 Therefore, the Court held that the punitive
damages award did not violate the due process clause. 84 In a
dissenting opinion, Justice O‘Connor argued that Alabama‘s common
law scheme for awarding punitive damages was insufficient to satisfy
procedural due process, and she called for the Court to reassess the
constitutionality of excessive punitive damage awards.85
In 1993, the Supreme Court upheld a punitive damages award of $10
million in TXO Production Co. v. Alliances Resources.86 While the
Haslip Court had suggested that a 4 to 1 ratio was close to the
constitutional line, the Court nevertheless upheld a ratio of 526 to 1.
While acknowledging the existence of substantive due process limits,
the Court refused to draw a mathematical bright line that would
determine when a punitive damage award violates due process.87 The
83

Id. at 22.
Id. at 18-24. Although there was some controversy as to the exact amounts, it
is probable that the compensatory damages award was $200,000 and the
punitive damages award was approximately $840,000. The Court observed that
this four to one ratio between punitive and compensatory damages ―may be
close to the line‖ of constitutional impropriety. Id. at 23.
85
Id. at 48 (O‘Connor, J., dissenting). Therefore, in Justice O‘Connor‘s opinion,
any punitive damage award rendered under such procedures, no matter how
small, was unconstitutional. Justice O‘Connor also took note of the ―explosion
in the frequency and size of punitive damages awards‖ in recent years. Id. at
61. Justice Scalia, in a separate opinion concurring in the judgment, maintained
that the traditional practice of allowing juries the discretion to award punitive
damages did not violate due process. Id. at 38 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
86
509 U.S. 443 (1993). The actual damages awarded were $19,000. Id. The
case involved a contract for the sale of land that held valuable oil and gas rights;
Alliance brought suit against TRO for slander of title. Id.
87
Id. at 458.
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actual damages awarded were $19,000 (a punitive to compensatory
damages ratio of 526 to 1). The Court recognized the ―dramatic
disparity‖88 but maintained that the ―constitutional calculus‖ involved
only a ―general concern of reasonableness.‖89 Writing for the
plurality, Justice Stevens noted that the relationship between
compensatory and punitives wasn‘t the only factor, and emphasized
the magnitude of the potential harm that TRO‘s ―fraud, trickery and
deceit‖ could have caused to plaintiff and other potential victims.90
While a majority of the Justices agreed that the due process challenge
did not require overturning the punitive damages award in the case,
there was no majority opinion. Justice O‘Connor wrote a lengthy
dissent (joined by Justice White and joined in part by Justice Souter),
and urged the Court to expand the procedural protections or
predictability to match the increased frequency and size of punitive
damage awards.91
One year later, in 1994, in Honda Motor Co. Ltd., et al. v. Oberg,92
the Court overturned a punitive damages award on procedural due
process grounds. The jury had awarded the plaintiff $919,390 in
compensatory damages and $5 million in punitive damages.93 A
provision of the Oregon Constitution provided that no fact tried by a
jury could be re-examined in any Oregon court unless the court could
affirmatively say that there was no evidence to support the verdict.94
88

Id. at 462.
Id. at 458.
90
Id. at 462.
91
Id. at 472-501 (O‘Connor, J., dissenting)
92
512 U.S. 415 (1994).
93
Id. at 418. Oberg brought a products liability suit for permanent injuries
suffered after the three-wheel ATV manufactured and sold by Honda overturned
while he was driving it. Id. The trial court reduced the compensatory damages
by 20% due to the plaintiff‘s own negligence. Id.
94
Id. at 418.
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On appeal, the Supreme Court concluded that due process requires
judicial review of punitive damage awards in order to prevent
―arbitrary deprivation of property.‖95
B. Court Enunciates Guideposts in Gore
In 1996, in BMW of North America, Inc. v. Gore,96 the Supreme
Court vacated a punitive damages award on the basis that it was
grossly excessive. The case, which marked the first time that the
Court reversed an award as violating substantive due process, also set
forth guidelines for appellate courts to follow when reviewing
punitive awards. In 1990, Dr. Ira Gore, Jr., purchased a new BMW
for over $40,000 from an authorized dealer, but later discovered that
several panels on the car had been repainted before it was delivered to
the dealer.97 Dr. Gore sued BMW, alleging that its failure to disclose
that the car had been repainted constituted fraud under Alabama
law.98 After hearing evidence that BMW had sold almost 1,000
repainted cars nationwide, the jury awarded Dr. Gore compensatory
damages of $4,000 and punitive damages of $4 million.99 The
Alabama Supreme Court reduced the punitive damages award to $2
million, after determining that it was impermissible for the jury to use
sales from other states as part of its calculation.100
95

Id. at 432.
517 U.S. 559 (1996).
97
Id. at 563. The paint damage to the car was apparently caused by exposure to
acid rain while the car was being transported from Germany to the United
States. Id.
98
Id. at 563.
99
Id. at 565. The jury multiplied the compensatory damages by the estimated
number of other potential plaintiffs throughout the country. Id. at 564.
100
Id. at 567. BMW‘s nationwide policy did not require disclosure if the cost of
repair was less than three percent of the car‘s suggested retail price. Id. at 56364. BMW‘s nondisclosure policy was lawful in twenty-five states. Id. at 565.
96
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Writing for the 5-4 majority, Justice Stevens began its review of the
―excessiveness‖ inquiry by examining ―the scope of Alabama's
legitimate interests in punishing BMW and deterring it from future
misconduct.‖101 The Court agreed with the Alabama Supreme Court
that the jury had improperly considered BMW‘s lawful out-of-state
conduct.102 The Court then reviewed the punitive damages award on
substantive due process grounds and set forth three guideposts for
appellate courts to consider when reviewing whether such awards are
excessive: (1) the degree of reprehensibility of the defendant‘s
misconduct; (2) the disparity between the actual or potential harm
suffered by the plaintiff and the punitive damages award; and (3) the
difference between the punitive damages awarded by the jury and the
civil penalties authorized or imposed in comparable cases.103
Of the three standards, the Court emphasized that the most important
indicator of the reasonableness of a punitive damages award is the
reprehensibility of the defendant‘s conduct.104 Justice Stevens
recognized the long-accepted view that some behaviors are worse
than others, and described several ―aggravating factors‖ usually
associated with more reprehensible conduct.105
The Court
101

Id. at 568.
Id. at 573. Dr. Gore argued that a large punitive award was necessary to
influence BMW to change its nationwide policy. The Court, however, stated
that such an action would infringe on the policy choices of other states. Id. at
572. The Court noted, however, that in punitive damage cases, evidence of outof-state conduct might be relevant with respect to the defendant‘s degree of
reprehensibility. Id. at 574.
103
Id. at 574-75.
104
Id.
105
Id. at 575-76. These factors include whether: (1) the harm caused was
physical; (2) the defendant‘s conduct was intentional or showed a reckless
disregard for the safety of others; (3) the target of the conduct was financially
vulnerable in cases involving economic harm; or (4) the conduct was recidivistic
in nature. Id. at 576-77.
102
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determined that the harm suffered by Dr. Gore was only economic,
and that none of the other aggravating factors were present in BMW‘s
conduct. Thus, BMW‘s behavior was not severe enough to warrant a
$2 million award.106 Turning to the second guidepost, the Court
observed that there was a great disparity in the 500 to 1 ratio, but
once again refused to impose a ―mathematical bright line.‖107 Justice
Stevens stressed that the relationship between a punitive damages
award and the harm suffered by the plaintiff must be reasonable,108
but indicated that a higher ratio might be appropriate under certain
circumstances.109 Finally, regarding the third guidepost, the Court
found a vast difference between the $2 million punitive award and the
maximum civil penalty that could have been imposed under
Alabama‘s Deceptive Trade Practices Act.110 The Court remanded
the case to the Alabama Supreme Court for a determination of
reasonable punitive damages.111 Justice Scalia, in a dissenting
opinion joined by Justice Thomas, took the majority to task. 112 He
questioned the usefulness of the guideposts,113 sharply criticized the
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Id. at 576-80. The Court noted that while the jury found that BMW had not
disclosed a material fact, it did not make a deliberately false statement. Id. at
579.
107
Id. at 580-83.
108
Id. at 580.
109
Id. at 582. The Court explained that a higher ratio might be constitutional
when a particularly reprehensible act resulted in only a small amount of
damages. Id.
110
Id. at 584.
111
On remand, the court reduced the amount to $50,000. See BMW of North
America, Inc. v. Gore, 701 So. 2d 507 (Ala. 1997).
112
BMW, 517 U.S. at 598 (Scalia, J. and Thomas, J., dissenting). In a separate
dissent joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist, Justice Ginsburg argued that the
Court was infringing upon an area traditionally left to the states. Id. at 607.
(Ginsburg, J. and Rehnquist, C.J., dissenting).
113
Id. at 605. Justice Scalia opined that the guideposts ―mark a road to
nowhere‖ and ―provide no real guidance at all.‖ Id.
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Court‘s comments regarding the use of out-of-state conduct,114 and
reaffirmed his position that the Due Process Clause does not provide
any substantive protection against excessive punitive damage
awards.115
Gore was a landmark decision for punitive damage jurisprudence
because of its holding that a ―grossly excessive‖ award violates the
Due Process Clause. In addition, for the first time, the Court
announced three guideposts for lower courts to use with respect to
determining when awards might be constitutionally excessive. While
the Court clearly signaled its intent to restrain the size of punitive
damages, the case also left open a number of questions regarding the
application of the guideposts.116 With respect to the second
guidepost, the Court provided no clear guidance as to what ratio
between actual harm and a punitive award was acceptable, instead
emphasizing only that the award must be ―reasonable.‖ Likewise, the
Court‘s discussion of the possible use of out-of-state conduct to
determine reprehensibility foreshadowed the battle ahead over
whether a defendant could be punished for real or potential harm to
nonparties.117

114

Id. at 602-04.
Id. at 598.
116
See Miller, supra note 11 at 538-39.
117
See Ben Figa, Comment: The New Due Process Limitation in Philip Morris:
A Critique and an Alternative Rule Based on Prior Adjudication, 85 DENV. U.L.
REV. 179, 182 (2007).
115
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C. Court Adopts Standard of De Novo Review
Five years after Gore, the Court decided Cooper Industries, Inc. v.
Leatherman Tool Group, Inc.118 A federal district court jury had
found Cooper Industries liable for false advertising and unfair
competition, and awarded Leatherman compensatory damages of
$50,000 and $4.5 million in punitive damages (a 90 to 1 ratio).119
The Court of Appeals affirmed the award of punitive damages and
concluded that the District Court had not abused its discretion in
declining to reduce the award.120 However, the Supreme Court
determined that appellate courts should apply a de novo standard of
review when reviewing trial court decisions as to whether punitive
damage awards are grossly excessive, and remanded the case for
determination under the proper standard.121 Writing for the 8-1
majority, Justice Stevens noted that, ―our own consideration of each
of the three Gore factors reveals a series of questionable conclusions
by the District Court that may not survive de novo review.‖122
D. Court Applies Gore Guideposts to State Farm
In April 2003, the Court decided State Farm Mutual Automobile
Insurance Co. v. Campbell.123 This case, which involved a large
punitive damages award, provided the Court with an opportunity to
clarify its intention regarding the application of the Gore guideposts.
In 1981, Curtis Campbell (Campbell), while driving on a two-lane
118

552 U.S. 424 (2001). The case involved a trademark dispute between two
competing tool manufacturers.
119
Id. at 429.
120
Id. at 429-31.
121
Id. at 436.
122
Id. at 441.
123
538 U.S. 408 (2003).
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highway in Utah with his wife as a passenger, attempted to pass six
vans in the lane facing the oncoming traffic.124 Todd Ospital was
driving a car approaching from the opposite direction and when he
swerved to avoid Campbell, he lost control of the car and collided
with a vehicle driven by Robert Slusher.125 Ospital was killed in the
accident and Slusher was permanently disabled; Mr. Campbell and
his wife were not injured.126
State Farm, Campbell‘s insurance company, declined offers by
Slusher and by Ospital‘s estate to settle their wrongful death and tort
claims for the policy limit of $50,000 ($25,000 each), and against the
advice of one of its own investigators, took the case to trial.127 The
jury found that Campbell was liable and returned a judgment against
Campbell for $185,849.128 State Farm at first refused to cover
Campbell‘s excess liability and suggested that the Campbells, ―put
for-sale signs‖ on their property in order to get things moving.129
Campbell obtained his own counsel to appeal the verdict.130 While
the appeal was pending, Slusher, Ospital‘s estate and the Campbells
reached an agreement: Slusher and Ospital agreed not to collect the
excess liability from the Campbells personally and the Campbells
124

Id. at 412.
Id. at 412-13.
126
Id. at 413.
127
Id. State Farm had assured the Campbells that ―their assets were safe, that
they had no liability for the accident, that [State Farm] would represent their
interests, and that they did not need to provide separate counsel.‖ Id. at 9-10.
128
Id. at 413. This award, which was more than three times the amount for
which State Farm could have settled the case, left the Campbells personally
liable for $135,849. Id.
129
Id.
130
In 1989, the Utah Supreme Court denied Campbell‘s appeal. At that point,
State Farm paid the full damages award to the plaintiffs, including the amounts
in excess of the policy limits. Id. at 414.
125
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agreed to file a bad faith lawsuit against State Farm for its refusal to
settle the liability action within the policy limits.131 At State Farm‘s
request, the trial court bifurcated the trial into two phases. The first
jury determined that State Farm‘s refusal to settle was unreasonable
because of the substantial likelihood of an excess verdict.132 During
the second phase, before a second jury, State Farm asserted that its
decision to try the case was an ―honest mistake‖ and therefore
punitive damages were not warranted. The court, however, allowed
evidence to be admitted concerning an alleged nationwide scheme by
State Farm to contest even arguably legitimate claims over a 20 year
period as part of a policy to limit claims payouts.133 The jury
awarded the Campbells $2.6 million in compensatory damages and
$145 million in punitive damages.134 The trial court reduced these
amounts to $1 million and $25 million, respectively.135 On appeal,
the Utah Supreme Court reinstated the $145 million in punitive
damages.136
In reaching its decision to overturn the punitive damages award, the
U.S. Supreme Court reaffirmed its position that due process places

131

Id. at 413-14. The parties agreed that Slusher and Ospital would be entitled
to ninety percent of any damages that the Campbells received. Id. The
Campbells‘ complaint against State Farm alleged bad faith, fraud and intentional
infliction of emotional distress. Id. at 414.
132
Id. at 414.
133
Id. at 415.
134
Id.
135
Id.
136
Id. However, the court left the compensatory damages at $1 million. Id. In
reaching its decision, the court sought to apply the Gore guideposts. The court
relied heavily on the evidence concerning State Farm‘s nationwide scheme to
conclude that its conduct was reprehensible. The court also considered State
Farm‘s ―massive wealth‖ and the statistical improbability that it would be
punished to conclude that a 145 to 1 ratio was acceptable. Id.
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limitations on excessive awards,137 and then used the facts of State
Farm to discuss and clarify the three guideposts established in
Gore.138 Prior to beginning its guidepost analysis, the Court ruled
that the Utah court erred in reinstating the jury‘s $145 million verdict,
and noted that this case was ―neither close nor difficult.‖139
The Court once again emphasized that the degree of reprehensibility
of the defendant‘s conduct is the ―[m]ost important indicium of the
reasonableness of a punitive damages award,‖140 and then clarified
the factors that lower courts are to use in determining the severity of
the defendant‘s harmful conduct.141 The Court further noted that
―[p]unitive damages should only be awarded if the defendant‘s
culpability, after having paid compensatory damages, is so
reprehensible as to warrant the imposition of further sanctions to
achieve punishment or deterrence.‖142 While acknowledging that
137

Id. at 416. Writing for the 6-3 majority, Justice Kennedy acknowledge that
the States have broad discretion to impose punitive damage awards, but quoted
from Justice O‘Connor‘s dissent in Haslip to emphasize that ―[T]he Due
Process Clause does not permit a State to classify arbitrariness as a virtue.
Indeed, the point of due process—of law in general—is to allow citizens to order
their behavior. A State can have no legitimate interest in deliberately making
the law so arbitrary that citizens will be unable to avoid punishment based solely
upon bias or whim.‖ Id. at 418.
138
Id. at 418. The Court reminded the lower courts that Cooper had mandated
appellate courts to conduct de novo review to ensure that punitive damage
awards are based on law, and not the decisionmaker‘s ―caprice.‖ Id.
139
Id.
140
Id. at 419.
141
The Court described these factors to include whether: (1) the harm caused
was physical as opposed to economic; (2) the tortious conduct evinced an
indifference to or a reckless disregard of the health or safety of others; (3) the
target of the conduct had financial vulnerability; (4) the conduct involved
repeated actions or was an isolated incident; or (5) whether the harm suffered
was the result of intentional malice, trickery, or deceit, or rather, a mere
accident. Id.
142
Id.
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State Farm‘s handling of the case ―merits no praise,‖143 the Court
observed that the case was used as ―[a] platform to expose, and
punish, the perceived deficiencies of State Farm‘s operations
throughout the country.‖144 By relying on evidence of lawful out-ofstate conduct, the Utah courts had essentially awarded punitive
damages to punish and deter conduct that did not bear a relationship
to the harm suffered by the Campbells.145 The Court reasoned that
evidence of out-of-state conduct must have a nexus to the specific
harm suffered by the plaintiff, and emphasized that the
―reprehensibility guidepost does not permit courts to expand the
scope of the case so that a defendant may be punished for any
malfeasance, which in this case extended over a 20-year period.146
Under Gore, the second guidepost enumerated was that punitive
damages must bear a reasonable relationship to compensatory
damages. In State Farm, the Court once again declined to reduce this
relationship to a ―simple mathematical formula,‖ and refused to
impose a ―bright-line ratio‖ which a punitive damages award cannot
exceed.147 The Court recognized that a punitive damages award must
be based upon the facts and circumstances of each case, particularly
the circumstances of the defendant‘s conduct and the harm to the
plaintiff. However, the Court clearly intended to provide lower
courts with guidelines for reviewing the range of acceptable punitive
to compensatory damage ratios. The Court noted that very few
awards that exceeded a single-digit ratio between punitive and
compensatory damages would satisfy due process, and reminded the
lower courts of its opinion in Haslip, in which the Court concluded
143

Id.
Id. at 420.
145
Id. at 422.
146
Id. at 424.
147
Id. at 424-25.
144
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that an award of more than four times the amount of compensatory
damages might be close to the constitutional line.148 The Court
summarized that in essence, due process requires that the measure of
punishment should be both reasonable and proportionate to the
amount of harm to the plaintiff and to the general damages
recovered.149 Upon applying its standards to State Farm, the Court
found that the ratio of 145 to 1 was neither reasonable nor
proportionate to the wrong committed by State Farm.150
The third Gore guidepost, the relationship of the punitive damages
award to the authorized or imposed civil or criminal penalties for
comparable conduct, received little attention from Justice Kennedy.
While noting that the existence of a criminal penalty does provide
some guidance as to whether the State views the wrongful action as
serious, Justice Kennedy cautioned lower courts that punitive
damages should not be used as a substitute for the criminal process.151
In reversing the judgment of the Utah Supreme Court and
remanding the case, Justice Kennedy provided explicit guidance to
that court that under the facts and circumstances of State Farm, a
punitive damages award at or near the amount of compensatory
damages would be appropriate.152
148

Id. at 425. However, Justice Kennedy observed that there are circumstances
in which a higher ratio might be justified, particularly where ―a particularly
egregious act has resulted in only a small amount of economic damages.‖ Id.
Likewise, when compensatory damages are substantial, a lesser ratio may ―reach
the outermost limit of the due process guarantee. Id.
149
Id. at 426.
150
Id. The Court noted that the $1 million compensatory damage award, which
was based not on a physical trauma, but on emotional distress, was substantial.
Id. The Court reiterated its Gore position that the wealth of a defendant is not
an acceptable justification for an otherwise unconstitutional punitive damages
award. Id. at 427.
151
Id. at 428.
152
Id. at 429.
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The State Farm decision went significantly farther than Gore, as the
Court provided much-needed clarification concerning the factors of
reprehensibility and proportionality.153 At the same time, the Court‘s
ruling has generated a substantial body of scholarship on the topic of
punitive damages.154 While the Gore Court had suggested that
evidence of out-of-state conduct might be relevant to reprehensibility,
in State Farm, the Court indicated that out-of-state conduct, whether
lawful or unlawful, could not serve as the basis for punitive damage
awards.155 However, the Court left open the possibility that plaintiffs
could use evidence of out-of-state acts to demonstrate the
reprehensibility of the defendant‘s conduct.156 With respect to the
requirement that punitive awards be ―reasonable and proportionate‖
to the actual harm, the Court both clarified and limited this standard.
Indeed, businesses greeted State Farm as a potential legal landmark
for putting the brakes on runaway punitive damage awards,
particularly with respect to what it saw as clear guidelines under the
ratio guidepost.157 Some commentators expressed concern, though,
that what was essentially a single-digit ratio might allow defendants
to engage in a cost-benefit analysis when deciding whether or not to
proceed with certain actions, and therefore not sufficiently deter

153

See Efting, supra note 10 at 95. For an analysis of the criticism directed at
the Court for its use of the Due Process Clause to limit punitive damages
awards, see Garrett T. Charon, Note: Beyond a Bar of Double-Digit Ratios State
Farm v. Campbell‟s Impact on Punitive Damages Awards, 70 BROOKLYN L.
REV. 605 (2004).
154
See Lee M. Romero, Article: Punitive Damages, Criminal Punishment, and
Proportionality: The Importance of Legislative Limits, 41 CONN. L. REV. 109,
111-12 (2008). The Article provides a comprehensive list of the considerable
scholarship spawned by State Farm.
155
See Efting, supra note 10 at 96.
156
Id. at 97. ―The key to getting ‗other acts‘ evidence admitted will be the
similarity between those acts and specific conduct that harmed the plaintiff.‖ Id.
157
Id. at 100.
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potentially reprehensible behavior.158 However, since the harm in
State Farm derived from a transaction that was in the economic
realm, rather than from physical harm, the Court arguably left an
opening for cases involving physical injuries, particularly if the
plaintiff could demonstrate the similarity between the defendant‘s
actions involving actual or potential harm to nonparties and the
specific conduct that harmed the plaintiff.159
E. Court Adopts New Rule in Williams
In March of 2009, in a one-sentence ruling, the U.S. Supreme Court
let stand the $79.5 million punitive damages award against Philip
Morris USA in the long-running battle between the tobacco giant and
the widow of a heavy smoker.160 This decision marked the third time
that the Court had considered this case.161 The case began its long
journey in 1997 when Mayola Williams brought suit against Philip
Morris for negligence and deceit after her husband, Jessie Williams,
died from lung cancer at the age of sixty-seven.162 The jury
determined that: Williams‘ death was caused by smoking; Williams
smoked in part because he thought it was safe to do so; and Philip
Morris knowingly and falsely led him to believe that smoking was
safe.163 Based on its finding that Philip Morris had engaged in deceit,
158

Id. at 101. However, at least one commentator has posited that the Court‘s
guideposts provide a means to adequately balance the ―many contending forces
where due process and punitive awards intersect.‖ See generally Thomas, supra
note 14.
159
See Efting, supra note 10 at 102-03.
160
Philip Morris USA, Inc. v. Williams, 129 S. Ct. 1436 (2009). The per curiam
opinion simply dismissed the writ of certiorari as ―improvidently granted.‖ Id.
Because of accrued interest, the value of the award now totals over $150
million. See http://www.scotusblog.com/wp/ruling-on-jury-seating/
161
See http://www.scotusblog.com/wp/ruling-on-jury-seating/
162
Williams v. Philip Morris, Inc., 48 P.3d 824, 828 (Or. Ct. App. 2002).
163
Philip Morris USA v. Williams, 549 U.S. 346, 349-50 (2007).
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the jury awarded compensatory damages of $821,000 and punitive
damages of $79.5 million (a ratio of 97 to 1).164 In his closing
argument, Williams‘ attorney asked the jury to consider the harm
caused by Philip Morris to other Oregon smokers over the past forty
years.165 As a result, Philip Morris asked the trial court to instruct the
jury that it was impermissible to punish the defendant for injury to
other persons not before the court.166 The trial court denied the
request,167 but upon review of the jury‘s findings, reduced the
punitive damages to $32 million because it was ―excessive.‖168 Both
sides appealed, and after making a trip through the Oregon appellate
courts, the case eventually made its first appearance before the U.S.
Supreme Court.169 In October of 2003, just months after its ruling in
State Farm, the Court remanded the case for further consideration in
164

Id. at 350.
See Agle, supra note 9 at 1345. Williams‘s counsel had asked jurors to
―think about how many other Jesse Williams in the last 40 years in the State of
Oregon there have been . . . . In Oregon, how many people do we see outside,
driving home . . . smoking cigarettes? . . . Cigarettes . . . are going to kill ten [of
every hundred]. [And] the market share of Marlboros [i.e., Philip Morris is onethird [i.e., one of every three killed].‖ Id.
166
Williams, 549 U.S. at 350. The jury proposed jury instruction stated: ―The
size of any punishment should bear a reasonable relationship to the harm caused
to Jesse Williams by the defendant‘s punishable misconduct. Although you may
consider the extent of harm caused by others in determining what that
reasonable relationship is, you are not to punish the defendant for the impact of
its alleged misconduct on other persons, who may bring lawsuits of their own in
which other juries can resolve their claims and award punitive damages for those
harms, as such other juries see fit.‖ Figa, supra note 117 at note 57 (2007).
167
Williams, 549 U.S. at 351. Instead, the judge told the jury that ―[p]unitive
damages are awarded against a defendant to punish misconduct and to deter
misconduct,‖ and ―are not intended to compensate the plaintiff or anyone else
for damages caused by the defendant‘s conduct.‖ Id.
168
Id.
169
See Philip Morris USA, Inc. v. Williams, 540 U.S. 801 (2003). The Oregon
Court of Appeals reinstated the $79.5 million award, and following Philip
Morris‘ appeal, the Oregon Supreme Court refused to hear the case. See
Williams, 549 U.S. at 351.
165
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light of that opinion.170 The Oregon Court of Appeals nevertheless
reinstated the jury‘s award, and its decision was affirmed by the
Oregon Supreme Court.171 Philip Morris once again sought review
by the U.S. Supreme Court, and the Court granted certiorari to
determine whether due process permits a defendant to be punished for
harm to nonparty victims and whether the $79.5 million punitive
damages award was ―grossly excessive.‖172
Writing for the 5-4 majority, Justice Breyer began by recognizing the
Court‘s previously articulated determination that in cases involving
discretionary punitive damage awards, the state‘s legitimate interests
in punishing unlawful conduct and deterring its repetition must be
balanced against the need to avoid an unfair or arbitrary
determination of such awards.173 Justice Breyer then reaffirmed that
the Due Process Clause thus imposes limits both with respect to the
procedures for awarding punitive damages and to amounts forbidden
as ―grossly excessive.‖174 However, the Court focused its attention in
Williams on the procedural due process issue, and concluded that a
punitive damages award that is based in part on a jury‘s desire to
punish a defendant for harming nonparties constitutes a taking of
property from the defendant without due process.175 In support of
this new rule, the Court reasoned that a defendant threatened with
170

Williams, 549 U.S. at 351.
Id. at 350-51.
172
Id. Philip Morris argued that by allowing a ratio of almost 100-to-1, Oregon
had in effect disregarded ―the constitutional requirement that punitive damages
be reasonably related to the plaintiff‘s harm.‖ Id.
173
Id. at 352.
174
Id. at 353.
175
Id. at 353. Because the Court vacated the judgment and remanded the case
to the Oregon Supreme Court to apply its new standard, it declined to reach the
substantive due process issue concerning the possibility of an excessive verdict.
Id. at 357.
171
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punishment for injuries to nonparties would have no opportunity to
defend against the charges176 and would add a ―near standardless
dimension to the punitive damages equation.‖ 177 Finally, the Court
stated that there was no authority to support using punitive damages
to punish a defendant for harm to nonparties.178
The Court next addressed respondent‘s argument that evidence of
harm to others would be relevant with respect to the reprehensibility
of a defendant‘s conduct. The Court agreed that evidence of actual
harm to nonparties could be considered for purposes of the
―reasonable relationship‖ equation, as long as it relates to the
reprehensibility of the defendant‘s actions, but stated that a jury could
not use such evidence to directly punish a defendant.179 Realizing the
practical problem that such a rule presents, the Court further
explained that courts must take care to protect against that risk.180
Upon reviewing the Oregon Supreme Court‘s opinion, the Court
concluded that the court had allowed the punitive damages award
even though it was possibly based at least in part on injury to
nonparties, and thus vacated the judgment and remanded the case for

176

Id. at 353. Justice Breyer explained that in a case like the one before Court,
the defendant would have no opportunity to show that the nonparty victims were
not entitled to damages because they knew that smoking was dangerous or did
not rely on the defendant‘s statements to the contrary. Id. at 353-54.
177
Id. at 354. Justice Breyer noted that the jury would thus be left to speculate
about the number of victims, and the circumstances and extent of their injuries,
which would necessarily increase the arbitrariness and uncertainty of such
awards. Id.
178
Id.
179
Id. at 356-57.
180
Id. at 357. The Court noted that courts must provide assurance that ―the jury
will ask the right question, not the wrong one.‖ Id. at 355. Thus, state courts
―cannot authorize procedures that create an unreasonable and unnecessary risk
of any such confusion occurring.‖ Id. at 357.
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further proceedings.181 Because of its disposition on procedural due
process grounds, the Court declined to rule on whether the size of the
award was constitutionally excessive.182
In a dissenting opinion,
Justice Stevens sharply criticized the majority‘s distinction between
allowing evidence of third-party harm to be used indirectly for
purposes of determining reprehensibility, but prohibiting it from
being used directly to punish the defendant.183 Justice Stevens
asserted that such a categorization was illusory, concluding that the
―nuance eludes me.‖184
On remand, the Oregon Supreme Court reinstated the $79.5 million
verdict without reaching the constitutional issue, based on its finding
that the jury instruction proposed by Philip Morris was flawed under
Oregon law, and thus the trial judge did not commit error in refusing
to give the instruction.185 Philip Morris appealed to the Supreme
Court for the third time. While the Court initially agreed to review the
case,186 its one-sentence order left the Oregon Supreme Court‘s ruling
in place.187
The Court‘s holding in Williams that evidence of harm to nonparties
may be used to show that a defendant‘s conduct was reprehensible,
but may not be used to determine the amount of punitive damages to
181

Id. at 358.
Id. The Court once again declined to impose a concrete limit on the ratio.
183
Id. (Stevens, J., dissenting).
184
Id. at 360.
185
See Williams v. Phillip Morris, Inc., 344 Ore. 45, 176 P.3d 1255 (2008). See
also J. Aaron Landau, Comment: Punitives, Damaged: The Troubling Due
Process Implications of Philip Morris v. Williams and the Case for a Sounder
Approach to Litigating Third-Party Harm, 87 OR. L. REV. 637, note 118 (2008).
186
Philip Morris USA, Inc. v. Williams, 128 S. Ct. 2904 (2008) (granting
certiorari).
187
Williams, 129 S. Ct. at 1436.
182
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assess, has generated significant criticism from commentators. While
acknowledging its importance in developing the constitutional
framework to assess punitive awards, the case does not tell lower
courts how to comply with its holding.188 In addition, the task of
requiring jurors to distinguish between using evidence for
reprehensibility purposes but not for punishment purposes may prove
challenging.189 Concern has also been expressed that the Court
ignored the deterrent function of punitive damages by rendering it
constitutionally impermissible to directly punish a defendant for the
possibility of harm to others.190 On the other hand, questions have
been raised about the Court‘s attempt to balance two competing
principles for determining punishment; namely, that while repeated
offenses should receive tougher punishment, the defendant should not
be repeatedly punished for the same misconduct.191 And the Court‘s
continued reluctance to impose a constitutionally mandated limit on
the proportionality issue suggests that the Court is hesitant to
conclusively close the door on potentially large punitive damage
188

See Benjamin J. Robinson, Case Comment: Distilling Minimum Due
Process Requirements for Punitive Damage Awards, 60 FLA. L. REV. 991, 1002
(2008). One commentator noted that in leaving this task to the state courts and
legislatures, the Court has thus handed it to the ―laboratory of the states.‖ See
Figa, supra note 117 at 186.
189
See Robinson, supra note 188 at 1002. ―If four justices fail to understand this
formula, it may be difficult to find a jury that can understand it.‖ Id.
190
Id. at 1005. Another commentator takes the Court to task as well, arguing
that the new rule will undermine the states‘ ability to deter and punish egregious
misconduct. See Agle, supra note 9 at 1319. The author proposes a new rule
that would distinguish between potential injury and actual injury, and then allow
for the consideration of potential injury to nonparties in order to determine the
amount of punitive damages, but prohibit the consideration of actual injury to
nonparties at all stages of the trial. Id.
191
See Figa, supra note 117 at 188. The author suggests as an alternative rule
that a jury may consider third-party harm only from previously-litigated cases.
Id. at 191. For a comprehensive analysis of punitive damages from the
perspective of criminal theory, see Romero, supra note 154.
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awards, particularly in cases involving physical harm and facts so
egregious or reprehensible that a substantial award is necessary to
adequately address the goals of punishment and deterrence.192
Likewise, in allowing juries to take into account nonparty harm, the
Court seems to leave open the possibility that a large punitive award
may be justified.
IV. CONCLUSION
Once the Court decisively recognized in Gore that the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment imposed restraints on the size
of punitive damage awards, then developing a workable framework
for lower courts to follow became necessary. Gore represented the
Court‘s attempt to articulate guideposts, which were further clarified
in State Farm. While many in the business community would no
doubt like the courts to interpret State Farm as mandating no more
than a single-digit ratio between punitive and compensatory damages,
the Court has been unwilling to impose a bright line. In Williams, the
Court fashioned a new rule regarding the use of evidence of the
defendant‘s harm to nonparties. While the Court‘s decision in
Williams may seem at odds with its previously announced standards,
both Gore and State Farm involved business disputes, while Williams
involved a lengthy campaign on the defendant‘s part to mislead
consumers about the medical dangers of smoking. By allowing
juries to consider actual and potential harm to parties not before the
court with respect to determining the level of reprehensibility, the
Court put teeth into that guidepost, presumably making it less likely
192

See Grimshaw v. Ford Motor Company, 119 Cal.App.3d 757, 174 Ca. Rprt.
348 (1981). The Grimshaw case involved the explosion of the Ford Pinto due to
a defective fuel system design. Id. The company defended itself on the
grounds that it had used a cost/benefit analysis and determined that the cost to
make the change was greater than the potential cost for not making the change.
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that a company would engage in a cost-benefit analysis in a decision
involving potential physical harm or death. The Court‘s March 2009
decision in the Williams saga to let the punitive award stand on state
procedural grounds once again signaled its reluctance to impose a
definitive rule.
The difficult questions involved in cases involving potentially
excessive punitive damage awards are not likely to be easily resolved.
At the heart of the matter is challenge in balancing the states‘
legitimate interest in deterring and punishing defendants from
engaging in bad or questionable behavior in the civil justice system
with the very real possibility that juries will impose multi-million
dollar excessive punitive damage verdicts without the safeguards
present in the criminal justice system.
Whether or not state
legislatures act to pass laws limiting punitive damage awards, the
same issues presented by the recent Supreme Court cases would need
to be addressed in a comprehensive manner by such legislation.
In the relatively short time since the Supreme Court recognized
constitutional restraints on punitive damage awards, state courts and
lower federal courts have attempted to interpret the Court‘s
guidelines in the context of punitive damages awards, and will
continue to do in the years ahead. To the extent that juries and courts
continue to allow excessive punitive damages awards to go
unchecked, it strengthens the hand of those who advocate that tort
reform legislation is necessary in order to reduce such awards.
Regarding the initial question as to whether the Court provided
adequate guidance for lower courts: while the guidance may not be
perfect, it appears to be appropriate in that it serves the dual purpose
of making excessive punitive awards unlikely, but leaves open the
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possibility that in an appropriately egregious case, such awards are
still available.
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PREFACE
On August 28, 1963 in the West African country of Ghana, author,
activist and National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) co-founder W.E.B. DuBois, born the year the
Fourteenth Amendment was ratified, died. In Washington, D.C, Dr
Martin Luther King unleashed his ―I Have a Dream‖ speech. That
same day in the Philadelphia suburb of Folcroft an apprehensive real
estate broker, Margaret Collins, walked its streets. She was
apprehensive because her courageous clients, Horace and Sarah
Baker, were scheduled to break the color line in Folcroft by moving
into a row home on Heather Road1 that had gone into foreclosure

* Instructor of Legal Studies, Temple University Fox School of Business
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through the Veteran‘s Administration.2 Collins advised the Baker‘s to
delay moving in. The talk on the street foreshadowed the explosion of
violence that followed on August 29. A mob assembled to hurl
stones, eggs, paint, lit cigarettes and racial slurs at a van that carried
the Baker‘s belongings. Some of their belongings caught fire. On
August 30, this time with a police escort, the van headed into a mob
of 1500 and a complement of flying objects. Every window of the
home had been shattered and a racial epithet scrawled on the front
door. The rioting continued for another two days before 150 state
police restored order as reports of the violence appeared in
newspapers nationwide. The local animosity toward the Baker‘s
never abated. Three years later, the Bakers moved to the northwestern
Philadelphia neighborhood of Mount Airy. In 2004, Ms. Collins was
quoted in the Philadelphia Inquirer as stating that what the Bakers
endured was "the absolute worst" outcome of any home sale she
arranged.3

** Assistant Professor of Legal Studies, Temple University Fox School of
Business
*** The authors would like to extend their deepest appreciation to Christopher
Densmore and the staff of the Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College
for their kind assistance.
1
Diane Mastrull, ―Opening Doors For Black Homeowners,‖ Philadelphia
Inquirer July 14, 2004, Section A-1, 11. This article was written as part of the
coverage of the convention commemorating the 95th anniversary of the
founding of the NAACP. The convention was held in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
2
Grier, George and Eunice, Twenty Years of Suburban Fair Housing, The Grier
Partnership (Bethesda Maryland: 1986); Fair Housing Council of Suburban
Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College, RG
4/112, Box 40.
3
Mastrull at 11.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper will focus on the remarkable but largely untold story of
Margaret Hill Collins, a real estate agent, and the brokerage firm
Friends Suburban Housing Incorporated. The firm was founded in
1956 on the principle of open listings without discrimination. The
firm did virtually all of its business in the Main Line area of the
western Philadelphia suburbs and its adjacent communities.4 This is
the story of how Collins and the firm endured in the face of open
hostility from many in their profession in an age when Jim Crow
practices were the prevailing ethic in the residential real estate sales
market. The struggle will be chronicled from the founding of the
firm through the immediate aftermath of the landmark 1973
Pennsylvania Supreme Court decision which forced a reluctant
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania-based, Main Line Board of
Realtors to provide its Multiple Listings Service to any applicant who
was a broker in good standing with the Pennsylvania Real Estate
Commission,5 including those like Margaret Collins and Suburban
Fair Housing, Inc who provided equal service to all.
Before recounting their story, a reminder of the then current state of
the relevant law and ethical practices is necessary. The 1968 Fair
Housing Act states in relevant part for the purposes of real estate
agency that:
4

The Main Line has been described as the densest concentration of the upper
class in the United States. See Lawrence H. Geller, ―Woman Realtor Fighting
Lone Battle for Housing Equality on the Main Line‖ Philadelphia Tribune,
January 16, 1971; A-28. Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia
Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College RG/ 4/112, Box 35.
5
Collins and Suburban Fair Housing, Inc. v. Main Line Board of Realtors, 304
A.2d 493 (Pa. 1973)
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It shall be unlawful for any person or other entity
whose business includes engaging in residential real
estate-related transactions to discriminate against any
person in making available such a transaction, or in
the terms or conditions of such a transaction, because
of race, color, religion, sex, handicap….or national
origin…he term "residential real estate-related
transaction" [includes]… The selling, brokering, or
appraising of residential real property . . .6
The spirit and letter of the law are incorporated in the Code of Ethics
for Realtors. The ethic is now so ingrained in practice that, not only
does the Code incorporate the principle of non-discrimination, but it
also prohibits a Realtor from volunteering any information on the
racial, ethnic, or religious composition of a neighborhood. The
protections afforded minority home-seekers were few and far
between from 1956 until 1969-70 when the Fair Housing Act became
effective. 7
6

42 U. S.C. § 3605 a-b. The only exceptions are limited and not relevant to the
present discussion: private clubs, religious organizations and certain for sale by
owner transactions.
7
The only Federal laws at the time that gave a modicum of protection to nonwhite homebuyers were The Civil Rights Act of 1866 (not enforced until the
1968 U. S. Supreme Court decision in Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U. S.
409 banning all discrimination in sales and rentals, the ban on government
enforced residential segregation), Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60 (1917); the
U.S. Supreme Court decision in Shelly v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948)
(prohibited the judicial enforcement of restrictive covenants), the 1957 Veterans
Administration Rule (required VA Loan Guaranteed Loan-homes in foreclosure
be offered for sale without discrimination) and President Kennedy‘s 1962
Executive Order (prohibited discriminatory practices in loans insured by the Fair
Housing Administration and guaranteed by the Veterans Administration and the
Pennsylvania Human Relations Act which prohibited discrimination in rentals
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MARGARET COLLINS & THE FOUNDING OF FAIR

SUBURBAN HOUSING, INC.
Margaret Hill Collins was born in the Philadelphia Main Line suburb
of Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania in 1908. She was the daughter of a
paper products manufacturer and enjoyed the security of inherited
wealth.8 The story of Margaret Hill Collins (Collins) is inseparable
from the Quaker Society of Friends (Friends), of which she was a
lifelong member. Her career in brokerage began on April 26, 1956
when she, Clarence H. ―Mike‖ Yarrow, and Thomas B. Harvey
incorporated Friends Suburban Housing, Inc. (later renamed
Suburban Friends Housing; hereinafter SFH). Twelve years before
the passage of the Federal 1968 Fair Housing Act, SFH was dedicated
to practicing non-discriminatory open real estate sales. SFH would
only take listings from sellers who promised not to discriminate
against qualified Black prospects. Collins was installed as the
executive secretary and salesperson. Yarrow, Harvey and Collins
were among the eight founding Board members, six of whom were
Quakers, one a Jewish real estate broker, and another a Black Baptist
minister.9
In an interview with a Philadelphia Daily News reporter in July 1956,
shortly after the firm was established, Mike Yarrow stated that some
suburban homeowners wanted to bring up their children free of
prejudice without the artificial separation of racial groups. He also
expressed a willingness to help other real estate agents to overcome
and the sale of newly-constructed homes in 1961 and extended to all broker
assisted residential sales in 1965). 43 P. S. § 953, 955. The present realtor‘s
ethical mandates of Open Housing were not in force.
8
Mastrull, at A 1, 11.
9
Grier at 15.
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the fear of reprisals and acknowledged that the biggest obstacle SFH
faced is getting listings of marketable homes.10 Years later he
summarized the tension between the ethical and religious philosophy
of Friends and practical business considerations: ―we always had
some ambivalence as to whether we were running a business
enterprise or a social work agency.‖11
The impetus to form SFH as a vehicle for social change also
originated from Collins‘ friendship with Mazie Hall, a Black
Philadelphia schoolteacher whom she met at a Friends Meeting which
was attended by members of the local NAACP.12 From June 1954
through 1955 Ms. Hall, Collins and the Friends Sub-Committee on
Race Relations organized ―fellowship weekends.‖13 Blacks families
stayed with Main Line Quaker families for a weekend of activities
such as picnics, sightseeing, swimming and religious services. The
Fellowship Weekends included children and were limited to twenty
people and cost $2.00 per person.14 Collins became painfully aware
that if there was an open housing market on the Main Line the need
for Fellowship Weekends would be moot.15

10

David B. Bittan, Philadelphia Daily News, October 10, 1956, Fair Housing
Council of Suburban Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of
Swarthmore College RG 4/112, Box 36.
11
Grier at 15-16.
12
Mastrull, A-11.
13
Fellowship Weekend Pamphlet, Fair Housing Council of Suburban
Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College
RG/4/112, Box 26
14
Id.
15
Mastrull, A-11.
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INITIAL OBSTACLES TO SUCCESS

The SFH founders were mindful that tense situations would
inevitably arise, but they hoped to minimize them by establishing a
grass roots, community-based effort that would locate friendly
families in each neighborhood affected by SFH‘s activities.16 The
obstacles faced by SFH were formidable. Through the twenty years
of its existence, especially prior to the 1970‘s, there was a wealth of
evidence that illustrates the prevailing ethic in the world of
brokerage: the Main Line and its environs were perceived as not
ready for integration and most real estate agents were in favor of
preserving the status quo. The agents had a formidable support
system which included most individual homeowners, mortgage
companies, title companies, lending institutions and, of course, the
National and Local Real Estate Associations.17 A multi-pronged
effort was required to sell a home to a Black family in an all-White or
virtually all-White neighborhood: an activist broker, the willing
seller, a buyer willing to risk possible ostracism in his new
neighborhood, friendly neighbors willing to provide emotional
support and institutions willing to provide insurance financing. The
network of Friends was crucial; it is difficult in retrospect to fathom
how SFH could have endured without their support. How to secure
listings was a primary concern. SFH relied heavily on Friends and
their social contacts for listings. Many sympathetic Friends lived in
very expensive, large homes in well-established neighborhoods
beyond the means of SFH early prospective buyers. Some of their
supporters refused to list their homes with SFH both out of fear of
being stigmatized or the belief that the neighborhood just was ―not
16

Grier at 21.
Phillip Marcus, Civil Rights and Antitrust Law 18 U. CHI. L. REV., Winter
1951, Page 203-05
17
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ready.‖ Many of the early listings of SFH were homes that other
brokers were unable to sell, depressed properties, and ―spite sales‖ by
those who did not get along with their neighbors.18 The difficulty of
securing listings was slightly ameliorated by late 1957. More listings
became available from veterans who defaulted on loans under the
Veterans Administration Loan Guarantee Program. The keys to a
home would always be entrusted with a ―managing broker‖ who
would be in charge of dispensing those keys. In addition to the
difficulties Collins experienced in securing the keys, there were four
separate instances when SFH submitted offers from AfricanAmericans only to have the agencies holding the key immediately
submit counteroffers. Collins filed a complaint with the Veterans
Administration (VA). The VA eventually modified the bidding
process rules to give an SFH prospect a fair chance of winning some
of the bids.19 Securing financing and insurance coverage for Black
prospects were also significant hurdles. Insurance coverage was
initially provided by Watlington & Cooper. Frederick D. Cooper was
a Black Quaker and an SFH Board member for the entire existence of
SFH. In 1959, SFH began doing business with Beran Savings &
Loan. Beran would eventually provide financing for more than
twenty percent of SFH‘s integrated sales.20
At the founding meeting it was discussed how it was necessary to
know a few families in each neighborhood willing to provide
assistance to a Black family. The efforts of SFH were aided by the
"Committee for Democracy in Housing of Lansdowne & Vicinity‖
(later re-named Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia).
This group provided non-financial assistance in the Lansdowne area
18

Grier at 21-22.
Id. at 46-47.
20
Id. at17. Collins testified before the Pennsylvania House Committee on
Housing in 1961 about the difficulty of securing housing for minority buyers.
19
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of Delaware County to both Blacks and sellers who became victims
of racial harassment or violence because of their commitment to open
housing. Members often stayed in the homes of families who were
threatened when they moved into all-white neighborhoods.21
In the twenty years that SFH provided services to the Black
community there were at least four recorded instances of violence.
The first was a devastating property fire in Rutledge, Delaware
County in 1958 at a Veterans Administration home that was
purchased by the head of the Chester, Pennsylvania NAACP. The
purchaser moved in only after delays attendant to securing both
insurance proceeds and a building permit. The second occurred in
Drexel Hill, also in 1958, in the form of repeated instances of
vandalism. The third incident was water damage from a turned-on
hose put through a cellar window in Wayne, PA. The buyer was not
intimidated.22 The final instance was the aforementioned riot in
Folcroft in 1963.
From 1956-75 Friends Suburban Housing Inc./Suburban Fair
Housing, Inc. sold 342 homes; 68% (232) were classified as
―integration sales;‖ sixteen were sold to Blacks in Black
neighborhoods and ninety-four to White buyers. An undetermined
number of those sales to Whites were because Blacks backed out of
the sales. SFH only turned a profit in eleven of its twenty years: 1958,
1961, 1964-65, and 1967-73.23

21

Fair Housing Council of Philadelphia Website;
http://www.fhcsp.com/History (last visited August 21, 2009)
22
Grier at 70-71.
23
Id. at 101.
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THE SOCIAL AND LEGAL ENVIRONMENT 1956-68

The patterns of racial segregation outside of the Jim Crow South were
based on redlining, steering, racially restrictive covenants and an
adamant refusal of virtually all White homeowners and real estate
agents to deal with African-Americans or to be truthful with them.24
The passage of time, the lip-service given to the egalitarian ethic, and
state and federal public policy which embraces an open market and
the principle of non-discrimination can blunt an appreciation of how
pervasive, and socially acceptable, discrimination was nationwide. It
is only in this context that the mission of Collins and SFH may be
understood and their practices fully appreciated.
In 1956, the residential home sales market was a fertile ground for
institutional discriminatory conduct, restraints and monopolistic
practices. Discriminatory practices centered on race and color. The
authors of President Truman‘s 1947 Presidential Commission on
Civil Rights stated that real estate brokers perpetuated segregation
and had an economic interest in segregated neighborhoods. By their
discriminatory practices, agents extended the seller‘s prejudices into
the marketplace. Phillip Marcus argued as early as 1951 that enforced
residential segregation is a deviation from principles of fair
competition. Real estate brokers were also a primary factor in the use
and enforcement of racially based restrictive covenants. Real estate
associations have used these restrictions to keep ―objectionable
people out of unobjectionable neighborhoods.‖25 In Hurd v Hodge,26
24

Edward Cowan, ―Racial Barriers Still Strong in Housing, Rights Unit Finds‖
citing 1961 Federal Civil Rights Commission Report, ―The Evening Bulletin,‖
Section B-9, October 21, 1961, Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia
Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College, RG/4/112, Box 36
25
Phillip Marcus, Civil Rights and Antitrust Law 18 U. CHI. L. REV., Winter
1951 at 203-05.
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a case decided only a year before the United States Supreme Court
outlawed judicial enforcement of restrictive covenants based on race,
the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the enforcement of a
restrictive covenant. Justice Edgerton, in a lengthy dissenting opinion
to a two page majority opinion, based one of his five objections to
restrictive covenants in antitrust law: ―Covenants prevent free
competition for a short supply of housing and curtail the supply
available to Negroes . . . ‖27 foreshadowing, in part, the reasoning
adapted by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in 1973.28 Unlike the
present Realtor Code of Ethics, which embraces the concept of an
open market, the pre-Fair Housing Act Code of Ethics of the National
Association of Real Estate Boards stated: ―A realtor should never be
instrumental in introducing into a neighborhood … members of any
race or nationality, or any individual whose presence will clearly be
detrimental to property values in that neighborhood.‖ 29
In 1961, the Federal Civil Rights Commission succinctly summarized
the status of the residential housing market. The Commission,
established by Congress in 1957, but lacking any power to compel or
prohibit action, cited its 1959 report: ―[h]ousing seems to be one
commodity in the American market that is not freely available on
equal terms to everyone who can afford to pay. Today [1961] the
situation is not noticeably better.‖30 The Commission charged that the
government, on all levels, contributes to the discriminatory practices
26

162 F. 2d 233 (Cir. D.C. 1947). Overruled by Shelly v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1
(1948).
27
Id. at 244; See also 18 U. CHI. L. REV., Winter 1951 at 211.
28
Collins, 304 A.2d at 493.
29
Code of Ethics for the National Association of Real Estate Boards, cited in
Marcus at 213. Marcus also noted that housing discrimination also has an effect
on business and employment patterns. See also Race Discrimination in Housing
57 YLJ 426, 431, n. 23 (1948).
30
Edward Cowan, B-9.
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by aiding and abetting private prejudices. ―An increasing
concentration of non-Whites in decaying cities surrounded by a
―…white noose of new suburban housing grows up around them…‖31
was cited as a result of private, government-aided exclusionary
practices. The Commission, over two dissents, called on President
Kennedy to take remedial action.32 In 1962, by executive order,
President Kennedy prohibited discrimination in housing financed by
Fair Housing Authority-insured or VA-guaranteed loans.33
In September, 1961, Pennsylvania amended the 1955 Pennsylvania
Human Relations Act (PHRA) to include prohibitions against racial
discrimination in certain narrowly defined segments of the housing
market. The amended PHRA applied to public accommodations and
rentals. It also applied to sales and financing in new housing
developments. Owner occupied single and duplex homes were
exempted.34 A sampling of the reactions of suburban Philadelphia
realtors to the PHRA amendments was provided by The Main Line
Times on September 7, 1961. The reactions, albeit from sources
unidentified by the reporter, ranged from apprehension to
nonchalance: ―I‘ve never put undesirables in any neighborhood, now
we can‘t stop them‖ and ―The new law will impact developers
because they will be forced to practice integration.‖35 Others agents
31

Id. at B-9.
Id. at B-9.
33
Thomas J. Belliars, et al. ―Modern Real Estate Practice in Pennsylvania‖
(Dearborn Real Estate Education, Inc. 2009).
34
Pennsylvania Human Relations Act, 43 P. S. Sections 953, 955. As originally
drafted in 1955, the Act prohibited employment discrimination based on race,
color, national origin and religious affiliation.
35
Virginia Rivers, ―New Housing Law Does Not Alarm Suburban Realtors,‖
The Main Line Times, September 7, 1961, 1, Fair Housing Council of Suburban
Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College, RG
4/112, Box 30.
32
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were dismissive of the potential impact of the amendments. One
realtor stated price would be a saving factor.36 Another called the law
―absolutely ridiculous.‖37 Yet another stated he might try to
circumvent the law by adapting a ―tactful‖ screening process by
having prospects write to a post office box. One agent echoed the
thinking of many Whites: ―The time is not right for mixing the races.
There should be a lengthy education period for gradual
readjustment.‖38 From 1956 through the end of 1961, operating in
such an environment, SFH had sold sixty-nine homes, fifty-two of
which were ―integration sales‖ which Collins categorized as sales
where the family was either the first Black family, or one of the first
few, in a neighborhood.39
The brokerage practices of SFH were the opposite of the
aforementioned sentiments. The principles upon which SFH practices
were based are found in its advertisements. The facing page of an
advertisement in the form of a flyer, dated December 1, 1960, defines
its mission as ―a licensed real estate firm dedicated to overcoming
discrimination in housing.‖ 40
Under a heading entitled ―purpose‖ the still-named Fair Suburban
Housing, Inc. enunciated its policy:
[T]he present widespread practice of refusing to sell a
house in the suburban area to a Negro family leads to
36

Id. at 1.
Id. at 6.
38
Id. at 1.
39
Grier at 100.
40
Pamphlet, Friends Suburban Housing, Inc., December, 1960, Fair Housing
Council of Suburban Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of
Swarthmore College RG 4/112 Box 30.
37
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grave injustice and forces Negroes to live in
segregated sections of the city. It is our conviction
that Negroes and members of other minority groups
should have the right to buy a home in the
neighborhood of their choice. Since this is not
possible in suburban Philadelphia, Fair Suburban
Housing Inc [subsequently renamed Suburban Fair
Housing, Inc] was organized as an instrument to serve
this purpose. We sell houses to qualified buyers
regardless of race, religion or nationality . . .41
Four noteworthy points appear on the flyer: an offer to assist White
families who are interested in becoming homeowners in integrated
suburban neighborhoods, the justification of its fair housing practices
by invoking Judeo-Christian principles, an admission that the usual
six percent commission fee42 is not sufficient to cover operating
expenses and that shares of voting stock are offered to interested
Pennsylvania residents.43
The African-American newspaper serving the Philadelphia area, the
Philadelphia Tribune (Tribune), was instrumental in informing the
Black community that there was a lone suburban brokerage firm
willing to serve its needs. By 1957, the Tribune ran advertisements
that made clear SFH‘s non-discrimination policy. There were a large
number of Blacks interested in securing SFH‘s services.44 But as
41

Id.
Id. Standing alone, a reference to a ―standard commission‖ may give rise to a
tacit admission of price-fixing among brokers. The authors in no way are
suggesting illegal conduct but merely pointing out a red-flag.
43
Id.
44
Various dated and undated newspaper clippings from the Philadelphia
Tribune, Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia Records, Friends
Historical Library of Swarthmore College, RG 4/112 Box 30. As early as
42
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previously noted, Collins had a far harder time finding Whites willing
to sell. She told a Philadelphia Inquirer reporter in 2004 that "[i]t took
more courage for a white person to list," she said, "than for a black
person to move in."45
An examination of selected Tribune advertisements in the years
1961-66 uncovered a score of advertisements for homes in three of
the four suburban Philadelphia counties of Delaware, Montgomery
and Bucks County. One advertisement encouraged ―Negro‖ families
not to restrict their search to ―traditional Negro areas and also
encouraged White people, for the sake of their children, to look for a
house in ―a democratic, integrated neighborhood.‖46 It is apparent
that to achieve its mission, the sales would have to be spread over a
large area. For its entire existence SFH was located in Ardmore,
Pennsylvania. The listed properties covered a wide area. The
dispersion of the listings must have placed great strain on Collins in
terms of the amount of time she must have spent traveling in contrast
to other brokers whose listings were largely more localized. A list
kept by Collins of the homes sold from January 1 through October
29, 1965 included homes in Warminster, King of Prussia,
Lansdowne, Swarthmore, West Chester, Havertown, Rosemont,
Whitemarsh, and in the Philadelphia neighborhood of Wynnfield.
As of November 1, 1965 SFH listed ten properties for sale in
Broomall, Ardmore, Willow Grove, King of Prussia, Rosemont,
Warminster, Bryn Mawr, Ambler, Haverford and Cheney. From her
base in Ardmore, the travel to all of the communities on the 1965 list,
October 1958 the firm had 170 prospective purchasers but very few marketable
listings. See Grier at page 43, 45.
45
Mastrull, at A-11.
46
Undated newspaper clipping from The Philadelphia Tribune, Fair Housing
Council of Suburban Philadelphia , Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore
College, RG 4/112, Box 30.
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except for Bryn Mawr, Haverford and Rosemont, would entail
considerable travel time.47
An example of how Collins worked through neighborhood opposition
is the 1961 case of Logan and Barbara Carter. The sellers were in
need of a quick sale and listed with Collins and SFH. The Carters
wanted to move from the Germantown neighborhood of Philadelphia
to Springhaven, Delaware County, which is located along the
southeastern edge of the Main Line. They were able to do so only
after the first Black family to look at the house did not purchase it due
to fierce neighborhood opposition. There were three friendly families
in the neighborhood. The other neighbors organized quickly in
opposition. Rumors spread that the NAACP had targeted the
neighborhood for integration and that, if a sale to a Black family
occurred, property values would plummet. A neighborhood
association was hastily established, and the sellers and the friendly
families who spoke in favor of open housing were marginalized. The
stress wore on the sellers. SFH utilized a solution it used in certain
other sales; an unnamed interim buyer took title. After settlement
occurred the Carters contacted SFH. Collins then showed the Carters
the home and the Carters then purchased the property.48

A sympathetic May 9, 1968 front-page article in The Main Line
Times recounts the stories of three pioneering families who endured
47

Typed list of sales and listings on SFH stationary, Fair Housing Council of
Suburban Philadelphia
Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore
College, RG 4/112, Box 31.
48
Marvin Weisbord, “What Happens When a Negro Family Moves Next
Door‖, Pagent Magazine, (McFadden-Bartell Corp, 1962), Fair Housing
Council of Suburban Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of
Swarthmore College RG 4/112, Box 31.
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the home-search ordeal and the adjustment to a white community.
George Harris, Principal of Wolf Elementary School in Philadelphia
who had participated in Fellowship weekends, told how virtually no
brokers would deal with him and how SFH found him a large house
in Lansdowne, Delaware County (in need of repairs) and how
neighbors were very cordial and helpful. Mrs. Gregory Diaz, a
psychology student at West Chester State Teachers College stated
that although her neighbors were cordial, the underlying prejudice
was a constant. One neighbor commented that their children get along
well now but it would have to end once the children got older. She
also had to deal with what she considered racist depictions of Blacks
found in her child‘s Swarthmore elementary school textbooks.49 Mr.
Harris‘ experience with helpful and friendly neighbors was echoed by
others. Collins herself recounted the story of an unnamed family that
was warned by the mover that the last black family to move into
upscale Wayne was so intimidated that they did not move in. The
family disregarded the ―warning‖ and was welcomed by a group of
cake carrying neighbors. A teacher moved into an unnamed Main
Line town and said, "[n]othing extraordinary happened . . . the kids
took the initiative and the adults followed.‖ 50
The process would take an emotional toll on others. Gerald A.
Ferrere, a Haitian immigrant and Professor of languages at St.
Joseph‘s College had yet to find a suburban home by 1967. Ferrere‘s
belief was that real estate agents think that the average American
would rather live next door to a White criminal than a black college
professor. After a seller refused to show him a house in eastern
49

Frank Geary, ―Legal Struggle Looms Locally For Realtors,‖ The Main Line
Times, May 9, 1968, pages 1, 10, Fair Housing Council of Suburban
Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College, RG
4/112, Box 30.
50
See supra note 46.
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Montgomery County, he nonetheless submitted an offer with a tenpercent down-payment. He was told the house was under a verbal
contract with another. The property sold for less than his offer.
Luther Smith, a wounded World War II veteran, suffered the same
fate when bidding on an eastern Montgomery County house.51
Collins worked tirelessly to uncover the subterfuges common to her
era. It has been recounted how Collins showed properties at night
with flashlight in hand and recruited white suburban housewives to
pose as house-hunters. When a Black family was turned away by a
broker saying a home already had been sold, a Collins spy would
inquire about the property to test whether the property was
available.52 Her tactics were similar to those later employed by the
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission, the Fair Housing
Council of Suburban Philadelphia and the National Fair Housing
Alliance.53 In an interview in 2004, then 83 year-old Charlie Dorkey,
who was a contemporary of Collins and a member of the
Montgomery County Board of Realtors, stated that ―[e]verybody was
mad at Margaret Collins . . . I remember when her name came up at
Board meetings, everybody would shake and quake."54 There was
"[f]ear on the part of brokers, he said, of being shut out of the market

51

Michelle Osborn, ―A Question of Preferences‖, The Evening Bulletin,
October 6, 1967, Fair Housing Council of Suburban Records, Friends Historical
Library of Swarthmore College, RG 4/112 Box 30.
52
Mastrull at A-11.
53
See Brandt v. Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission, 324 A.2d 49 (Pa
Cmwlth 1974); Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia at
http://www.fhcsp.com (last visited October 26, 2009); Diane Mastrull, ―Bias is
Alive in the Housing Market‖ Philadelphia Inquirer, July 14, 2004 A-11.
54
Diane Mastrull, ―Bias is Alive in the Housing Market‖ Philadelphia Inquirer,
July 14, 2004 A-11.
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if they sold homes to black people.‖55 The fear would escalate as a
result of the 1968 lawsuit.
V.
BACKGROUND TO THE FILING OF THE ANTITRUST
LAWSUIT AGAINST THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY BOARD
OF REALTORS
In 1965, the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) was established by the
Main Line Board of Realtors (MLBR) in Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania.56 The MLS, then and now, allows member agents to
share their listings.57 By sharing information, the MLS allows agents
to sell listed properties more quickly by having buyers exposed to all
listings served by the local MLS. The SFH Board and Collins viewed
the MLS as a tool which would help SFH to accomplish its mission
of providing qualified Blacks in the market with a wider range of
choices. SFH was already at a competitive disadvantage, in both
securing listings and becoming a cooperating selling agent, due to its
policy of non-discrimination. Access to MLS would ease the
disadvantage. After only a few years, the benefits of MLS
membership were becoming apparent. At the time of the lawsuit the
MLBR had eighty-three members. In its first year of operation
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Id. at A-11.
Collins, 304 A.2d at 495. In 1973, the MLBR had approximately 550
members, all white. The organization is defunct. The only Black broker ever to
apply for membership, Wilbur M. Whitney, was denied membership on the basis
of having a part-time job unrelated to his real estate practice. See The Evening
Bulletin, ―Court Decision Seen as Easing ‗White Noose‘‖, Harry G. Toland,
May 10, 1973 B-1, Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia, Friends
Historical Library of Philadelphia, RG 4/112, Box 30.
57
At the time of the lawsuit, and well into the 1990‘s, an agent who took a
listing from the MLS was usually the agent of the seller, not the buyer. Thomas
J. Bellairs, et al, Modern Real Estate Practice in Pennsylvania, 286 (Dearborn
Real Estate Education, Inc. 2009).
56
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(1965), sales through the MLS totaled forty-nine million dollars.58
Just as Collins pursued Veterans Administration foreclosure listings
since 1957 to increase the pool of homes available to her clientele, so
did she attempt to gain access to MLS listings through the only means
available-- application for membership in the MLBR. Essentially,
SFH was merely attempting to keep pace with what may fairly be
characterized as a new marketing tool. But to have access to the
MLS, a broker was required to be a member of the MLBR which
Collins was not. Given the tenor of the times and her reputation,
becoming a member would not be an easy task.
Collins applied for membership in 1966 and 1967 and was denied on
both occasions. There were no written reasons given on either
occasion. In 1967 she was told verbally that the MLBR Board was
unhappy with her testimony before the Pennsylvania Human
Relations Commission in an unsuccessful 1965 discrimination claim
brought by one of her clients. The Executive Committee of SFH
decided to apply a third time rather than initiate a lawsuit.59 After
the third rejection on March 20, 1968, the SFH Board voted on April
1, 1968 to initiate a lawsuit and did so on May 17, 1968.60
The timing of the lawsuit could not have been more propitious. Just
days after Collins and SFH decided to file suit, Dr. Martin Luther
King was assassinated, and just a week later, amid rioting in the
streets of the Capitol, Congress passed the Fair Housing Act. The Act
established an open housing market as federal policy. Among its
58

Collins, 304 A.2d at 495. SFH had only turned a profit in three of the five
years preceding 1968. See also Grier at 101.
59
Grier at 60.
60
Resolution by the Executive Board of SFH, April 1, 1968, Fair Housing
Council of Suburban Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of
Philadelphia of Swarthmore College, RG 4/112, Box 26.
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provisions relevant to this discussion, the Act prohibited realtor
boards from denying MLS access to qualified members of a protected
class and, as of January 1, 1970, would ―[b]an freedom of choice for
single family homeowners who wish to use the professional services
of a real estate broker.‖61 Brokers would no longer be legally able to
assist a homeowner in refusing to sell to an otherwise qualified
member of a protected class. Realtor‟s Headlines reported the bill‘s
passage in its April 15, 1968 issue under the headline ―Rights Bill
with Forced [emphasis added] Housing Clears House on 250-171
Vote.‖ In a front page companion article, National Association of
Real Estate Board president Lyn E. Davis commented that his
organization would abide by the Act but lamented that it would
destroy the ―[o]wner‘s freedom of contract.‖62
Coverage of the filing of the lawsuit in the Philadelphia Inquirer and
Main Line Times does not reveal any overt bias against Collins and
SFH. The Philadelphia Inquirer quoted Collins‘ counsel, David
Fitzgerald, and William P. Hutton, President of the MLBR, without
inserting comment more appropriate to the editorial page. The
Philadelphia Inquirer noted that in 1967 SFH sold nineteen
properties; ten of which were characterized as integration sales.63
The coverage in the local Main Line Chronicle of Ardmore was
markedly different. The unattributed author wrote ―Miss Collins is a
61

42 U.S.C. §3605 a-b.
―Rights Bill With Forced Housing Clears House on 250-171 Vote‖, Realtor‘s
Headlines‖, National Association of Real Estate Boards, Vol. 36; Number 16,
April 15 1968, Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia, Friends
Historical Library of Swarthmore College, RG 4/112, Box 30.
63
Philadelphia Inquirer, ―Realty Broker files Suit to Join Main Line Board‖,
May 23, 1968, page 36 (no author given), Fair Housing Council of Suburban
Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore Library, RG/
4/112, Box 30.
62
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pioneer in the effort to break White neighborhoods by selling or
renting homes to Negroes.‖64 The editor added ―no Negro is a
member of the MLBR‖65 and that the last Negro applicant was
denied membership.66 In the following edition, under the headline
―Breaking Up White Neighborhoods,‖ the editor stated that Collins is
―...engaged in the brokerage business, but its chief aim is to break up
white neighborhoods‖67 and the reasons she was denied membership
―are not hard to fathom.‖68 The editor also took a swipe at her father
by stating that ―he had an aversion to ‗no trespassing‘ signs.‖69 The
editor defended the decision of the MLBR stating that a majority of
homeowners would not allow their home to be placed on the MLS if
Collins were granted access.70 Clearly, a consequence of requiring the
MLBR to grant MLS access to Collins would mean that any
homeowner who did not want to sell to Blacks, after January 1, 1970,
would now be faced with the choice of exposing their home‘s
availability beyond their own agent, which would apparently heighten
the risk of violating the provision of the Fair Housing Act applicable
to real estate agents, or not use a real agent to market his home.
VI.

THE TRIAL COURT DENIES COLLINS & SFH RELIEF

After an Amended Complaint was filed and the claims against the
individual brokers were dismissed (claims against the MLBR were
64

―Fair Housing‘ Group: Realtors Sued, Issue is Racial‖ (no author). Main Line
Chronicle of Ardmore, May 23, 1968. Fair Housing Council of Suburban
Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College, RG
4/112, Box 30 The masthead of the newspaper dates its existence to 1889.
65
Id.
66
Id.
67
Main Line Chronicle of Ardmore, May 28, 1968. See supra note 64.
68
Id.
69
Id.
70
Id.
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not dismissed), a trial was held before Judge Robert Honeyman of the
Court of Common Pleas of Montgomery County from March 10-14,
1970. The gist of the multiple allegations in SFH and Collins‘
Amended Complaint was that the admission criteria were
unreasonable, that as licensed Pennsylvania brokers in good standing
their three membership denials were without good cause,
discriminatory, and contrary to public policy and the public interest
and, as a result, that they were deprived of participating in the
approximately four million dollars a month of revenue that MLS
membership generates for its members, and that the MLBR‘s
operation of the MLS is an illegal restraint of trade. Alternatively, it
was alleged that, even if the standards for admission were reasonable,
the reasons set forth for denying membership were frivolous, without
merit and based on vindictiveness.71
In order to determine the truth of the plaintiffs‘ allegations, the Trial
Court analyzed whether the MLBR membership requirements were
reasonable, whether the plaintiffs have a vested right to membership,
whether the MLBR acted arbitrarily or with improper motive in
denying membership to Collins and SFH and whether these actions
constituted an illegal restraint of trade.72 In 1970, Pennsylvania did
not have a ―Little Sherman Act‖ and its restraint of trade case law
consisted of five cases; only one of which dealt with the real estate

71

Collins, et al v. Main Line Board of Realtors, 93 Montg. Co. L. R. 382, 390
(1971). The Court rejected the plaintiff‘s allegation that there were no standards
for admission. The Court pointed, inter alia, to the following as standards: a
written application, seconded by two MLBR members was forwarded to the
Membership Committee, a one year residency requirement, a two-thirds vote for
admission and consideration of the ―honesty, integrity, ethics, credit, etc‖ of
the applicant.
72
Id. at 383.
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market.73 There were no Federal appellate or district court cases
evaluating membership criteria for MLS participation74 and only two
cases dealing with MLS admission criteria reported in other states
and one common pleas court (county) in Pennsylvania.75 The Trial
Court held the MLBR did not illegally restrain trade by its policies
and that Collins was an unethical broker whose exclusion was
warranted.76
The Court began its analysis by noting that businessmen can band
together to form associations to promote their individual business
interests ―[f]or their own protection and financial gain as long as they
do not violate the laws or public policy of the United States or
Pennsylvania.‖77 In examining the admission provisions of the
MLRB bylaws, the Court found ―no such provision as would be in
derogation of plaintiffs‘ constitutional or civil rights‖ and that the
MLBR was in compliance with the Pennsylvania private association
law. The Court distinguished Collins‘ denial from those cases where
the applicant was refused on the basis of sex or race.78 After
dispensing with its public policy analysis, the Court found the MLBR
―particularized‖ the instances as to why just cause existed to deny
73

See Collins, 304 A.2d at 496. The five cases are Sun Drug Company v.
West Penn Realty Company, 439 Pa. 452, 268 A.2d 781 (1970); Schwartz v.
Laundry and Linen Supply Drivers‟ U., Etc., 339 Pa. 353, 14 A.2d 438 (1940);
Cleaver v. Lenhart, 182 Pa. 285, 37 A. 811 (1897); Nester v. Continental
Brewing Company, 161 Pa. 473, 29 A. 102 (1894).
74
See a list of subsequent cases through 1980 in United States v. Realty Multi
List, Inc. 629 F. 2d 1351, 1354-55 (5th Cir. 1980).
75
See Grembler v. Multilist Bureau of Harford County, Inc., 266 A.2d 1 (Md.
1970); Grillo v. Board of Realtors of Plainfield Area, 91 N.J. Super. 202, 219
A.2d 635 (1966); and Anderson v. East Suburban Multilist Real Estate Brokers
Inc., 44 Pa. D & C 2d 53 (1966). Grillo and Anderson are not appellate cases.
76
Collins, 93 Montg. Co L. R. at 389.
77
Id .at 386.
78
Id. at 386 citing Anderson (sex) and Grillo (race).
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Collins membership. The Court examined whether her ―[c]haracter
and conduct . . . were such to justifiably preclude her from
membership.‖79 The Court favorably compared the ―competent
evidence‖ cited by the MLBR to support its allegations of her
unfitness for admission to the complete lack of evidence Collins
submitted to support her allegation that the basis for her rejection was
in her open housing practices and the alleged racially discriminatory
brokerage practices of the MLRB.80 The Court made a veritable
laundry list of conduct justifying her rejection for just cause based
upon unethical and unprofessional conduct. The Court accepted the
testimony that she requested a seller to sign an acknowledgement
outside of the presence of a notary against the advice of the seller‘s
attorney; she inscribed the name of a cooperating broker to a
proposed Agreement of Sale without consent; she created a
disturbance over the non-issuance of a key in the office of a Main
Line real estate firm (a common stonewalling method she endured
over the years) and her testimony in a hearing before the
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission in 1965 against StringerSellers Realty in support of a customer who charged the firm with
discrimination under Pennsylvania‘s new Fair Housing Amendment
to the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act which became effective
September 1, 1965.81 The Court inferred from her testimony that she
implied that the entire MLBR practiced discrimination. 82
In its analysis of the alleged antitrust violations, the Court held that
the true test of legality is whether or not the restraint imposed
79

Id. at 386.
Id. at 387.
81
Id. at 384-85. Collins testified that SFH was ―[t]he same as any other firm
with one exception, that we only accept listings that are available without
discrimination.‖
82
Id. at 385.
80
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regulates and promotes competition or whether it destroys
competition.83 The Court recognized that membership in a
professional organization that is necessary for economic survival can
be compelled. Collins was unable to convince the Court that MLRB
membership was an economic necessity. The Court accepted the
testimony of brokers who testified for the MLBR that though MLS
membership was ―advantageous‖ for a real estate agent, it was not
necessary for economic survival.84 The leading case of Associated
Press v. U.S was distinguished from Collins‘ situation because
Associated Press members were prohibited from working with nonAssociated Press members in order to enhance the competitive
position of Associated Press members to the detriment of nonmembers.85 Because MLBR members were allowed to act as
cooperating brokers with Collins and SFH, no restraint was found by
the trial court. The Court covered all the bases by adding that ―[e]ven
if it could be argued that admission to the MLBR was a compelling
economic necessity,‖86 this would still not compel admission because
the MLBR presented justifiable cause in denying admission to
Collins. The Court placed a great deal of reliance on the following
factors independent of the character issue: that there were no patent
racial or sex discriminatory provisions in the bylaws, that MLBR
brokers were free to cooperate with non-members and that some level
of cooperation occurred between Collins and MLBR members, and
her implication that the MLBR practiced discrimination. These

83

Id. at 387, citing Board of Trade v. United States, 246 U. S. 231 (1918).
Id. at 391, citing 89 A.L.R. 2d 964 and Falcone v. Middlesex County
Medical Society, 34 N. J. 582, 170 A.2d 701 (1961).
85
Id. at 388, citing Associated Press v. United States, 326 U. S. 1 (1945).
86
Id. at 387.
84
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factors led the trial court to conclude that there was there was no
―[c]oncerted refusal . . . or group boycott‖ under federal law. 87
VII. THE PENNSYLVANIA SUPREME COURT REVERSES THE
TRIAL COURT
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court heard argument in January, 1972.
Counsel for the MLBR argued that Collins was denied membership
because of her unethical conduct and arrogant demeanor in her
dealings with fellow brokers. Robert H. Sayre, appellate counsel of
Saul Ewing retained by SFH to assist attorney Fitzgerald, argued the
denials of membership were arbitrary and their effect in denying her
participation in the MLS was an unreasonable restraint of trade.88 In a
4-3 decision issued on May 8, 1973, Justice Louis L. Manderino
wrote that the exclusion of Collins and SFH by the MLBR was a per
se unreasonable restraint of trade and the MLS must be opened to all
Pennsylvania licensed brokers who apply who are in good standing
with the Pennsylvania Real Estate Commission. The Court noted that
a non-member could not compete as effectively as a member of the
MLBR because prospective purchasers ―[d]o not have the benefit of
seeing the wide range of properties available and appearing on the
multiple list.‖89 The Court held that it was sufficient that the MLBR‘s
exclusion of plaintiffs‘/appellants‘ ―tends to create or has its purpose
to create a monopoly in prices or in products.‖90 The majority was
dismissive of the testimony relating to the level of cooperation with
Collins, stating the restraint was unreasonable notwithstanding
possible isolated acts of cooperation between members and non-

87
88
89
90

Id. at 388.
Collins, 304 A.2d at 494.
Id. at 496.
Id. at 497.
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members.91 The trial record indicated that 83 firms were MLBR
members whose sales volume increased from $49 million in 1965 to
$75 million in 1969.92
It appears the most controversial portion of the decision was that the
MLBR could not deny membership to a licensed Pennsylvania broker
in good standing. The Court pointedly held that it was not the
province of the MLBR to privately determine unfitness for
membership in the absence of the Real Estate Commission acting to
suspend or revoke someone‘s license. The Court held the MLBR
could not substitute its judgment for that of the Real Estate
Commission ―[i]n a field that has already been preempted by State
regulation . . . until that agency properly acts, a licensed real estate
broker is entitled to be treated as an equal with all other licensed
brokers in determining membership in the appellee corporation.‖93
The majority addressed the Settle v. Stringer-Sellers Realty testimony
head-on as the underlying reason for Collins‘ exclusion from the
MLBR. The events that led Katherine Settle to bring a claim against
Stringer-Sellers Realty illustrate the type of subterfuge endured by
minority groups as well as the difficulty of proving what may well
have been a legitimate grievance. Collins had testified before the
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission on November 12, 1965
against Frank R.S. Sellers and Walter G. Stringer, who at the time
were the principals of Stringer-Sellers Realty. Collins was showing
Katherine L. Settle, a Black woman, a home listed with StringerSellers (after considerable delay in securing the key) when someone
then entered the house and stated it was leased. Settle brought a
claim on September 6, 1965 just days after Commonwealth amended
91
92
93

Id. at 497.
Id. at 495.
Id. at 498.
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the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act by prohibiting discrimination
in the sale of residential real estate.94 In answer to a question posed
to her by defense counsel at the hearing, Collins replied: ―[w]e are
just the same as any other firm except that we only accept listings that
are available without discrimination.‖95 The Trial Court cited this
testimony as evidence that she defamed the character of two members
in good standing of the MLBR, implying at the hearing that the entire
MLBR practiced discrimination. 96
The majority concluded that her application for membership was
denied based on her participation in the Settle v Stringer-Sellers
hearing. The Court stated that, ―[w]e think it sufficient to say that
Collins and Suburban should not now be permitted to be penalized
for assisting a client in an attempt to assert his [sic] constitutional
right to petition the government for a redress of grievances.”97
The Court considered the various reasons the trial court listed for her
membership denial as being ―superficial‖ and ―[n]ever the subject of
any action against Collins or Suburban by the Real Estate
Commission.‖ 98
The concurring Justice agreed that her exclusion was a per se
unreasonable restraint of trade and that the majority result was sound.
Justice Pomeroy elaborated on his different approach in reaching the
majority‘s decision by referring to other decisions that used a ―rule of
reason‖ standard in analyzing instances where associations excluded
applicants. The Justice suggested using an approach set forth in a
94
95
96
97
98

Grier at 61-62.
See supra note 81.
Id.
Collins, 304 A.2d at 498.
Id.
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Comment in the Columbia Law Review 99 when analyzing
exclusionary practices of trade and professional associations. He
accepted the reasoning that exclusionary measures should be
permitted only when the practices are essential for the efficient
operation of an entire industry or when justified by public policy.100
In the Collins case, he determined the ―efficiency‖ element to be
inapplicable. There is no need for brokers to operate in a ―centralized
environment‖ as do stockbrokers and commodity traders. Justice
Pomeroy pointed out that 58% of the dollar value of real estate sales
on the Main Line in the three preceding years was done without the
benefit of multi-listing. In summary, he opined that the MLS may
promote efficiency but it is not essential. 101
As to the public policy exception, the justifications to avoid
application of the per se rule may be found in a ―governmental
expressions of purpose‖ and in ―[t]he need for self-regulation
inherent in the industry.‖102 The justifications must not merely reflect
the wishes of the trade association. Justice Pomeroy reasoned that the
actions of the MLBR failed the governmental expressions of purpose
test because the Pennsylvania Licensing Act does not delegate to a
Board of Realtors either the duty of enforcing the Act‘s standards or
of articulating higher standards.103 He did leave open the possibility
that, if an association advocated higher standards in the real estate
broker profession and did so by distributing information and
participating in public debate, ―[I] doubt we would find an

99

Id. at 502, note 3 citing Trade Association Exclusionary Practices: An
Affirmative Role for the Rule of Reason, 65 Colum. L. Rev. 1486, 1487 (1966).
100
Id. at 502-03.
101
Id. at 503.
102
Id. at 502.
103
Id. at 503.
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unreasonable restraint of trade.‖104 He accused the MLBR of putting
SFH at a competitive disadvantage, in the name of higher standards,
without establishing higher standards and failing to articulate a
legally defensible reason why Collins was denied membership,
despite an 880 page trial record.105 He also noted the MLBR‘s
contention that Collins membership was not denied because of her
aforementioned testimony before the Pennsylvania Human Relations
Commission.106 The court cited a commentator‘s observation that a
qualified broker not only is harmed economically when his
membership in MLS is precluded but also that the harm to the public
is ―magnified by the important relationship of housing to the national
well-being.‖107
Dissenting Chief Justice Jones, joined by Justices Roberts and
O‘Brien, differed with the majority because they perceived that the
effect of the MLBR‘s regulations did not unreasonably restrain trade.
The reliance by the majority on Associated Press v. United States108
and Schwartz v. Laundry & Linen Supply Drivers Union109 was seen
as misplaced. In both Associated Press and Schwartz there were bylaw prohibitions against members dealing with non-members. No
such provision appeared in the MLBR by-laws and the testimony that
MLBR members were permitted and encouraged to cooperate with
non-members was accepted by the dissenters as evidence that
removed any taint of anti-competitive conduct.110 The dissenting
Justices agreed with the trial court findings that MLS membership
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

Id. at 504.
Id. at 503, note 7, paragraph 2.
Id. at 503, note 7, paragraph 1.
Id. at 504, note 8.
Id. at 499-500, citing 326 U.S. 1.
Id. at 499-500, citing 14 A.2d 438.
Id. at 500.
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was advantageous but not necessary to economic survival and the
lack of a blanket prohibition of dealing with non-MLS brokers did
not constitute a restraint of trade. They opined that the ―true test‖ was
whether the private regulation merely regulated and perhaps
promoted competition or whether it suppressed or destroyed
competition. Since 42% of sales from 1965-69 were non-MLS sales,
competition was not viewed as suppressed or destroyed.111
The dissenting Justices also took issue with the majority holding that
all licensed brokers in good standing with the Pennsylvania Real
Estate Commission could not be denied admission in the MLBR.
Minimum Standards [emphasis in the original] of honesty and
competency required by state licensing were distinguished from
associational standards designed to enhance the prestige and expertise
of their members.112 In their view, MLS membership was not
essential; consequently, they would allow the MLBR to deny
membership because ―[t]he majority opinion overlooks the
substantial interest the existing members of the Board have in
selecting [emphasis in original] those they desire to bind themselves
to in a contractual manner. The heart of the multi-list service is its
mandatory nature.‖113 The dissenters decried that ―[t]he effect of the
majority decision is to force the existing member . . . into a binding
relationship with anyone who meets the minimum qualifications
prescribed by the State.‖114 In the absence of the MLS being essential
for survival, judicial invasion of private association contract rights
was seen as unjustified. The sanctity of contracts in private
associational law was viewed as paramount.
111
112
113
114

Id. at 500-501.
Id. at 501.
Id.
Id.
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AFTERMATH

In its final order, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court gave the MLBR
the choice either to accept Collins and SFH as members or to modify
its regulations to allow all qualified non-members in good standing to
have full access to the MLS without MLBR membership.115
Speculating as to whether the Collins Court was acting in a
purposefully activist manner to effectuate social change in the
absence of legislation will not be addressed, but it does appear that
the Pennsylvania Court took, what must have seemed at the time, a
dim view of how a professional organization may exclude otherwise
qualified members when the exclusion resulted in fewer choices for
the consumer and less competition among brokers. Pennsylvania was
not alone in its approach to redefining private association law in the
name of increasing competition among brokers and increasing the
supply of homes available to minorities. Cases attacking the
exclusionary membership requirements of local multi-list services
were before Courts all over the country in the late 1960‘s and through
the 1970‘s. The overwhelming number of those cases sided with the
excluded broker. For example, in a case not cited by the Collins
majority but cited by the dissent, a New Jersey MLS was declared in
violation of New Jersey antitrust law when it limited its membership
to fifty-four members. The plaintiff was the first African-American to
apply for membership and was wait-listed with twelve others. At the
time of the wait-listing, twenty of the sales in the affected area were
MLS sales. The Court held twenty percent to be substantial.116 In
Marin County Board of Realtors v. Palsson,117 the California
Supreme Court held that denying part-time brokers access to the MLS
115

Id. at 498.
Oates v. Eastern County Multiple List Service, 113 N. J. Super. 371, 273
A.2d 795, 806 (1971).
117
549 P.2d 833, 842, (Ca. 1976).
116
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was anti-competitive under the rule of reason standard. In a lengthy
opinion the court found that, by precluding a large number of parttime brokers from membership the association‘s rules did not
advance professional or ethical competence but dampened
competition. Consent decrees concluded cases originating in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 118 Long Island, New York,119 Memphis,
Tennessee,120 and Oregon121 providing that all licensed brokers in
good standing be admitted to their respective MLS associations.122
Open membership in MLS, in conjunction with enforcement of fair
housing laws, could ameliorate the difficulty of a qualified member
of a minority group in finding quality housing in all, or virtually all,
white areas.
It was understood that an immediate outcome of the Collins decision
was that the real estate brokerage industry itself would likely undergo
significant change since real estate boards could no longer exclude
brokers in good standing with the Real Estate Commission. Bernard
Meltzer,123 an iconic radio commentator and a recognized real estate
expert of the era, referred to the Collins holding as a ―[h]aymaker to
118

United States. v. Greater Pittsburgh Board of Realtors, Civil Action No. 72
449 (W.D. Pa.).
119
United States v. Long Island Board of Realtors, Inc., 1973 Trade Cases P
74,068 (E.D. N.Y.).
120
United States v. Memphis Board of Realtors, 1973 Trade Cases P 74,056
(W.D. Tenn.).
121
United States v. Multiple Listing Services, 1973 Trade Cases P 74, 221 (D.
Ore.).
122
Collins, 304 A.2d at 504, Note 11.
123
Although not an attorney, Meltzer was an Adjunct Professor at the
University of Pennsylvania and Chair of the Pennsylvania Planning
Commission. He moved to New York City in 1973 and enjoyed continued
success at WOR radio. He died in 1998. See Robert Thomas Jr. ,New York
Times, ―Dispenser of Advice on Radio Dies,‖ May 27, 1998 at NY/Region.
http:// www.nytimes.com/1998/03/27/nyregion/bernard- Meltzer-dispenser-ofadvice-on-radio-dies-at-81.html (last visited August 27, 2009)
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the jaw . . .‖ and a ―[b]ombshell . . .‖124 He appeared to have clearly
understood the potential impact of the ruling to open the suburban
housing market to more minority buyers. However, he predicted that
the ruling would be blunted, over time, through ―…the market
mechanism.‖125 He predicted a decline in MLS membership, the
decline of the small brokerage firm126 as well as ―[a]n enhanced
relationship between client and broker. ‗Know your broker‘ will
probably be more than a slogan in the coming years because of
Pennsylvania‘s Supreme Court decision.‖127
Rather than being magnanimous in defeat and grant Collins MLBR
membership, its Board decided to deny membership but to provide
the MLS listings. The MLBR president stated the rejection was based
upon principle that ―[w]e follow the rules of the National Association
of Realtors, and in addition, the Board has its own membership
requirements.‖128
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Bernard C. Meltzer, ―Supreme Court‘s MLS Decision May Cause Changes
in the Industry,‖ The Evening Bulletin, May 11, 1973, Fair Housing Council of
Suburban Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore
College, RG 4/112, Box 30.
125
Id.
126
Id.
127
Id. The predictions of the demise of the MLS and smaller firms did not
materialize. The MLS flourished in the subsequent decades and has only
recently begun to diminish in importance because of the impact of the internet.
He also predicted that homeowners who did not wish to sell to minority buyers
would not engage the services of an MLS broker. However, if that non-MLS
broker were to differentiate in the services provided to a member of a protected
class under the 1968 Fair Housing Act, the broker would expose himself to a
discrimination claim.
128
Peggy O‘Connor, ―Realtors Again Block Fair Housing Member‖ The
Evening Bulletin, August 13, 1973, Fair Housing Council of Suburban
Philadelphia Records, Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College RG
4/112, Box 30.
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Collins and SFH did not reap the benefits of access to the MLS. Flush
with victory, but operating at a loss in 1973 for the first time since
1966,129 Collins and SFH applied for membership to the Board of
Realtors MLS in adjacent Delaware County, just south of the Main
Line. She had operated in that area since 1956. Access to the
Delaware County MLS would give SFH access to listings for the
entire western Philadelphia suburbs. As a result of the Delaware
County Board of Realtors denying her admission on the grounds she
did not maintain an office in Delaware County, Collins and SFH filed
a lawsuit in January, 1974. The Delaware County Court of Common
Pleas granted the Delaware County Board a judgment on the
pleadings. The fact that SFH did not maintain an office was seen as
dispositive and the precedent set by her own victory as
inapplicable.130 Pursuant to Collins‘ appeal to the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court, the Court issued a ruling on October 3, 1975. Rather
than reverse the trial court, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
remanded the case. Without a record, the Court stated it was unable to
determine whether the practices of the Delaware County Board of
Realtors constituted an unreasonable restraint of trade.131 Collins and
SFH did not have to endure another trial; faced with operating at a
loss in 1976 for the third consecutive year, the SFH Board decided to
dissolve the firm.132

129

Grier at 100.
Suburban Fair Housing, Inc. v. Delaware County Board of Realtors, 463 Pa.
175, 344 A.2d 481 (1975).
131
Id. at 483.
132
SFH Dissolution Resolution, Fair Council of Suburban Philadelphia
Records, Friend Historical Library of Swarthmore College, RG 4/112, Box 26.
130
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IX.

PRACTICING FAIR HOUSING PRINCIPLES

POSTSCRIPT

Margaret Collins spent the next twenty-five years renovating more
than a dozen Delaware County houses to rent to low-income
families.133 Robert Wright, head of the NAACP in 2004, stated that:
"She was a missionary for good . . ."134 and "[t]he epitome of what a
human being should be."135 Ms. Collins, who won many awards for
service in her lifetime, shied away from praise. She denied that she
was a pioneer, stating that: "[t]he black person was the pioneer."136
Margaret Collins died in 2006 at age 98.137
The Collins decision was one of many nationwide cases beginning in
the mid-sixties which had the effect of opening the housing market to
minority groups. Her legacy lives on in the Fair Housing Council of
Suburban Philadelphia, the oldest Fair Housing organization in the
Unites States. Her legacy lives on with every real estate agent who
practices fair housing principles and it lives on in virtually every
member of a minority group living in the Philadelphia suburbs. She
practiced open housing brokerage before it became legally mandated
because it was the ethical thing do, not because she was required to
do so.

133

Diane Mastrull, ―Opening Doors for Black Homeowners,‖ Philadelphia
Inquirer, July 14, 2004 A-1, 11.
134
Id. at A-11.
135
Id.
136
Id.
137
Sally A. Downey, ―M. Collins: Helped Integrate Suburbs,‖ Philadelphia
Inquirer, May 24, 2006 B-8.
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CLICK HERE TO PARTICIPATE: PARTICIPATION AND
STUDENT PERFORMANCE
IN A LARGE BUSINESS LAW COURSE BEFORE AND
AFTER IMPLEMENTATION OF A REMOTE PERSONAL
RESPONSE SYSTEM
By
Donna M. Steslow*

I.

INTRODUCTION

Whether we are prepared or not, large class sizes are becoming more
commonplace in higher education.1 Initially, these large, lecture-style
halls with auditorium seating were utilized by introductory level
general education classes, such as science and psychology. 2
*Assistant Professor, Kutztown University
1
College enrollments are projected to increase over the next few years.
Combined with this statistic is the struggle of universities, particularly statesubsidized ones, losing funding due to state budget cuts. One solution to the
increased enrollment and shrinking budget is larger class sizes. See Melissa
Schaefer Morabito and Richard R. Bennett, Socrates in the Modern Classroom:
How are Large Classes in Criminal Justice Being Taught?, 17 J. CRIM. JUST.
EDUC. 103 (2006).
2
For example, at the University of Minnesota in 2004, introductory sections of
anatomy and physiology were taught in a large lecture hall and consisted of
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Increasingly, and perhaps more recently, business law and legal
environment courses are being offered in large sections as well.
Combined with the trend towards larger class sizes at some
institutions is the influx of interactive technology, or ―smart
classrooms‖ into the courses.3 Utilization of interactive technology or
student ―Personal Response Systems‖ (―PRS‖ systems, also known as
the ―clicker‖) is becoming ubiquitous in large classes. Questions
remain, however, as to whether this interactive technology is just the
latest ―gadget‖ or whether it in fact enhances the students‘
participation and learning experience in a large classroom. In other
words, do the clickers make the large classroom ―smaller‖ and more
interactive? Is participation, and thus the learning environment,
enhanced?
This paper explains the obstacles to learning in large classrooms, and
the challenges of incorporating active learning techniques into this
setting. Next, it discusses the implementation of a radio frequency
[RF] clicker system into three large sections of an introductory
business law course and relates the hurdles encountered in integrating
the clickers into the curriculum. Finally, the results of a survey on the
students‘ perceptions of their participation before and after addition

sections of 160 students. Jay Hatch, et al., Manna from Heaven or “Clickers”
from Hell, J. COLLEGE SCI. TEACHING, Jul.-Aug. 2005, at 36, 36. For a
discussion of clicker use in a large introductory psychology course, see
Christopher R. Poirier & Robert S. Feldman, Promoting Active Learning Using
Individual Response Technology in Large Introductory Psychology Classes, 34
TEACHING OF PSYCH. 194 (2007).
3
Even law schools, the ―bastions of traditionalism‖, are increasingly amenable
to the use of technology to enhance the learning experience. See Deborah J.
Merritt, Legal Education in the Age of Cognitive Science and Advanced
Classroom Technology, 14 B.U. SCI. & TECH. L. 39 (2008); See also Robert E.
Oliphant, Using Hi-Tech Tools in a Traditional Classroom Environment-A Two
Semester Experiment, 9 RICH J. L & TECH. 5 (2003).
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of the clickers during three consecutive semesters are described and
interpreted.
II.

CHALLENGES OF LARGE CLASSROOMS

Large classes create physical, emotional, and pedagogical challenges
for the instructor who wishes to move beyond traditional lecture and
employ active-learning techniques and exercises.4 Regarding physical
challenges, the size of the room, the seating configurations, and the
distance of the instructor to the class create barriers to discussions
and promote passivity.5 The size of the class creates an environment
where the students are strangers to one another and may create
anxiety about participating verbally in front of so many.6
Emotionally, students may expect to passively sit back to hear a
lecture and not interact with their peers or the instructor.
Pedagogically, the use of interactive learning, discussions, and group
activities place an extra burden on the instructor in terms of grading
and record-keeping. Trees and Jackson pinpoint three important
elements of classroom learning: ―practice, feedback, and active
involvement‖.7 Traditional lecture in a large classroom limits these
elements. The challenge is to adapt these learning elements into a
large classroom, to ―[t]ransform the learning environment of the large
course from personal, impassive, and anonymous to personal, active,
and responsible…‖8
4

April R. Trees & Michele H. Jackson, The Learning Environment in Clicker
Classrooms: Student Processes of Learning and Involvement in Large
University-level Courses Using Student Response Systems, LEARNING, MEDIA,
AND TECH., MAR. 2007, at 21, 21.
5
Id. at 22-23.
6
Id. at 22. See also Joel Geske, Overcoming the Drawbacks of the Large
Lecture Class, 40 COLLEGE TEACHING 151 (1992).
7
Id.
8
Id. at 24.
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Teaching business law presents its own unique set of challenges in a
large classroom setting. Discussion of cases and the Socratic Method
(or ―modified‖ Socratic Method9) optimally lends itself to classes
consisting of no more than 30 students. While discussion can be
conducted in classes of 100 or more students, not every student will
have (or want) the opportunity to participate on every occasion due to
the constraints outlined above.
More recently, and adding to the challenge, is the growing trend to
increase ―upper level cognitive skills‖ through the incorporation of
active or student-centered learning exercises specifically suited to a
business law course.10 Examples of these include participating in a
simulated online dispute resolution,11 and drafting and negotiating
contract clauses.12 These ―experiential learning‖ exercises enhance
the concept that learning the law has practical and realistic
application in the business world.13
One way to facilitate incorporation of active, student-centered
learning into a large business law class is through the use of the
clicker technology. Each student is afforded the opportunity to
9

Not the ―pure‖ Socratic teaching method traditionally employed in law
schools: partially lecture, and partially discussion through directed questions by
the instructor.
10
See Lucille M. Ponte, The Case of the Unhappy Sports Fan; Embracing
Student-Centered Learning and Promoting Upper-Level Cognitive Skills
Through an Online Dispute Resolution Simulation, J. LEGAL STUD. EDUC., 169
(2006) for an in-depth discussion of ―Bloom‘s Taxonomy‖ and learning
domains. Active learning moves students ―beyond mere memorization of
concepts to the advancement of higher level cognitive skills under Bloom‘s
Taxonomy, especially analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.‖ Id. at 174.
11
Id.
12
See Larry A. DiMatteo & T. Leigh Anenson, Teaching Law and Theory
Through Context: Contract Clauses in Legal Studies Education, 23 J. LEGAL
STUD. EDUC. 19 (2007).
13
Id. at 25.
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participate, to respond, and to interact. The instructor is given the
opportunity to assess student feedback, and if necessary, review
concepts.14 The anonymity itself of clicker responses may actually be
an advantage and encourage those who are reluctant to speak out to
interact in a large class.15
III.

PRS (―CLICKER‖) TECHNOLOGY

Before discussion of implementation of a clicker system into a large
business law course and its effect on participation, a brief discussion
of the PRS technology is beneficial. The basic technology has been
available for many years in several forms. Students use a wireless
remote device, usually a keypad (the ―clicker‖) to transmit responses
to questions. The questions are embedded in a PowerPoint slide
show, and can be activated by the instructor at his computer if the
appropriate software has been installed.16 The keypad is the size of a
calculator, and has number and letter functions. When the student
chooses a response, the signal is transmitted to a receiver and then to
a software program installed on a computer, which collects the data
and displays the information in real time. Initially, these devices used
an infrared signal, which had some problems with transmission.
Newer devices utilize a radio frequency (RF) signal, which records
responses more rapidly and seems to be the preferred method of
delivery.17

14

See generally Trees and Jackson, supra note 4, at 24-25.
See Jeffrey R. Stowell & Jason M. Nelson, Benefits of Electronic Audience
Response Systems on Student Participation, Learning, and Emotion, 34
TEACHING OF PSYCH. 253 (2007).
16
See Melissa S. Medina, et al. Use of an Audience Response System (ARS) in a
Dual-Campus Classroom Environment, 72 AMER. J. OF PHARMACEUTICAL
EDUC., Article 38 (2008).
17
See Poirier & Feldman, supra note 2.
15
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In order for the clicker technology to succeed, several elements must
exist. First, the classroom needs to be fitted with the appropriate
receiver. Second, the companion software must be installed on the
computer in the classroom or the instructor‘s laptop. Finally, the
students must each have a clicker. Many textbook companies now
package clickers with their texts for sale.18 This is an added expense
to the students and in this age of rising educational expenses, needs to
be evaluated seriously before adoption of a PRS system. Another
consideration is the technological support available through either the
provider of the PRS system or the university. Like all technology,
things do not always run as planned, and having ready access to tech
support will reduce the headaches involved with a new technology.
There are several solutions to minimize the cost and potential
problems stated above. At Kutztown University, the Department of
Web and Classroom Technology has made a decision to standardize
the brand of clicker used on campus. The system chosen is the
Interwrite™ PRS RF System.19 The result of having one PRS clicker
available to students and instructors campus wide is that students will
not have to purchase different clickers for different courses. The same
clicker is now utilized by several instructors of chemistry, health,
psychology, and all business law sections. The clicker is available in
the campus bookstore for a cost of approximately $50.00, and used
devices are available for about one-half the cost of a new one. The
bookstore guarantees the clickers and will replace broken ones. The
clickers may be sold back to the bookstore to recoup some of the cost.
18

Hatch, et al., supra note 2, at 36.
http://www.einstruction.com/products/assessment/prs/index.html (last visited
August 9, 2009). Another institution utilizing ―clicker standardization‖ is The
Pennsylvania State University, which has also chosen the Interwrite PRS RF
clicker as the standard across the University.
http://clc.its.psu.edu/Classrooms/prs/ (last visited August 9, 2009).
19
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At Kutztown University, most of the clicker courses are conducted in
the Academic Forum, a building completed in early 2007 consisting
of several large classrooms. A majority of the classrooms are
configured with multi-level, auditorium-style seating for 17520 and
are outfitted with the latest audiovisual technology (projectors, DVD
players, video feeds) connected to a computer podium. Radio
frequency antennas have been installed in all of the ―smart‖
classrooms and are maintained by the Department of Web and
Classroom Technology, which is located in the same building.21
When an instructor indicates the choice to utilize clickers in a course,
the Department of Web and Classroom Technology has ―got your
back,‖ to quote one of the support team members. The software is
installed into the instructor‘s office computer and is located on a
campus-wide drive, thus making it accessible from any computer on
campus. Training is provided to the instructor and the students in
class at the beginning of the semester. Additional support is available
on the Interwrite website, including tutorials, live training sessions,
and user‘s guides.22

IV.

20

CLICKERS INCORPORATED INTO BUSINESS LAW I

Several classrooms seat 80 and consist of long tables on 3 sides of the room,
rising above the instructor, who is on the lowest level. Business Law is
occasionally taught in one of these classrooms.
21
See
http://www.kutztown.edu/infotech/divisions/interactive/smartclassrooms/about.a
sp (last visited August 12, 2009) for more information about technology support
for smart classrooms at Kutztown University.
22
http://www.einstruction.com/products/assessment/prs/index.html supra note
19.
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Each semester, three sections of Business Law I are taught at
Kutztown University by the same (and only) instructor. Since the
spring semester of 2007, upon the opening of the Academic Forum,
Business Law I has been taught in that location in a large classroom
setting. The total number of students taught per semester in these
three sections is approximately 300-320.
Business Law I is one of seven ―Business Core‖ courses taken by
freshmen and sophomores which must be successfully completed
before they can declare a major within the College of Business. It
recommended taking Business Law as part of the first year of core
classes; therefore, the majority of the students enrolled in Business
Law I are freshmen, the second most prevalent group is sophomores,
and the remainder are juniors and seniors (transfer students or repeat
students).23
Clickers were added to the Business Law I course beginning in the
spring semester of 2008. It was required that the students purchase
one in addition to the textbook. After a week of practice and
training24, participation is tracked and logged by use of the clickers.
Students receive participation points for answering questions
embedded in the PowerPoints, but are not graded on their responses.
To eliminate the need for excused absences impacting attendance,
several ―free days‖ are built into the point system. For example, in
fall 2008, students could earn a maximum of 25 points over 30 class
periods. Typically, a review of the previous day‘s concepts is
presented at the beginning of class through the use of true/false or
23

A few students in Business Law I are non-business majors taking the course
as an elective with the approval of the College of Business. This is usually only
one or two students per semester.
24
Students must log in using their university user ID so that a roster can be
created in the program.
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multiple choice questions.25 After presentation of new material, there
may be a few questions at the end of the class as well.
When a clicker session is activated, the instructor clicks on a question
embedded in the PowerPoint and the results are collected through the
RF antenna. The instructor has control of the time allotted to the
question, and can add additional seconds if not all of the students
have responded. When the time has run out, the results are graphed
on the overhead projector screen in the classroom. This provides an
excellent opportunity to assess the classes‘ comprehension of the
concepts. If many of the students respond incorrectly, the concept can
be reviewed immediately. Posting the PowerPoint slides and clicker
questions on Blackboard prior to class allows the students a chance to
try to answer the question ahead of time, or print out the slides, bring
them to class, and indicate the correct responses as a study guide for
tests.
In addition to responding to multiple choice and true/false questions,
the clickers are utilized for several interactive ―active learning‖
activities during the semester. The students are surveyed about their
opinions or experiences to generate interest at the beginning of a
unit.26 Several simulated trial videos are shown and the students
register their responses prior to hearing how the judge decides on the
video. A mock arbitration involving the motor vehicle Lemon Law is
conducted with volunteer students with the remainder of the class
25

The Interwrite™ PRS RF also allows students to ―text‖ a response using the
letter keys and up and down arrows; however, experience has shown scrolling
through the alphabet to answer with even a one-word response is quite timeconsuming.
26
For example, in the Criminal Law chapter, the students are polled
(anonymously) as to whether they or anyone they know has been the victim of a
crime, and whether they think the criminal justice system is fair and impartial.
This leads to a lively discussion.
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acting as arbitrators and rendering a decision through their clickers.
As part of the unit on business organizations, students select a type of
business they wish to use as a model throughout the unit by voting
with the clickers, and later select the structure of the business, that is,
whether the business should be a sole proprietorship, type of
partnership, LLC, or corporation.27
Another teaching technique which easily translates into a legal
studies or business law course is the case study method. The case
study method is commonly used in science and medical classes, and
the clicker has been used to allow participation in large classes
studying a particular case. One method described in the literature
which is particularly appropriate for clickers is the ―Interrupted Case
Method.‖ In this method, a case is delivered in stages; after each
stage, the instructor poses questions to the class.28 Application of the
Interrupted Case Method to a legal case is relatively simple. The
instructor can post questions at several points during presentation of a
case regarding key facts, procedural posture, legal issues, and the
ruling. Alternatively, the facts and key legal issues in the case can be
outlined on PowerPoint slides, explained and after discussion, the
class can be polled as to their decision.29

27

Students in one course selected a business from available suggestions
involved in ―manufacturing and selling the world‘s most comfortable flip-flop.‖
Other sections chose starting a business which would organize spring break trips
targeted to college students.
28
Clyde Freeman Herreid, Clicker Cases: Introducing Case Study Teaching into
Large Classrooms, J. COLLEGE SCI. TEACHING, Oct. 2006, at 43, 46.
29
Outlining a case on PowerPoint and allowing the students to vote is especially
effective for supplemental cases not contained in the text; the class would not
know the court‘s holding in advance and would be using their own critical
thinking and analysis to make a decision.
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Clicker technology can also be applied to administer quizzes, but care
must be taken to ensure cheating does not occur.30 One common form
of cheating personally observed and anecdotally related in the
literature is when a student brings an absent student‘s clicker to class
and logs in responses for that student in addition to her own
responses. This behavior needs to be strongly discouraged and
penalized.31
Clickers were used throughout all sections of Business Law I at
Kutztown University in spring 2008 and again in fall 2008. During
the first semester of implementation, approximately four true/false or
multiple choice questions were presented during each class period.
During the second semester (fall 2008) additional questions were
embedded in the PowerPoints for each chapter and enhanced
activities (such as the mock arbitration described above) were
conducted. Observation and student comments contained in course
evaluations indicated that clickers were mostly viewed as enhancing
the learning experience, but in order to better document student
perceptions of their ability to participate, a survey was conducted
over the course of three semesters. Prior to explaining the
administration of this survey and interpreting the results, a review of
the research pertaining to student surveys on clicker use is warranted.

V.
30

LITERATURE REVIEW

Preservation of academic integrity while using clickers for quizzes is
discussed in Medina, et. al., supra, note 16: ―Students and faculty members at
our college report that using ARS [audience response systems] is not an ideal
tool for graded activities such as attendance and quizzes.‖ The authors suggest
the use of proctors and proceeding with caution when using the clickers for
quizzes. Id. at 6.
31
Freeman Herreid, supra note 28.
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Several extensive studies have been performed regarding clicker
utilization in the university setting. Generally, various aspects of the
learning experience and student perceptions have been examined by
researchers. Most of these studies conclude that students perceive use
of the clicker technology in a positive light and readily embrace its
use. Students also report an increased understanding of the course
concepts when exposed to clicker technology. The general consensus
with regard to enhancing academic performance appears to be mixed
or not statistically significant; it has been suggested that more
research is necessary to evaluate the clicker‘s actual effect on
academic performance.
One of the most extensive studies was conducted by MacGeorge, et
al.32 at Purdue University in three large lecture classes in 2005. This
multi-dimensional survey examined change in student response over
the semester, and also examined how student diversity (gender,
ethnicity and year in school) influenced perceptions of audience
response technology [ART].33 This study focused on student
perceptions of clicker use and not on outcomes.34 The study
concluded that ―[s]tudents find ART easy to use, perceive it to be
enjoyable, beneficial to learning, and encouraging of class
attendance.‖35 Differences in gender, ethnicity, year in school, and
major did not appear to vary these perceptions.36 The authors point to
another variable in the success of clicker use: ―the way in which the

32

Erina L. MacGeorge, et al., Student evaluation of Audience Response
Technology in Large Lecture Classes, 56 J ED. TECH. RESEARCH DEV 125
(2008).
33
Id. at 126.
34
Id. at 138.
35
Id. at 143.
36
Id.
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technology is integrated into the curriculum‖ by the instructor.37 In
other words, how well the instructor utilizes the technology and
makes it relevant to the course is a variable that cannot be controlled
in the study, but it is an important factor in the successful
implementation of the technology.
Another study, conducted by Poirier and Feldman38, likewise
concludes that students gave positive feedback on the use of clickers,
and scored higher on exams than students in sections not utilizing the
clickers. The authors theorize that perhaps the technology ―disrupted
the monotony of lecturing and caused students to pay attention
longer, causing them to learn more key concepts.‖39
Student participation, learning and emotion were the focus of a study
conducted by Stowell and Nelson40 at a public regional institution in
the Midwest. A simulated 30 minute introductory psychology lecture
was conducted; participation methods in each of the four simulated
classes were divided into lecture, clicker use, raising of hands, and
response card use. The group participating by using the clickers
displayed the slightly increased emotion of ―academic enjoyment‖
over the other groups.41 It was theorized that positive academic
emotion may over time lead to ―enhanced cognitive processing.‖42
The use of clickers did not appear to significantly affect quiz
performance after the single simulated lecture.43
37

Id.
Poirier & Feldman, supra note 2, at 196.
39
Id.
40
Stowell & Nelson, supra note 15.
41
Id. at 256.
42
Id.
43
Id. See also Medina, et al. supra note 16 at 6 for reiteration of the premise that
the clicker is better suited for ―non-graded‖ activities, due to issues of academic
integrity.
38
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A study conducted regarding implementation and student use of
clickers in a Management Information Systems (MIS) course44 points
to improvements in students‘ perceived performance in class. It was
observed that attendance in classes using clickers was higher, and
―the greater the volume of clicker usage, the more favorable student
perceptions were in terms of active learning, motivation, and
providing feedback.‖45
The above-cited studies and articles indicate positive perceptions and
feelings of enhanced participation in the courses in which the studies
were conducted. The purpose of the subject survey was to determine
if these feelings of enhanced participation would be duplicated in an
introductory business law class using clicker technology.
VI.

THE SURVEY

The survey was conducted over three semesters (fall 2007, spring
2008, and fall 2008) in three large sections each semester of an
introductory business law course. During the fall 2007 semester,
clickers were not used in any of the sections. 46 Clickers were
introduced in the spring 2008 semester and again implemented in the
fall 2008 semester to an even greater degree as stated above. During
each of the semesters, the same text47 and units were used, and the
44

Matthew L. Nelson, Roslin V. Hauck, Clicking to Learn: A Case Study for
Embedding Radio-Frequency Based Clickers in an Introductory Management
Information Systems Course, 19 J. INFO. SYST. EDUC. 55 (2008).
45
Id. at 63.
46
During a usual class before the incorporation of clickers, concepts were
introduced by lecture interspersed with questions and discussion. Students
participated by raising their hands.
47
WEST‘S BUSINESS LAW, TEXT AND CASES, Clarkson, Jentz, Miller & Cross,
10th edition was used in fall 2007 and spring 2008. The 11 th edition of the same
text was used in fall 2008.
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teaching was similar with the exception of the incorporation of the
clickers to respond to questions embedded into the Power Points.
The survey consisted of four brief statements48 and was posted on
Blackboard during the last week of each semester. Students were
asked in class to locate the survey and complete it outside of class.
Students were asked to respond to each of the statements with one of
four choices ranging from ―Strongly agree‖ to ―Strongly disagree.‖
Three statements/questions on the survey regarding value of the
course and participation were hypothesized to have a possible relation
to use or nonuse of the clickers.49 Of key importance to students‘
perceptions of participation are Statements 1 (Q1), ―I believe I had
sufficient opportunity to participate during class,‖ and Statement 2
(Q2), ―I feel as if I actively participated in this class.‖ Statement 3
(Q3) asked the students to respond the statement: ―I feel as if this
course was valuable to me as a business student.‖ This statement may
be indirectly linked to participation; it was hypothesized that if a
student had increased perceptions of participation, he would believe
the course to be more valuable.
In each semester the total response levels increased, from 163 in fall
2007, to 193 in spring 2008, to 222 in fall 2008.50 Because the
numbers of respondents varied for each semester, percentages of
responses for each choice were calculated. The graphed results are
listed at Appendix A.

48

Appendix A, infra.
The fourth statement on the survey pertained to use of the online companion
site and was inserted specifically as one not related to participation.
50
This could be due to the possibility that more requests by the instructor to
complete the survey may have occurred in the subsequent semesters.
49
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SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
A. Perceptions of Participation: Q1 and Q2

Review and analysis of the survey data from fall 2007 through fall
2008 reveals a slight increase in positive response to Q1: ―I believe I
had sufficient opportunity to participate during class‖, and a marked
increase in positive response to Q2: ―I feel as if I actively participated
in this class.‖ Changes in percentages of total positive and total
negative response are contained in Appendix B. More specifically,
students responding ―strongly agree‖ to Q1 decreased almost 10 per
cent (from 52.7 to 43.1%) from fall 2007 (no clickers) to spring 2008.
However, ―Strongly agree‖ responses again increased in fall of 2008
to 56.8% for at total net increase of 4 percentage points from fall
2007 to fall 2008. Respondents choosing ―Agree‖ was 41% in fall
2007 (no clickers), rose in spring 2008, and returned to 41% in fall
2008.
The more significant increase in positive response was to Q2.
Students‘ response to this statement pertained to perceptions of their
actual participation in the course, not just the opportunity to
participate as was surveyed in Q1. Total positive responses
(―Strongly agree‖ and ―Agree‖) moved from 59.7% in fall 2007 (no
clickers) to 73.5% in spring 2008 (first semester of clickers) to 80.2%
in fall 2008. Total net increase in percentage points of positive
response to perceptions of actually participating in class from fall
2007 to fall 2008 is therefore over 20 percentage points.51
Directly comparing responses of class sections during the same
semester reveals no significant difference between sections. Students‘
51

See Appendix B, infra.
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positive response to Q2 increased over the course of the three
semesters regardless of section. For this reason totals for each
semester are graphed in Appendix A.
Several conclusions and interpretations can be drawn from this
survey data. First, whether or not clickers were used in a course,
students generally believed they were afforded an opportunity to
participate in class (Q1). This could be due to the teaching methods
employed: students were encouraged to ask questions and respond to
instructor‘s questions throughout the course during each of the three
semesters surveyed. There was a slight increase in the students‘ belief
in the opportunity to participate after clickers were incorporated, but
the increase is slight.
Second, students‘ belief that they actually participated in class (Q2)
increased significantly during both semesters clickers were used.
Since the only teaching technique which varied significantly over the
course of the three semesters surveyed was the incorporation of
clickers, it appears clicker use positively impacted perceptions of
actual participation in these large sections of business law.
B. Perceptions of Course Value: Q3
Regarding students‘ feelings of value of the course (Q3), results are
slightly positive after the addition of clickers to the course. Total
positive response to this statement ranged from 94.7% in fall 2007,
decreasing to 73.5% in spring 2008, and then increasing to 99.1% in
fall 2008. Net increase of positive response from fall 2007 to fall
2008 is 4.4 percentage points.52 Therefore, from fall 2007 to fall
2008, students‘ perception of ―course value‖ increased slightly. This
52

Id.
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may or may not be attributable to the incorporation of clickers, and
instead may be due to individual variations in the groups surveyed.
Further study in perceptions of course value tied to clicker use is
necessary to establish a direct correlation. Additionally, perceptions
of course value would include factors other than the use of clicker
technology, such as the content and delivery of the material. Perhaps
a survey question directly linking course value and the incorporation
of clickers would address this issue more definitively.
At the least, it can be concluded that clicker use did not negatively
impact students‘ perceptions of course value. This is an important
factor in an instructor‘s decision to implement a new technology: we
do not care to have our teaching evaluations negatively impacted by
the addition of a different teaching technique, and the addition of this
technology does not appear to have a negative impact.
C. Possible Reasons for Differences in Responses
Demographically, a comparison between the fall semesters of 2007
and 2008 would likely be more accurate, since traditional first
semester freshmen are enrolled in the fall and second semester
freshmen are enrolled in the spring. This could account for the
differences in positive response in spring 2008. More research could
reveal whether or not second semester freshmen are more
comfortable with participation and the college routine in general. A
second possible reason for increased negative responses in spring
2008 is the instructor‘s anecdotal observation that some of the
sections were populated by more ―difficult‖ students who challenged
and complained more than the norm. Another factor which could
have produced fewer positive responses in the survey during spring
2008 is that fact that it is the first semester in which the clickers were
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incorporated, and there is a learning curve involved for successful
implementation by the instructor. As previously cited in the research,
the more familiar the instructor is with the technology and the greater
the degree the technology is utilized influences student responses to
the technology.53
D. Anecdotal Observations
Personal observation of the use of the clickers resulted in several
general observations. First, students need adequate training on more
than one occasion to become competent in clicker use. Accordingly,
it is recommended that any participation or graded activities not occur
until after there is sufficient mastery of the devices, usually a week or
two into the semester. Accommodations also need to be made for
technical issues such as broken devices and forgotten clickers.54
Next, students seem to enjoy use of the clickers and the more they
are incorporated into a course, the more students enjoy them.
Students have commented that they resent instructors who use
clickers solely as a hi-tech ―attendance-taking device.‖ It must be
acknowledged that this device adds to a student‘s expenses; therefore,
if the decision is made to utilize the technology, it must be for valid
educational purposes and not just the convenience of the instructor.
Finally, although further study would be more definitive, anecdotally
it appears that first and second year students are less resistant to
53

See MacGeorge, et al. supra note 32, at 143.
In the subject classes, a sign-up sheet is made available to students with
clickers which are inoperative due dead batteries, etc. A small screwdriver is
also available for battery changes, since it is not a tool readily available to
college students. If students forget clickers it is recommended that either
reduced or no participation points be awarded in order to encourage clicker use.
54
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purchasing a clicker than a junior or senior. Since the same clicker
can be used in multiple courses, a student with more credits to take
may feel as if it is an investment in the future; a student closer to
graduation may view the purchase as more unnecessary.
Awarding students participation points for clicker use generally
results in increased attendance55 in class and is an additional way for
participating students to improve their grades. Often, in large classes,
assessment is limited to objective testing; even the award of a few
participation points could push a borderline participating student to a
higher letter grade in a course. Greater attendance could also result in
increased comprehension of the subject matter.
VIII.

RESEARCH LIMITATIONS
FURTHER STUDY

AND

TOPICS

FOR

Probably the main limitation in this study is that it compares
responses in different semesters; to enhance the scientific validity of
the survey, identical courses incorporating and not incorporating the
clickers could be run during the same semester. Even if sections in
the same semester were compared individual variations in courses
such as composition and ―personality‖ of a section, the time of day of
the section, and the length of the period could result in variation.
Another area of possible limitation is the differing number of students
who responded each semester. The survey was optional and
voluntary, and differing proportions of classes responded each
semester. Blackboard was utilized for the survey, and students were
55

This observation is supported by the study performed by Nelson and Hauck,
supra note 44: ―Student attendance significantly increased from the non-adopter
sections up through the high-usage section [of clickers] as well.‖ Id. at 59.
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required to master use of Blackboard for other graded activities
(accessing documents and quizzes) during the semester, so the means
of delivery of the survey should not have been an impediment. In
each semester, from 54% to 74% of enrolled students responded;
based upon the size of the sections surveyed this should have yielded
reliable data.
An area of further inquiry is the effect of the clickers on student
performance on assessments. This was not evaluated, because it was
thought that there were significant variations in the number of tests
and the type of testing from fall 2007 through fall 2008.56 It would be
interesting to determine if responding in class to questions that are
similar to those on the tests produces greater mastery of the material.
IX.

CONCLUSIONS

Teaching business law in a large classroom environment presents
additional challenges to the instructor, especially those who desire to
enrich the learning experience with student-centered, active learning
exercises. The survey data presented reveals that a significantly
greater number of students who utilized clicker technology
throughout an introductory business law course perceived that they
were actually able to participate in responding to questions and
interactive exercises. Based upon these survey results, it may be
supposed that increased usage of clickers in the course, especially the
increased use of clickers for active learning exercises, may further
enhance the learning and comprehension of students.

56

In spring 2008, an online quiz was substituted for one of the in-class tests. In
fall 2008, an additional online quiz was added. The number of questions on
each test varied depending upon the length of the period.
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Use of clicker technology in the classroom has many applications and
is limited only by the creativity of the instructor. With the ready
availability of the technology at many institutions, clickers can
facilitate the teaching and learning in a large class. As technology
changes, newer forms of interactive technology may be available in
the near future. As with all technology now proliferating in our lives,
embracing and harnessing it for our purposes rather than ignoring it
may be the more productive option for us and for our students.
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APPENDIX A:

Percent of responses

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Invalid

Fall 08-clickers

Spring 08-clickers

Fall 07-no clickers

Q1: I believe I had sufficient opportunity to participate during
class
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Strongly
Agree

Student response
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Percent of responses

60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Invalid

Q2: I feel as if I actively participated in this class

Strongly
Agree

Student response

Fall 07-no clickers

Spring 08-clickers

Fall 08-clickers
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Percent of responses

Q3: I feel as if this course was valuable to me as a business
student.
80.00%
70.00%

Fall 2007-no clicker

60.00%
50.00%

Invalid

Spring 2008-clicker

Strongly
Disagree

40.00%

Disagree

Fall 2008-clicker

Agree

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Strongly
Agree

Student Response
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APPENDIX B:
Change in positive responses (increase and decrease in percentage
points of students responding ―Agree and ―Strongly agree‖ when
compared to Fall 2007) after incorporation of clickers:

Statement
Q1
Q2
Q3

Spring 2008
+0.4
+13.8
-21.1

Fall 2008
+3.7
+20.5
+4.4
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FTC V. GARVEY: A NEW TREND OR AN ABERRATION?
By
Patrick Douglas Walker*

I.

INTRODUCTION

The use of celebrities to endorse brands has been a successful
advertising strategy for several decades. Endorsements generate over
several billion dollars in advertising and spending1. Additionally,
frequent use of celebrities as endorsers for products stems from a
belief that pairing a product with a well-regarded celebrity will
improve a consumer‘s perceptions of the brand2. This perception, if
positive, translates into increased revenues and profits for companies
pitching products and ultimately launching successful brands.3
Consequently, many companies hire celebrities to endorse their
* Assistant Professor of Business Law & Management, Joseph W. Luter, III
School of Business, Christopher Newport University. The author wishes to
thank Professor Ronnie Cohen for her mentorship, inspiration, and tough love.
1
Brian D. Till, Understanding Celebrity Endorsements: A Classical
Conditioning Approach, 17 AM. MKTING ASSN. Proc. 241 (2006).
2
Id. at 241.
3
Id.
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products with a high expectation of lucrative sales and substantial
profit. All of these facts are present when examining FTC v. Garvey,
a case featuring celebrity and former Major League Baseball player
Steve Garvey, who was hired to ―pitch‖ a weight-loss product.
In addition to discussing the impact of FTC v. Garvey, this article
also explains the significance of false and misleading advertising
specifically with regard to endorsements by high-profile individuals
in popular culture. Celebrity endorsements are successful because
first and foremost, celebrities help generate brand name recognition
by association with a specific product or product line.4 Second,
research has shown that celebrity endorsements help encourage
consumers to choose a specific brand.5 Finally, the use of celebrity
endorsements is a very effective advertising strategy which enhances
the marginal value of advertisement expenditures and creates brand
equity.6
II.

THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is the primary governing
authority for endorsements, in general. The FTC may ―[p]rosecute
any inquiry necessary to its duties in any part of the United States‖7
and may ―[g]ather and compile information concerning, and
investigate from time to time the organization, business, conduct,
practices, and management of any person, partnership, or corporation
engaged in or whose business affects commerce.‖8 The basic
4

Jagdish Agrawal, Wagner A. Kamakura, The Economic Worth of Celebrity
Endorsers: An Event Study Analysis, 59 J. MARKETING 56 (1995).
5
Id.
6
Id.
7
Federal Trade Commission Act 15 U.S.C. §43 (1914).
8
Id.
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consumer protection statute enforced by the Commission is § 5(a) of
the FTC Act, which provides that ―[u]nfair or deceptive acts or
practices in or affecting commerce are declared unlawful.‖9
In December 1972, the Commission published Guides Concerning
the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising. 10 The
Guides are designed to assist businesses and others in conforming
their endorsement and testimonial advertising practices to the
requirements of § 5 of the FTC Act. Although the Guides are
interpretive of laws administered by the Commission, they may also
be used in proceedings to enforce the requirements of law.11
The FTC has defined an endorsement as:
[a]ny advertising message (including verbal
statements, demonstrations, or depictions of the name,
signature, likeness or other identifying personal
characteristics of an individual or the name or seal of
an organization) which message consumers are likely
to believe reflects the opinions, beliefs, findings, or
experience of a party other than the sponsoring
advertiser. The party whose opinions, beliefs,
findings, or experience the message appears to reflect
will be called the endorser and may be an individual,
group or institution.12
9

15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(1).
37 FR 25548 (1972).
11
For a more complete discussion of the Guides see Consuela Lauda Kertz and
Roobina Ohanian, Recent Trends in the Law of Endorsement Advertising:
Infomercials, Celebrity Endorsers and Nontraditional Defendants in Deceptive
Advertising, 19 HOFSTRA L. REV. 603 (1991).
12
16 C.F.R. Section 255 (b).
10
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An advertisement employing an endorsement reflecting the
experience of an individual or a group of consumers on a central or
key attribute of the product or service will be interpreted as
representing that the endorser's experience. Therefore, unless the
advertiser possesses and relies upon adequate substantiation for this
representation, the advertisement should either ―[c]learly and
conspicuously disclose what the generally expected performance
would be in the depicted circumstances,‖ or ―clearly and
conspicuously disclose the limited applicability of the endorser's
experience to what consumers may generally expect to achieve.‖13
Often, when celebrities endorse products, they participate in
testimonials in which they may be considered an ―expert.‖ The
Guides define an expert endorser as ―[s]omeone who, as a result of
experience, study, or training, possesses knowledge of a particular
subject that is superior to that generally acquired by ordinary
individuals.‖14 An expert endorser‘s qualifications must give him or
her expertise that he or she is represented as possessing with respect
to the endorsement.15
III.

THE PURSUIT OF CELEBRITY

Over the past decade, weight loss advertising has increased
dramatically, and according to the FTC, much of the increased
advertising is misleading to consumers.16 Although the weight-loss
pill industry is under FTC scrutiny, the FTC has not pursued every
13

16 C.F.R. Section 255.2.
16 C.F.R. Section 255.0(d).
15
16 C.F.R. Section 255.3(a).
16
Weight-Loss Advertising: An Analysis of Current Trends‖ A Report of the
Federal Trade Commission, Cleland, 2002 at
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/reports/weightloss.pdf (last visited Sept. 1, 2009).
14
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celebrity who has endorsed a product suspected of being involved in
false and misleading advertising.
Recently, Bayer Pharmaceutical was fined $3.2 million to settle FTC
charges that its advertisements for One-A-Day WeightSmart pills
violated an earlier FTC order that required scientific data and sound
evidence to support health claims.17 According to Bayer, they settled
in order to avoid the expense of litigation.18 To date, no celebrity
endorsers have been identified in connection with this litigation.
Marketers of the TrimSpa pill, which include Goen Technologies,
Nutramerica, TrimSpa, and Alexander Szynalski, will pay $1.5
million to settle FTC charges that their weight-loss claims were
unsubstantiated.19 According to the FTC, TrimSpa ads featured
celebrity Anna Nicole Smith, who claimed to have lost 69 pounds
using the pill. 20 Although prior litigation indicates that the companies
participated in false and misleading advertising, Ms. Smith has not
been named as a defendant in the litigation to date.
The Tropicana Products, Inc. unit of PepsiCo, Inc. settled a complaint
by the FTC that accused the company of misleading consumers with
ads that claimed drinking two or three glasses of ―heart healthy‖
orange juice a day would lower blood pressure.21 The FTC alleged
that several health benefits cited by Tropicana in ads from 2002 to
17

Edward Iwata, $4 popular brands touted unproven claims, FTC says, USA
TODAY, Jan 5, 2007, b1.
18
Id.
19
―Anna Nicole Smith, TrimSpa, sued over diet ads‖ Feb. 7, 2007 MSNBC.com
at http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/1700828 (last visited Sept. 1, 2009)
20
Trimspa‘s website no longer advertises its product and is a tribute to its
former endorser. www.TrimSpa.com, (last visited on Sept. 1, 2009).
21
Tropicana settles complaint by FTC over misleading ads, WALL ST. J., June 3
2005, at b4.
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2004 were unsubstantiated.22 Tropicana said in a statement that the
settlement ―[i]s not an admission that the law has been violated or
that the facts alleged are true.‖23 Additionally, no celebrity endorser
has been targeted as a result of these allegations.
Rarely has the FTC pursued a celebrity involved in an endorsement.
In the last 4 years, the FTC has taken 22 law enforcement actions
involving endorsements via infomercials. These endorsements have
dealt with either unsubstantiated consumer testimonials or failure to
disclose a lack of independence of the endorser.24 The majority of
cases involved health or weight-loss products. However, since the
FTC act does not create a private right of action, consumers who rely
on the testimonials of celebrities and believe they have been deceived
must either pursue common law or state statutory claims against the
celebrities and other ―deep pocket defendants.‖25 The pursuit of
celebrities in these instances is more likely when the advertising
sponsor is insolvent.26
IV.

THE POWER PLAYERS

Endorsements in general have been used for many generations,
covering a wide array of products. The world of celebrity
endorsement arguably became noted at the turn of the twentieth
century.27 Roscoe ―Fatty‖ Arbuckle is noted as being one of the

22

Id.
Id.
24
Sara Austin, Temptation Television, 28 SELF 156 (2006).
25
Kertz and Ohanian, supra note 11, at 603.
26
Id.
27
Alan Behr & Andria Beeler-Norrholm, . INT. PROP. & TECH. L. J. (Nov 1,
2006) at 6.
23
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premier celebrity endorsers.28 He became a popular film star in the
early 1900‘s performing slapstick comedy. By 1921, Arbuckle was
set to earn $1 million per year under contract to Paramount.29 It is
speculated that this deal involved the endorsement of several
products. However, shortly during the same year, Arbuckle was
charged with the rape and murder of a popular Hollywood actress.
Although he was later acquitted of the charges by his 3rd trial, his
career began to crumble. Arbuckle died just as the mass market for
celebrity brands was beginning to emerge.30
Another person to expand upon the success of celebrity endorsement
was Rene LaCoste. LaCoste was born in France in 1904 and died in
1996 at the age of 92 31 He won the French Open 3 times and twice
won both Wimbledon and the US Open. Although he had great
success in the tennis world, one could argue that his success in the
fashion industry as a celebrity endorser was equally impressive.32
Although there has been some debate regarding the famous
LACOSTE symbol (whether it is an alligator or crocodile), the
LACOSTE brand remains one of the most recognizable names in
sportswear and athletic apparel.33
LaCoste endorsed his own products. Since the commercial
endorsement of his shirts in 1933, his brand has grown into a full
sportswear company with its own chain of retail stores selling
products such as perfume, leather products, household linens, and

28

Id.
Id.
30
Id.
31
Id. at 7.
32
Id.
33
Id.
29
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many other goods. 34 According to the company, as of January 1,
2005, ―42 million items were sold under the LACOSTE brand each
year. This represents a total wholesale turnover of 1.1 billion Euros
across 110 countries.‖ 35
In the late 1970‘s, the FTC ruled that entertainer Pat Boone was liable
for consumer refunds for making false and deceptive claims he made
while endorsing Acne-Statin.36 This case began raising the question
whether celebrities need liability protection. At that time, celebrities
obtained protection from indemnification clauses in contracts. This
ultimately protected the entertainer from any financial liability he or
she might bear while endorsing a product.
Arguably, one of the most successful celebrity endorsers is Michael
Jordan. ESPN‘s ―Sports Century‖ named Jordan the greatest North
American athlete of the 20th century.37 During his professional
basketball career, Jordan‘s uniform prominently displayed the name
―Jordan‖ and, except for a brief use of the number ―45,‖ the number
―23.‖38 Since 1984, Jordan has enjoyed a remarkable working
relationship with Nike. He has given input into the design, promotion
and marketing of several Nike products including sportswear and
athletic apparel. As a result of the remarkable power of Jordan‘s
celebrity status, Nike has sold millions of dollars of footwear, apparel
and accessories, all bearing the Michael Jordan logo.39

34

Id.
Id.
36
FTC Ruling: Bane or Pat Boone? 12 BUSINESS INSURANCE 37 (1978).
37
Chattanooga Manufacturing, Inc. v. Nike, Inc., Michael Jordan, 140 F. Supp.
2d 917 (N.D. Ill.2001)
38
Id.
39
Id.
35
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Jordan‘s first endorsement contract with Nike was a ―Pro Basketball
Consultant Contract‖ in 1984 which had a term of five years.40 At the
expiration of this endorsement agreement, Jordan and Nike entered
into a second five-year agreement. His current business relationship
with Nike since 1989 is governed by a ―Personal Services and
Endorsement Contract.‖ This endorsement arrangement covers a
term of 29 years. Under the endorsement contract, Nike in exchange
for its agreement to pay compensation to Jordan has the right to use
Jordan‘s name and image in connection with a variety of Nike
products.41 Additionally, Jordan has rights of approval, which he may
not unreasonably withhold, for proposed trademarks or marketing
materials that use an element of the Jordan endorsement. The
endorsement contract states that Jordan‘s ―performance of services is
as an independent contractor.‖42
The power of celebrity is a mutually beneficial relationship. George
Foreman, the former heavyweight champion of the world and
Olympic gold medalist, launched a second career as a celebrity
endorser.43 Over ten years ago, a little-known appliance maker by the
name of Saltan partnered with Foreman and turned a strange-looking
indoor grill into one of the best-selling household appliances of all
time. Prior to this arrangement, in 1987 when he wanted to raise
money for his very own George Foreman Youth and Community
Center, Foreman re-engineered his persona into that of a man
desperate and hungry for a comeback at the age of 37.44 While he was
staging his comeback, Salton was introducing a product called the
Lean, Mean, Fat-Reducing Grill Machine. Salton later discovered
40

Id.
Id.
42
Id.
43
Behr supra note 27, at 6.
44
Id.
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that Foreman was also looking for a product to endorse. The rest is
history.
Under the original Foreman agreement, Salton would manufacture,
market, and distribute the grill, and after expenses, would split profits
as follows: 40% to Salton, 45% to Foreman, and 15% split to another
party. More than 40 million George Foreman Lean, Mean, FatReducing Machines have been sold since the mid-1990‘s, with sales
going from $5 million in 1996 to $400 million in 2002.45 The overall
housewares industry expands an average of 7% annually, while
Salton has grown more than 46% a year since 1995, increasing its
revenue 12-fold.46
Foreman has also served as a successful endorser for other
companies, including McDonald‘s, KFC, and Meineke. Foreman has
also launched his own clothing line for the Casual Male Retail Group.
In 2005, Foreman created George Foreman Enterprises, Inc. to
manage all future business developments related to licensing products
and endorsements. Data suggests that as a result of Foreman‘s
celebrity endorsement agreements, he has made more money from
these ventures than he did in his entire boxing career, an estimated
$150 million.47
Paris Hilton, a great-granddaughter of Conrad Hilton, has used her
power as a celebrity endorser while launching a career as a model,
actress, businesswoman, partygoer, and even author. Hilton‘s career
began after the launch of a highly publicized sex video which she

45

Id.
Id.
47
Id.
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stared in with her boyfriend at the time.48 She withdrew her objection
to the home video‘s release on DVD only after negotiating a portion
of the profits.49
Paris‘ career has included modeling for noteworthy high-fashion
designers like Marc Bouwer and Catharine Malandrino. She has
graced the covers of GQ and Vanity Fair, and appeared in several
movies, including Zoolander, Raising Helen, House of Wax, and in
the Fox reality television show The Simple Life. Hilton was named
by Forbes magazine as one of The Celebrity 100 for 2005, as ranked
by pay. As a celebrity endorser, Hilton markets her own perfume,
jewelry, and herself, netting $300,000 per appearance at various
clubs, an endorsement by her mere presence.50 In a Carl‘s Jr. Spicy
Burger television commercial, an image of Paris emerges atop a
Bentley before taking bite of the hamburger she was endorsing.
Jeremy Bleats, CEO of the Open Source Development League, in
explaining the League‘s decision to use Hilton as an endorser, put it
this way: ―She (Paris) can expose things like nobody else can.‖51
Probably one of the most notable athletic celebrity endorsers since
Michael Jordan is Tiger Woods. In 1996, Woods signed his first deal
with Nike for $40 million.52 His powerful impact as a celebrity
endorser is noticed largely on the television viewing audience. In
1997, ratings for CBS, which holds broadcasting rights to the
48

Id. at 8.
Id.
50
Id.
51
Sam Varghese, Linux Looks to Hilton for Exposure,THE AGE, Apr. 1, 2005,
available at http://www.theage.com.au/news/Breaking/Linux-looks-to-Hiltonfor-exposure/2005/03/31/1111862521987.html (last visited Sept. 1, 2009).
52
Nike Signs Tiger Woods to New Endorsement Deal, SportsBusiness, Daily
Dec. 12, 2006, available at http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/article/108030
(last visited Sept. 1, 2009).
49
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Masters, were up approximately twenty-five percent.53 Statistics also
show Sunday ratings for the 1997 Masters tournament, watched by
approximately forty million television viewers, increased nearly fiftyfive percent from the previous year.54
In 2001, when the five-year contract expired, Woods signed another
five-year deal with Nike for $100 million. As a result of his success,
Nike restructured Woods‘ contract to more than double its current
value.55 Ironically, Titleist restructured Woods‘ contract, reducing
him to a mere $2 million per year. Their rationale was, put simply,
―the company was not getting enough exposure for the money.‖
Perhaps they, too, understand the power of ―celebrity.‖
Woods has won an amazing 54 PGA Tour titles. He earned a total of
$97.6 million in 2005, $87 million of which came from his
endorsements.56 Along with Nike, some of his other contracts are
with General Motors and American Express. He also poses in watch
ads for the Swiss company, Tag Heuer.
V.

ENDORSEMENT CONTRACTS

Celebrities add much value to the success of an endorsement contract,
in general. Typically, the endorser is hired to provide a ―public face‖
to an otherwise ―faceless‖ enterprise selling its products or services to

53

Kathleen A. Farrell, Gordon v. Karels, Kenneth W. Montfort, Christine A.
McClatchey, Celebrity performance and endorsement value: the case of Tiger
Woods, 26 J. MANAGERIAL FINANCE 1 (2000).
54
Id. at 1.
55
Id.
56
Id.
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the consumer public.57 Celebrity endorsement deals taking place in
the past few years generally fit into one of four basic categories: (1)
traditional endorsement deals, (2) co-branding or strategic brand
placement deals, (3) celebrity-brand deals, and (4) joint ventures.58
Any given celebrity-company relationship can have characteristics
from more than one category.59 Each of these categories is unique
(see Table I)60.

57

Daniel R. Avery and Joseph S. Rosen, Complexity At The Expense of Common
Sense? Emerging Trends in Celebrity Endorsement Deals, 23 Ent. & Sports L.J.
13, 13-15 (2005).
58
Id. At 13
59
Id.
60
Id.
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TABLE I
ENDORSEMENT TYPE
Traditional

KEY ELEMENTS


Personal services


Basic public association

Rely upon celebrity fame to reach
relevant audience
Examples: Lebron James (Nike); George
Foreman (Meineke)
Co-branding/Strategic Brand


Two separate brands become one new
co-brand

Unique synergy

Compatibility between celebrity's public
persona, reputation, and the particular product
Examples: Tiger Woods (Buick); Celine Dion
(Chrysler)

Celebrity-brand

Joint venture/equity


Licensing deals

Celebrity actually brands as opposed to
simply endorsing

Celebrity-vendor roles merge
Examples: Michael Jordan (restaurants/cologne);
George Foreman ("Comfort Zone" clothing line
at Casual Male stores)

equity or quasi-equity partners share in
profits of new venture

payments structured as royalties or
success payments
Examples: Michael Jordan (Palm handheld
computer models - payment equal to 12% of
sales); A.C. Green (BioSport - 18% interest in
company that manufactured sports drink)
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Endorsement contracts appear to be part of the marketing and overall
sales strategy for many companies who hire celebrities. The terms of
endorsement contracts vary based upon the nature of the product, the
fame of the celebrity, and the overall business goals of the product
owner. Many of the basic provisions in this type of arrangement
address compensation, incentives, indemnity, and specific details
regarding the product endorsed, approval rights, appearances, and
termination. Each of these areas fosters a deal that is often very
rewarding, with great financial ―returns on investments‖ for all
parties involved. However, endorser liability for false and misleading
advertising is often unexpected.
Additionally, endorsement contracts generally contain provisions
governing the right of the product owner to use the name, image and
likeness of the endorser and the endorser‘s right of approval
regarding the content of the endorsement within advertisements,
including commercials or testimonials. Disputes may arise when the
endorsement becomes involved in false and misleading advertising.
The right to use the endorser‘s name, image and likeness may result
in claims of false and misleading advertising against the company
providing the endorsement. For example, In In re Diamond
Mortgage Corporation,61 Diamond Mortgage Corporation attracted
many investors through an aggressive television advertising
campaign, which included commercials featuring celebrities
including actors Lloyd Bridges and George Hamilton. The
investment firm went into Chapter 11 bankruptcy and thereafter, the
investors sued Bridges alleging a violation of the Illinois Consumer
Fraud Act. Bridges filed a motion for summary judgment alleging
that he was entitled to judgment as a matter of law. In order to
61

118 B.R. 575 (1989).
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establish a violation of the ICFA, the investors had to show a
misrepresentation that would cause others' reliance.62 The court held
that the celebrity's statements portraying the investments to be safe
regardless of the fluctuations in the market were meant to lead an
investor to conclude that the investment firm could produce high
yields at little risk.63 The court concluded that these statements were
endorsements. As an endorser, the celebrity had the obligation to take
reasonable steps to ascertain that what he was saying was true. As a
result, factual issues remained as to the extent of the efforts made by
the celebrity to determine the truthfulness of the messages he
delivered and the summary judgment motion was denied.64
In re Diamond Mortgage Corporation is relevant when examining a
celebrity‘s action or inaction surrounding an endorsement deal and
messages communicated to consumers. It is vital for a celebrity
endorser to thoroughly investigate and carefully monitor the
advertising and marketing associated with his or her name. This case
also demonstrates that celebrity endorsers could be held liable for
false and misleading advertising in instances where they allow their
name, image and likeness to be used in endorsing a product,
regardless of direct involvement. Therefore, it is imperative that this
issue be addressed in an endorsement contract.
VI.

IS THE FTC WATCHING?

The prior examples of celebrity endorsements exemplify tangibly the
―power of celebrity‖ and how rewarding endorsements are for both
the endorser and the company who owns the endorsed product. To
62

Id. at 578.
Id. at 581.
64
Id.
63
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date, no controversies have developed surrounding the ―power
players‖ with respect to false and misleading advertising.
Additionally, the FTC has not gone on record to show an interest in
the major endorsement deals discussed in this paper. However, a
recent court ruling suggests that celebrities, particularly athletes who
engage in endorsement deals, may want to at a minimum pay close
attention to the FTC‘s new way of ―doing business.‖
The FTC in the past has settled many claims and pursued others in
court regarding false and misleading advertising that use
endorsements. However, in each instance, the FTC has not pursued
the ―endorser‖ as they have the company or its officers. For example,
Numex Corporation, a California-based company, and two of its
officers, agreed to settle FTC allegations that they made numerous
false or unsubstantiated claims in a commercial promoting "Therapy
Plus," a hand-held mechanical roller device they claimed would
relieve various kinds of musculoskeletal pain, including the pain of
arthritis.65 The commercial also included a deceptive expert
endorsement and deceptive consumer testimonials, the FTC charged.
The proposed settlement would prohibit the respondents from
engaging in similar deceptive practices in the future, and require them
to substantiate future health and pain-relief claims with competent
and reliable scientific evidence.66 The endorser was not pursued in
court.
In a more recent case, the FTC opposed a motion to reconsider a
previous court injunction filed by infomercial pitchman and author
Kevin Trudeau.67 The district court previously held defendant author
in contempt of an injunction because the author had misrepresented
the truth in several infomercials he later produced alleging coral
65

http://www.ftc.gov/opa/predawn/F93/numex-3.htm (last visited Sept. 1,
2009).
66
Id.
67
FTC v. Trudeau, 572 F. Supp. 2d 919 (N.D. Ill. 2008)
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calcium products as a cure for cancer.68 In commercials for the book,
Trudeau described his diet plan to a mock interviewer as ―the easiest
method known on planet Earth.‖69The author moved to reconsider
and attacked the district court's finding that he failed to comply with
the injunction.
The author argued that the injunction, which itself resulted from an
earlier finding of contempt, had to be construed as incorporating the
FTC's so-called Mirror Image Doctrine (MID) that guided the agency
in bringing enforcement actions concerning advertisements for books,
which were protected by the First Amendment.70 The author claimed
that the comments he made in the infomercial were either opinion, or
were direct quotes from selected phrases in his weight loss book.71
The district court denied the author's motion to reconsider and
enjoined him from participating in the production or publication of
any infomercial for any product, including books, in which the author
or any related entity had an interest, for a period of three years from
the date of the instant order.72
To further ―drive home‖ the
seriousness of Trudeau, the court entered a judgment in favor of the
FTC and against the author in the sum of $ 5,173,000.73
The FTC v. Trudeau decision has several implications for celebrity
endorsers. Moreover, there have been recent changes in FTC policy
to confirm that (1) the FTC is paying close attention to endorsers
through infomercials in general, and that (2) the FTC is making
policy changes to further combat false and misleading advertising
through endorsements regardless of whether the endorsement is
68

Id.
Jeff Coen, Infomercial Pitchman Found In Contempt For Misleading TV Ads:
Judge Says Claims Violate a 2004 Order, McClatchy-Trib. Bus. News, Nov. 20,
2007, available at PROQUEST
70
Trudeau, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 59675
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Id.
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through infomercial or book. The FTC earlier this year rescinded its
stated policy that it will not ordinarily challenge claims in advertising
that promote the sale of books and other publications when the
advertising purports only to express the opinion of the author or to
quote – i.e., mirror – the contents of the book or publication.74
However, the intent of this policy is clear. By its terms, the MID
does not circumscribe the Commission‘s inherent authority to
proceed against deceptive advertising for books and other
publications.75 Moreover, the policy is a guide for how the FTC will
normally approach such advertising. This represents a significant
shift in the FTC‘s efforts to further combat false and misleading
advertising, even when the endorser is simply making comments
already in print to sell a product.
VII.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION V. GARVEY

In an important decision by a California federal court judge, exbaseball player Steve Garvey did not have to surrender profits he
made while endorsing a weight-loss supplement in an infomercial.76
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the district court ruling
that Garvey was not liable for making false claims during an
advertisement. Yet, despite the court‘s decision in Garvey‘s favor,
the case may be seen as a warning to celebrity endorsers who cannot
demonstrate the specific facts that were the basis of the dismissal of
the claims against Garvey. The case also demonstrates that the FTC is
willing to pursue high profile celebrities in court when credible
allegations of misleading endorsement are made.
74

Policy statement available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/2009/02/P084513adofbooksfrn.pdf (last visited Sep. 12,
2009).
75
Id.
76
FTC v. Garvey, 383 F.3d 891 (9th Cir. 2004).
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The Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914 (FTCA) prevents unfair
competition methods and unfair or deceptive acts that may affect a
business.77 Violations of the FTCA are usually proven by showing
bad faith, fraud, oppression, or a violation of public policy. Under
the FTCA, an endorser is one who ―[d]elivers a message that
consumers are likely to believe reflects the opinions, beliefs, findings,
or experience of a party other than the sponsoring advertiser.‖78
Under § 5(a) of the FTCA, under a participant theory of liability, the
FTC must prove that ―[t]he false advertising statements alleged were
made by the defendant, that the statements were unsubstantiated, and
that the defendant knew the substantiation he possessed was allegedly
inadequate, or that the defendant made the statements alleged, that
they were false and/or misleading, and that the defendant had
knowledge of their false and/or misleading nature79.‖ Under § 12 of
the FTCA, it is unlawful to engage in false advertisements that are
likely to induce the purchase of food, drugs, devices, services, or
cosmetics.80 Furthermore, § 52 defines the dissemination of such
advertisements as unfair or deceptive acts under § 5 of the FTCA.81
According to the FTC, Garvey made untrue statements as an endorser
of the ―Fat Trapper‖ and ―Exercise in a Bottle.‖ The agency tracked
Garvey‘s public appearances and his testimonials in infomercials over
a two year period. The FTC argued that Garvey went too far in his
endorsement by alleging in the infomercial that ―You can eat what
you want and never, ever, ever have to diet again.‖ Additionally, the
FTC alleged that this statement misled consumers and crossed the
77

15 U.S.C.§§41-58.
15 U.S.C. §45(a)(1).
79
15 U.S.C. § 5(a).
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line between being an actor in a spot and becoming a product
promoter. The FTC reached this conclusion based upon several
appearances by Garvey on television, citing his behavior as ―a
reckless indifference to the truth,‖ resulting in a violation of the
endorser guidelines and liability for his actions.82
The FTC argued that Garvey should be held liable under §s 5(a) and
12 of the FTCA either as a ―direct participant‖ in the making of false
advertising claims or under the principles of endorser liability. With
regard to Garvey‘s role as a participant, the court examined whether
Garvey engaged directly with the acts or had the authority to control
them. The court also examined if Garvey had actual knowledge of
the material misrepresentations.83 In prior decisions, the FTC had the
burden of proving that the express or implied messages conveyed by
the advertising in question were actually false. 84 There is also a
―reasonable basis‖ requirement whereby the FTC does not have to
prove a message was false in order to prevail in court. 85 Put
succinctly, the court addressed what Garvey knew at the time he
made his statements, which were at issue in the case.
The district court concluded that Garvey did not have any knowledge
of material misrepresentations.86 Garvey asserted that he, in fact,
used the product and experienced a positive result, losing
approximately eight pounds during a three or four week period, that
his wife also experienced positive results, and that these were
consistent with the materials presented to him by the company.87 The
82

See supra, note 66
Id at 7.
84
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FTC argued in response that this weight loss could be attributed to his
normal weight fluctuation during the year.88 However, Garvey‘s
weight loss was actually less during this time, than fluctuations
during similar periods. The district court concluded that based on
these facts, Garvey‘s statement were neither reckless, nor
unsubstantiated.89
The FTC argued their case using under the ―endorser‖ theory liability
regarding according to the FTC Guides Concerning Use of
Endorsements.90 Under the Guides, an endorsement qualifies as ―any
advertising message…which message consumers are likely to believe
reflects the opinions, beliefs, findings, or experience of a party other
than the sponsoring advertiser.91‖ The Guides further state that
endorsements cannot contain any representations which would be
deceptive, or could not be substantiated.92
The court properly concluded that Garvey did not meet the
requirements under the Guides to impose liability. Particularly, as
required, Garvey‘s statements were made based upon his ―actual
beliefs and experiences.‖ Furthermore, his statements were
substantiated based upon his own personal weight loss. Ultimately,
the court held that even if the Guides provided an alternate basis for
liability, Garvey would not be liable as an ―endorser‖ under the
Guides.

88

Id at 7.
Garvey, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25725 at 9.
90
The Guides are available online at:
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/guides/endorse.htm (last visited Sept. 1, 2009).
91
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Id.
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A WARNING SIGN FOR FUTURE CASES?

Although there are no cases particularly that cite Garvey, there are at
least two valuable lessons demonstrated by this court opinion. Under
the FTC v. Garvey holding, several inferences can be made with
respect to the celebrities who endorse products. First, the fact that the
FTC pursued this case is a departure from its historical reluctance to
litigate celebrity endorsement cases. One could argue that this
increased scrutiny is directly proportionate to the increase volume
and business profit realized in the celebrity endorsement market.
Moreover, as a result of the death of Anna Nicole Smith, the
relationship between celebrities and weight loss products is likely to
continue to be of major concern to the FTC. While in the Garvey
case there may have been specific circumstances which the court held
were sufficient to protect Garvey from liability for false or misleading
advertising, in the absence of such specific personal knowledge of a
product, a reviewing court may well take a harsher view of claims
that the celebrity ―believed‖ were true.
Second, the holding in FTC v. Garvey indicates that although the
FTC Endorsement Guides are generally geared toward the company
that is advertising the endorsed products, the Commission may hold
the celebrity endorser personally liable for an advertisements failure
to meet the guidelines. This potential liability exposure should,
therefore, be directly addressed in the celebrity‘s endorsement
contract. Furthermore, as a celebrity, an endorser who is found to be
liable under these circumstances must consider the ramifications not
just in regard to the contract with the advertiser, but also for the
celebrity‘s reputation for honesty and sincerity. The public may hold
the celebrity to an ethical standard that is higher than the legal one.
As noted above, the financial benefits of successful endorsement
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contracts may approach or even exceed the celebrity‘s financial
success from other activities.
The FTC v. Garvey case may be an indication that the FTC, in
addition to pursuing a corporation and its officers, will also pursue
famous individuals who endorse products that have been involved in
false and misleading advertising. Although traditionally seen as a
paid actor, and, in spite of endorsement contract provisions designed
to shield the endorser from litigation, the FTC will continue to see
value in protecting the public in general from untruthful claims that
have not and cannot be substantiated. This is consistent with the
Commission‘s goal of protecting consumers from harm caused by
product endorsers and the businesses who hire them.
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SECURITY, CONFIDENTIALITY, AND THE GRAMMLEACH-BLILEY ACT
By
Brian J. Halsey*
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a paradigm shift in the way people
work1 and in the technology that makes that that work style possible.
Employers and employees have in many ways embraced the new
work at home opportunity as way to increase employee satisfaction,
decrease employer overhead costs, and to heighten productivity. In
fact, some have even sued in order to be able to work at home.2

*

Professor of Legal Studies, Peirce College.
See Sue Shellenbarger Outsourcing Jobs to the Den: Call Centers Tap People
Who Want to Work at Home, Wall Street Journal - Eastern Edition, January 12,
2006, Vol. 247 Issue 9, pD1-D1; See also Michelle Conlin, The Easiest
Commute of All, Business Week, December 12, 2005, Issue 3963, p78-80;
Susanne Tietze; Gill Musson, Recasting the Home-Work Relationship: A Case
of Mutual Adjustment? Organization Studies (Sage Publications Inc.), 2005,
Vol. 26 Issue 9, p1331-1352.
2
Allowing Employee to Work At Home was Reasonable Accommodation, Fair
Employment Practices Guidelines, July 1, 2005, Issue 602 at 7.
1
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The rub - information continues to be the lifeblood of business and as
a consequence, as workers and their equipment move out of the
office, there has been a shift in control over corporate data.
Employees store data on employer-owned or personal computers,
laptops, data drives, optical storage, and on the internet. This is in
stark contrast to prior practice, where most employer data was stored
in a tightly controlled central database, only accessible from terminals
in the corporate site. In addition, many of these databases contain
compromising and highly sensitive data, from social security
numbers to credit card numbers and credit histories.
There have been a variety of high profile lapses of security in recent
years. They have magnified as data and means from transporting that
data has proliferated. For instance, in August 2005 J. P. Morgan lost
a laptop with information on its customers stored on that computer‘s
hard drive.3 ―A number of financial service companies have had
similar problems recently. In June 2005, Citigroup Inc. said a courier
lost a box containing data tapes with account information.‖4
Government contractors have been impacted too. ―Computers stolen
from TriWest [a government contractor‘s] corporate office in
Phoenix, Ariz., in December 2002 had hard drives containing the
medical records of its … beneficiaries. Records included patient
medical histories, Social Security and other personal information.‖5
This list is extensive, and in fact, mortifying to security professionals
and privacy advocates. In one instance ―UPS Inc. recently lost tapes
3

Matthias Rieker, JPM Laptop with Customer Data Stolen, American Banker,
August 31, 2005, Vol. 170 Issue 168, p20-20
4
Id.
5
AGENCY GROUP 09, Triwest Answers Questions on Stolen Computer Info,
Increased Security, FDCH Regulatory Intelligence Database, February 3, 2003.
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containing the names of 3.9 million customers.‖6 In another instance
Retail Ventures Inc. revealed in 2005 an embarrassing episode stolen
customer data.7 ―The company reported information, including
account numbers, names, and transaction amounts, was stolen on 1.4
million credit cards used to make purchases at DSW stores, mostly
between November 2004 and February 2005.‖8 As recently as March
2006 a laptop with information on almost 200,000 current and former
Hewlett-Packard employees disappeared from an offsite location.9
―The data includes names, addresses, Social Security numbers, dates
of birth and other employment-related information.‖10
Higher education is affected as well. Many institutions use student
Social Security numbers as student identification numbers. Although
that practice has been phased out, there have been lapses.11
Many of the consequences of this shift are well beyond the scope of
this paper, but one case, Guin v. Brazos,12 highlights the battle over
security that is brewing. It is one of the first cases of its kind. This
case was of paramount importance to many companies that disperse
their data on unencrypted computers at various offices and work at
home locations.

6

Martin J Garvey; Steven Marlin, The Going Gets Hot. InformationWeek, June
27, 2005, Issue 1045, p20-22.
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Disk encryption is a computer security technique that
encrypts data stored on a computer's mass storage and
automatically decrypts the information when an
authorized user requests it … Disk encryption can
apply to a directory or an entire disk volume. Disk
encryption is particularly suited to portable devices
such as laptop computers and thumb drives. If used
properly, someone finding a lost device will have
access only to meaningless encrypted files.13
Having unencrypted and unsecured laptops in circulation that hold
sensitive data is not unusual. A survey of 283 companies suggested
that commonly businesses make little or no accommodation for data
loss from stolen or lost laptops. In the surveys, respondents reported
that of all lost/stolen devices: ―87% contained work e-mail; 67% had
confidential business information; 26% had confidential personal
information; 82% were never recovered; 21% had no security at all;
72% were password protected; and only 10% had full disk
encryption.‖ 14
II.

CASE RECITATION

Brazos originates and services student loans.15 Its operations are
spread across the country, and it employed, as relevant here, a
financial analyst who worked from a home office in Silver Spring,
Maryland.16 This financial analyst connected daily to a database in
Texas in order to download sensitive customer information in order to

13

http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Disk_encryption (visited on October
16, 2009).
14
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15
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16
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process loans.17 The type of information depended on the type of
transaction.18 When the financial analysts is ―[p]erforming assetliability management …, he requires loan-level details, including
customer personal information, to complete his work.‖ 19
In 2004, the home office was burglarized and the financial analyst‘s
work-issued laptop computer was stolen.20 The theft was reported to
police department, and Brazos hired a private firm to investigate and
attempt to recover the laptop.21 Neither the police nor the private
firm was able to recover the computer or the stolen data on the
computer.22
Naturally, Brazos initiated an investigation to determine what data
may have been compromised by the theft.23 The investigation
revealed that the financial analyst had indeed downloaded sensitive
customer data on at least seven occasions, but the company was not
able to determine what specific data was downloaded, or which
individual customer records were compromised.24
Brazos looked at the Federal Trade Commission guidelines, which
―[r]ecommend that when "deciding if notification [to customers of an
identity theft threat] is warranted, [a company should] consider the
nature of the compromise, the type of information taken, the
likelihood of misuse, and the potential damage arising from
17
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misuse."‖25 Brazos was also required by California law to give notice
to its customers residing in that State.26 Brazos prudently sent a
notification letter to all of its half million customers.27
The Letter advised borrowers that "some personal information
associated with your student loan, including your name, address,
social security number and loan balance, may have been
inappropriately accessed by the third party. … The Letter also urged
borrowers to place "a free 90-day security alert" on their credit bureau
files and review consumer assistance materials published by the FTC.
In addition, Brazos established a call center to answer further
questions from customers and track any reports of identity theft.28
25

Id. at note 1.
Id. at note 2. The California law, now followed by many states, requires a
state agency, or a person or business that conducts business in California, that
owns or licenses computerized data that includes personal information, as
defined, to disclose in specified ways, any breach of the security of the data, as
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was, or is reasonably believed to have been, acquired by an unauthorized
person. It permits the notifications required by its provisions to be delayed if a
law enforcement agency determines that it would impede a criminal
investigation. It requires an agency, person, or business that maintains
computerized data that includes personal information owned by another to
notify the owner or licensee of the information of any breach of security of the
data. California Civil Code Section 1798 et. Seq. “Using SB 1386 as a baseline,
more than twenty other states have passed similar security breach notification
legislation. NY state‟s attorney general Eliot Spitzer announced New York‟s
Information Security Breach and Notification Act on December 7, 2005. Most
recently, new security-breach notification laws went into effect in Illinois,
Louisiana and New Jersey on January 1, 2006.”
http://www.neoscale.com/English/Solutions/Compliance_Legislation.html
(visited on October 14, 2009).
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Enter Stacy Guin. Guin, the plaintiff, was a student loan customer
of Brazos. He received the letter.29 Guin researched his credit
records, and he did not find any indication that a third party had
accessed his personal information and did not suffer any instance of
identity theft or any other type of fraud involving his personal
information. 30 ―To Brazos's knowledge, none of its borrowers has
experienced any type of fraud as a result of the theft of [the] laptop. 31
Guin‘s original claims of breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duty,
and negligence were reduced over time to one remaining claim of
negligence, brought ―[o]n behalf of "all other Brazos customers
whose confidential information was inappropriately accessed by a
third party...."‖ 32 Brazos moved for summary judgment on this
negligence claim, and this opinion is the court‘s decision on that
motion.
III.

ANALYSIS

In order to prove a claim for negligence, Guin needed to show that
Brazos breached a legal duty owed to him under the circumstances
alleged in this case. 33 Both sides conceded that ―[t]he Gramm-LeachBliley Act34, establish[ed] a statutory-based duty for Brazos "to
protect the security and confidentiality of customers' nonpublic
personal information." 35 ―The [Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act] was
created "to protect against unauthorized access to or use of such
29

Id.
Id.
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Id.
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Id. (citations omitted).
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35
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records which could result in substantial harm or inconvenience to
any customer [of a financial institution].‖ 36
Importantly, Guin alleged that the admitted duty was breached by
Brazos providing its work at home financial analyst with unnecessary
personal information on customers for the given task; by permitting
that work at home employee to keep customer information at home,
and by not requiring the work at home employee to encrypt the disk
contents on the laptop.37 Brazos predictably countered that none of
these actions constituted a breach of duty.38
The court noted that the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act did require Brazos
to ―[i]nstitute written security policies, current risk assessment
reports, and proper safeguards for its customers' personal
information.‖39 Importantly, it noted that ―[the Gramm-Leach-Bliley
Act] does not prohibit someone from working with sensitive data on a
laptop computer in a home office. Despite Guin's persistent argument
that any nonpublic personal information stored on a laptop computer
should be encrypted, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act does not contain
any such requirement.‖ 40 Thus, the court found that Brazos has a
duty of due care that was fulfilled by the policies and procedures that
it had in place. That duty did not include a need to encrypt the
contents of its disks.
The court found that this was enough to dismiss Guin‘s claim, but
elected to analyze other claims that are not relevant here. 41 Those
36
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other claims were also found to be without merit. 42 As a
commentators has said: ―[t]he court concluded that the theft of the
laptop was not reasonably foreseeable, a reasonable jury could not
infer that the burglary caused plaintiff any injury, and the claim for
negligence failed, with the case dismissed on defendant's motion for
summary judgment.‖43
IV.
CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE
FUTURE
The Guin case has far reaching ramifications. As noted previously,
most business entities provide little or no protection against data loss
on its mobile equipment aside from the basic standard virtual private
networks, passwords, and tokens.44 The new data privacy laws
promulgated in most states now require companies to notify
customers if their personal information has been accessed or
disclosed improperly.45 In addition, the federal government is
considering a superseding data security notification law to make it
easier for multistate entities to comply. All of these laws have
something in common - they have strict rules on notification of
breaches, and they set parameters for due diligence. None of them,
however, have gone as far as requiring that the existing hardware and
software in circulation at home offices, on the road, and in traditional
offices become encrypted vaults.
42
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With the Guin decision, business and educational institutions, indeed
all that are covered by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, dodged the
bullet. The retrofit costs, and the immediate liability created by a
decision that sensitive data must be encrypted, could have been
crippling at worst, and sorely costly at best. A federal law clarifying
the situation is sorely needed, and it has been advocated by industry
and educational leaders.
But – Plaintiff Guin‘s point is fundamentally sound. Disk encryption,
and the attendant security provided to sensitive data on those disks, is
the single best way to increase consumer privacy and to mitigate the
rising surge of identity theft. A federal law stipulating that all such
data must be stored in an encrypted format is needed. If such a
statute provided significant (5 to 10 year) lead time, encryption tools
could be built into newer hardware and software to perform the task
seamlessly in a staged rollout over time as older equipment is
replaced. Thus, Mr. Guin, having lost the battle, may still see his
intellectual heirs win the war.
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